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ABSTRACT 

DIRECTION OF THE PLAY STEEL MAGNOLIAS 

By 

Jana Shea Petersdorf 

June 2002 

Steel Magnolias, by Robert Harling, is a poignant tragicomedy set in the fictional 

town ofChinquapin, Louisiana from 1983 to 1985. The play's setting is a beauty salon that 

serves as psychiatrist's office, confessional and home away from home for several women 

of the town. This play reflects the strong sisterhood heeded by women as they struggle 

through life's tragedies and rejoice during life's triumphs. The play presents characters that 

learn to grow stronger as they face each new obstacle. They are able to persevere because 

of the strong community of women to which they belong. 
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Director's Concept 

Steel Magnolias, by Robert Harling, is a poignant tragicomedy set in the fictional 

town of Chinquapin, Louisiana in 1983. The play' s setting is a beauty salon that serves as a 

psychiatrist's office, confessional and home away from home for several women of the 

town. In a society where women have a number of unwritten and often mysterious rules to 

follow, these characters need a place to go where they can commune with other women. 

Abbott says in Womenfolks: Growing Up Down South, "To grow up female in the South is 

to inherit a set of directives that warp one for life, if they do not actually induce psychosis" 

(3). These directives do not cause psychosis in the play (neurosis, yes), but they do cause 

the need for the characters to go to a sanctuary ofrest where they can share problems, 

laughter and be pampered. 

There are many themes within Steel Magnolias. The primary theme reflects the 

strong sense of sisterhood of women from the South. Abbott says of the feminist notion of 

sisterhood in the 1960's, "But sisterhood was nothing new to me. It has been a zealously 

guarded secret among southern women for years" (167). The absence of men from the play 

is not an accident. With men present, sisterhood is hidden; this is why just like the lodge 

hall or golf course, southern women needed a place to commune with their own kind. 

The play also deals with a woman's cycle of life. It examines women's lives from 

birth and marriage to pregnancy and death. This cycle of life reinforces the need to live life 

fully and not waste any of it on regrets, fear, insecurity or anger. Shelby says in Act I, Sc. 

II, "I would rather have thirty minutes of wonderful than a lifetime of nothing special" (35). 

Shelby teaches the other characters how precious life is and that sometimes life may 

require the ultimate sacrifice. 
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Steel Ma1211olias is also a play of contrasts. It deals with the contrasts of youth and 

age, joy and tears, and the paradox of extreme strength in a gender typically thought of as 

weak. The title of the play reinforces the characters' abilities to be strong in mind and 

resolve, but gentle in spirit. The characters are also contrasts. Shelby represents the passion 

of youth and M'Lynn the wisdom and prudence of parenthood. Their conflict mainly 

revolves around the issue of Shelby's health and the unnecessary risks Shelby takes. The 

lack of judgment by Shelby's husband regarding her health also becomes a conflict. Ouiser 

and Clairee contrast nicely as the sophisticated small town society lady and the grouchy, 

put upon old lady of the neighborhood. Their conflict is more humorous than life 

threatening. Annelle and Truvy's relationship becomes one of mother and daughter by the 

end of the play. Their main struggle develops when Annelle becomes "born again." Her 

extremism seems to be fading when she finally makes a wisecrack to Ouiser that leads us to 

believe she will grow into a healthy young mother. She also plans to name her child 

Shelby. The circle of life is complete. 

The color palette of the show should reflect the contrast of the themes and 

characters. Creams, yellows and greens will emphasize the feminine, sunny coolness of a 

sanctuary, but black, reds, oranges and dark blues will contrast with masculinity, boldness 

(Major Color Associations, 1) and even the foreshadowing of death that attacks from the 

world outside their home-away-from home. 

Contrasting textures include warm silk and cool steel, smooth satin and sticky vinyl, 

and plush velvet and scratchy wool. The rough textures with the smooth will help reinforce 

the opposing characters and themes within the play. 
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Costumes 

The costumes of the play will reflect the early 1980's but in no way should poke 

fun of the styles; instead, they should reinforce the characters. Shelby will be dressed in 

pinks since the script emphasizes her love of the color. "Pink is my signature color" (18). 

However, I want to explore as many shades and styles as possible to stress her outgoing 

and vibrant spirit. Annelle will wear greens, yellows, and floral. As she transforms from 

shy mouse to party girl and then to introspective Christian, her clothing styles will change 

from conservative to garish and then back again. Ouiser will start out in wild vibrantly 

printed purples, and gradually as she finds romance and a more sisterly attitude, she will 

change to warmer blues and greens. Clairee should be the "clothes horse" of the play. 

She'll wear tailored suits with slacks or skirts. As the former mayor's wife, her closet 

should be filled with stylish conservative outfits appropriate for luncheons, teas, and garden 

club meetings. M'Lynn should be just a step away from being stylish. A busy life and 

family responsibilities will keep her from being one of fashion's elite. Truvy will be the 

casual dresser with more jewelry and accessories than the other characters. She will have 

something of a western flair to her style. 

Music 

The music for the show will represent the variations of the women. Bluegrass will 

be used during pre-show, intermission and through most scene changes. It is a traditional 

southern music style. The radio will play predominately female western singers of the 50's 

and 60's. Shelby's Hawaii-5-0 theme song will be played where the script requires, but 

other music like "Goin' to Chapel," "If," "Joy to the World" and "The Alleluia Chorus" 

will stress themes, mood, season and plot within the play. 
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Robert Harling wrote Steel Magnolias to honor his sister Susan. It is a beautiful 

epitaph written to teach a son about the sacrifices made by a loving mother. The fact that 

we can laugh through the tragedy of the play makes it an extremely appealing piece of 

theatre. Brandes says, "[ ... ] incisive banter is the principal shield with which these ladies 

keep heartbreak at bay" (1). The "steel" of these women allows them to continue to support 

and encourage one another when they might instead despair. Their "sisterhood" keeps them 

strong, because they know they will always have a place to go to reestablish their strength 

as women. 
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Performance Parameters 

Tulare Westem's Curtain Call Player's production of Steel Magnolias by Robert 

Harling will occur at 7:30pm on the following dates: April 12, 13, 19, 20, 2002. The 

performances will take place in the Little Theatre in room 811 on Tulare Western' s 

campus. Although the Little Theatre was remodeled during the summer of 2001, challenges 

with the facility still remain, particularly involving the technical possibilities. 

Staffing and Budget 

Tulare Westem's production of Steel Magnolias will have a budget of 

approximately $1,500. The set designer will be paid, as will the costumer. A drama parent 

will be serve as props mistress and has already begun the lengthy task of acquiring props 

for the show. During auditions, student will apply for other staffing areas including stage 

manager, assistant director, house manager, publicity, lights, sound and crew. Three Drama 

III students have expressed interest in assistant director and stage manager. Usually what 

works best is to have two assistant directors: one who becomes stage manager and one who 

heads the crew. Since they have been to all the rehearsals and know all the blocking and 

props, it is an easy transition for them to make into the other jobs. With these areas capably 

handled, I can concentrate on directing and the many technical challenges we face. 

Theatre Space 

The Little Theatre is 17.5 feet deep by 36 feet wide. The lack of depth inspires 

creative set design and blocking. Since this is the only stage on which I have directed, with 

the exception of one even smaller, I am used to modifying my directing to work in this 

space. Although others may find it trying, I don't really think of it as a problem. 
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Lighting 

The lighting of the Little Theatre has always been an obstacle. The roof slants from 

the center of the room to the back of the stage. At its apex, the roof is about twelve feet 

high, and at the back of the stage, it is slightly more than eight feet high. Eight par cans 

were purchased three years ago and placed in the back of the room. Being unable to hang 

the lights from the ceiling made shadows impossible to avoid. During the remodeling, they 

decided to go against my recommendations for lights, because they were too expensive. 

Instead, track lighting was purchased. We have twelve lights on four channels and each 

lamp is only 120 Watts. We ate currently exploring other possibilities including renting a 

system, adding to the current system, borrowing from two community theatres, or 

purchasing brighter lamps. I have been assured that our sixteen channel light board can be 

patched into the system so each light will have its own channel. 

Although a beautiful sound and light booth was built, no speakers or soundboard 

were bought. In the past, we have used the A.S.B.'s sound system, but the speakers are 

extremely large and the sound quality is not very clear. A system could be rented, but more 

than likely we will attempt a fundraiser to purchase two speakers and a small soundboard. 

Casting 

Casting Steel Magnolias should not be a problem. This year our department is 

predominately junior and senior girls. They average around three year's experience, and 

thankfully, they come in various shapes and sizes not just your run-of-the-mill teenager. 

Since four of the characters are over forty and two past sixty, I needed several girls to play 

age, and I believe we have them. The girls playing M'Lynn, Truvy, Clairee and Ouiser will 

be keeping observation journals of people their character's age. All actors will explore 
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body leads, master gestures, and the vocal qualities of characters of age. I also like to use 

animals for character movement so the cast will explore different animals for their 

characters as well. 

The most challenging aspect of casting will be the dialect. After discussing this with 

Professor Smith, I decided to use American Southern and not try the more complicated 

Louisiana accent. Getting a consistent dialect from six girls with the typical San Joaquin 

Valley "twang" will most certainly be a challenge, but tapes are available for them to 

practice with as well as written dialect instruction from David Alan Stern's Acting With An 

Accent. It has been helpful in past productions to practice the alphabet and a few key words 

or phrases from the play using the particular dialect. This will be used as part of the vocal 

warm up. 

Rehearsals 

Through necessity, a five-week rehearsal period has been scheduled. There will be a 

week off before production week for Easter vacation. This schedule has worked well in the 

past, because it gives the students a rest before production week. They usually come back 

refreshed and with a better attitude about rehearsing the long hours this week requires. The 

change from afternoon to evening rehearsals separates them from the school day, and the 

actors come in with a more professional attitude as though this was a job not just an extra

curricular activity. 

Steel Magnolias offers the department many challenges from character to lights and 

sound to dialect. However, using a hired set designer, costumer and props mistress will 

allow me to concentrate on directing and character development as well as the time to 

explore solutions to the lighting and sound difficulties. 
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Evaluation of Steel Magnolias as a Production Vehicle 

The plot of Steel Magnolias is a simple one. We learn about the lives of six women 

as they share recipes, sorrows, joys and triumphs in the southern woman's retreat: the 

beauty shop. Abbott describes the neighborhood beauty shop, "It was an all-female 

society-no man would dare enter the place-and here, if nowhere else, women said what 

they thought about men" (168). The characters certainly do discuss their husbands, sons 

and other extended male relations, but the beauty shop served a more important service 

than this as a place that reinforces the sisterhood of women. Abbott says of southern 

sisterhood, "Next to motherhood, sisterhood is what they value most, taking an endless 

pleasure in the daily, commonplace society of one another that they never experience in 

male company" (167). The pressure felt by these women is scoffed at, joked about and 

laughed over, but the stress of their lives is real as the title reinforces. The director 

shouldn't forget the underlying importance of their problems; otherwise, the characters 

might seem stereotyped and one-dimensional. 

Steel Magnolias is a character-driven play. It has little physical action in it and 

much of the story takes place off stage and is relayed to the audience through dialogue. 

Shelby's death occurs off stage, her wedding, and the changing relationships with the 

characters' husbands and beaus occur offstage. The actors have a great challenge to relate 

both character and a great deal of the plot through their careful delivery and interpretation 

of the dialogue. The play deals with everyday events such as marriage, birth and death. 

Ames says of the script, "The plays itself deals with the juxtapositions of the mundane and 

the profound[ ... ]" (2). It is vital that the characters be well-rounded and not one

dimensional deliverers of clever quips and one-liners. As John Simons writes in his article, 
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"The play is often only one jump ahead of soap opera, but always manages to see a bit 

farther and deeper" (94). If the truth behind the play is foremost in the minds of the actors 

and the director, then the play will develop the honesty and love with which it was written. 

Steel Magnolias is a perfect play for the setting in which I teach. The play presents 

challenges to the actors because of its dialect, age, and pacing requirements, and it also 

calls for a broad range of emotions from the characters. It is a good vehicle to explore 

rounded characters that may seem like merely stereotypes. The play will be especially 

pleasing to our audiences who enjoy comedies of all kinds, but with a bend toward 

tragicomedy, it has a greater depth than other high school comedies. The play will make the 

department a profit, which is a necessary consideration, because our plays are paid for only 

through past production profits. Because Steel Magnolias was a well-known film, it will 

attract audiences who enjoyed the film. I am hoping the popularity of the film will also 

bring non-theatre goers to the play and further expand our audience base. 
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Given Circumstances 

The play Steel Magnolias takes place in the fictional town of Chinquapin, 

Louisiana. The play takes place over a two and a half-year period of time. Act I Scene I 

takes place on a cloudy morning in April of 1983. Act I Scene II occurs the Saturday 

morning before Christmas of 1983. Act II Scene I takes place eighteen months later on a 

morning in June of 1985, and Act II Scene II occurs on an unusually chilly morning on 

November 1st of 1985. The script only specifies the weather in Act I Scene I and Act II 

Scene II. According to the Center for Business and Economic Research, average monthly 

temperature for the Natchitoches area, where the actual events of the play took place, are 

65 in April, 79 in June, 54 in November and 49 in December. 

The economic environment of the play is different for each character. However, the 

play's environment is of the working middle class. Clairee and Ouiser have a great deal of 

money that was at least partly inherited from their deceased husbands. Clairee is able to 

purchase the radio station and take a trip to Paris. This shows her to have a surplus of 

disposable income. M'Lynn is the typical upper middle to lower upper class. Comments are 

made about Shelbis future, because her husband is an attorney so we are led to believe 

that she will also be lower upper class. Truvy and Annelle are on the lower end of the 

economic scale with Annelle being the lowest. Her poverty and lack of clothes, car and 

money are stated in Act I Sc. I. Through her job and help from Truvy, she pulls herself up 

from this poverty and is able to move, with her husband, to a larger apartment, and they are 

able to afford to start a family. 

The play does not discuss the political environment much except that Clairee is the 

former mayor's wife. Clairee states in Act I Scene I"[ ... ] I miss the whirlwind of being a 
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mayor's wife" (16). There is another statement by Clairee in Act II Scene II where she 

comments, "He (Lloyd) was a Louisiana politician. We don't know many people that went 

to heaven" (69). There is also a reference to political corruption when Nancy Beth's 

indiscretion with a political official is discussed in Act II Scene I. Truvy and Clairee 

discuss the scandal: 

TRUVY. Nancy Beth was discovered in a nearby motel with a high political 

official. 

CLAIREE. They were both high. They'd been smoking everything but their 

shoes. 

TRUVY. To be the only Miss Merry Christmas in history caught with her 

tinsel around her knees was a very humiliating experience for the 

Marmillion family. 

Although Harling pokes fun at the politicians, Bob Harling Jr. said during a phone 

interview (1) that Joe Sampatie was mayor at the time Steel Magnolias was written. Mr. 

Harling Jr. said that, depending on the mayor, he could be very important to promoting the 

town. One mayor even had signs made and wore shirts that said, "I Love Natchitoches." 

The social environment of the play revolves a great deal around rituals and town 

events. Some of these rituals include weddings, Christmas decorating, pregnancy, parades, 

beauty contests, festivals, spring, and Halloween. Many of the rituals revolve around the 

seasons. Lynne Ames writes, "The changing of the seasons is marked by little things in the 

shop: bouquets of spring flowers yield to baskets of late summer tomatoes which in tum are 

replaced by Christmas decorations [ ... ]" (2). Their Christmas Festival is one of the most 

famous in the state according to the Natchitoches website. These women's lives and social 
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environment revolve around holidays and rituals that have been around for hundreds of 

years. 

These are the most well attended churches and the churches mentioned in Steel 

Magnolias. The statistics are from Louisiana's population in 1980: 

Catholic - 589 churches with 1,304,084 members 

Southern Baptist - 1,316 churches with 652,246 members 

Church of Christ - 226 churches with 22,931 members 

Presbyterian- 133 churches with 32,234 members 

Episcopal - 96 churches with 38,554 members 

Free Methodist- 14 churches with 1,722 members. (ARDA 1-2) 

From the script, we know that Truvy attends the Methodist Church while Annelle 

attends the Riverview Baptist Church. Shelby and Owen sing in The First Presbyterian 

Church, and Ouiser' s niece attends the Episcopal Church. From Truvy and Ouiser' s 

reaction to Annelle's church, we can assume their churches are more conservative than The 

Riverview Baptist Church. Truvy says in Act I Scene II, "It breaks my heart that she won't 

come to the Methodist church with me. I think Riverview Baptist is a little too ... 'Praise 

the Lord' for my taste" (37). After Annelle describes her vacation at Camp Crossroads, 

Ouiser says, "I'm going to check up on my granddaughter and make sure she's still going 

to the Episcopal Church. This born again stuff seems awfully tedious" (54). According to 

ARDA data there are more conservative Protestants than moderate and liberal combined. 

Religion is important to some of the characters, but liberal "Bible beater," "tent revivals," 

and praying "because the elastic in your pantyhose is shot" is frowned upon and a more 

conservative quiet spirituality is preferred. 
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Previous Action 

Shelby- Act I Scene I 

• Drum has been shooting at birds all morning 
• M'Lynn and Drum have been arguing 
• She sweats a lot 
• Argued with M'Lynn over wedding hair 
• She thought Jackson was a pest at first 
• She and Jackson met at the Petroleum Club in Shreveport 
• They will live in Monroe 
• Jackson is a lawyer 
• She loves being a pediatric nurse 
• Argued with M'Lynn and Drum about her working after marriage 
• She has been advised by her doctor not to have children 
• She has severe diabetes 
• M'Lynn insisted Shelby have bridesmaids she did not want 
• Pink is her favorite color 
• Jackson's from a good southern family 
• Shelby and Jackson went parking and skinny dipping 
• She has been put on the pill/her body has not adjusted 
• She told Jackson she wouldn't marry him because she couldn't have children 
• Jackson says they will adopt a child 
• She hid her car so her brothers wouldn't desecrate it with decorations 

Shelby- Act I Scene II 

• Shelby and Jackson are having marital problems 
• She decided to get pregnant 
• Jackson is excited about the baby 
• They were rejected as adoptive parents because of her health 
• She lost Miss Merry Christmas contest years ago 
• She twirled a baton to the Hawaii-Five-0 theme 
• Shelby sings in her church choir 
• Shelby met Owen Jenkins 
• Shelby set up a meeting between Owen J. and Ouiser 

Shelby- Act II Scene I 

• Shelby's kidneys are damaged 
• She needs a kidney transplant 
• She says she is pretty religious 
• Her son's name is Jack Jr. 
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• Shelby hasn't had her colors done 
• Jack Jr. was three months premature 
• Jackson does not help with the baby/spends weekends hunting 
• Shelby's on dialysis 
• Shelby is receiving one of M'Lynn's kidneys 
• Drum is not taking the future surgeries well 

Shelby- Act II Scene II 

• The transplant failed/Shelby went back on dialysis 
• She had to have another surgery 
• She went into a coma during the surgery 
• She died after the family decided to turn off her life support 
• M'Lynn was the only one who stayed with her until the end 

M'Lynn- Act I Scene I 

• Her sons just arrived for the wedding 
• She took Drum's gun 
• Drummond is her husband 
• She may become the Administrator of Mental Health 
• She always keeps confidences and secrets 
• She wanted Shelby to wear her hair like Jaclyn Smiths for the wedding 
• Does not want Shelby to work after she marries 
• Knows how to treat Shelby during and after her hypoglycemic attacks 
• Keeps candies in her purse for Shelby 
• Wanted the wedding colors to be peach and cream 
• Was with Shelby when the doctor told her not to have children 
• She has three children: Shelby, Jonathan and Tommy 

M'Lynn - Act I Scene II 

• Her son Jonathan is in architectural school 
• M'Lynn has negative feelings about Jackson 
• M'Lynn has stated in the past that all she wants is for her children to be happy 

M'Lynn- Act II Scene II 

• She and Drum had their 30th wedding anniversary 
• She and Drum are rediscovering their relationship 
• Feels she's giving Shelby life twice 
• Was the closest match to Shelby for transplant 
• Bought Shelby a peignoir to wear in the hospital 
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M'Lynn- Act II Scene II 

• Has been receiving many visitors and food 
• Did leg exercises with Shelby while in the hospital 
• Was the only one to stay in the room with Shelby after the machines were turned off 
• Did her own hair 
• Had difficult births with both boys, but Shelby was an easy birth 
• Is concerned Jack junior won't know Shelby's sacrifice 

Truvy- Act I Scene I 

• Has been doing hair for 15 years 
• She wants to visit Baltimore 
• Her two sons are leaving town 
• Her husband is a couch potato 
• Her husband enclosed the carport in 1972 as a salon 
• She misses romance 
• Has never lost a client to other rival salons 
• Believes there is no such thing as natural beauty 
• Only does the ladies of the neighborhood on Saturdays 
• Will be doing Shelby's hair for the wedding 

Truvy- Act I Scene II 

• Is outside trying to repair a blown fuse box 
• Her husband redid their son's room for Annelle's crafts 
• Craves romance 
• Hasn't started her shopping 

Truvy- Act II Scene I 

• Rarely does manicures at the shop 
• Considers Annelle her semi-daughter 
• Is afraid her sons are going "to hell in a handcart" 
• Is concerned with Annelle's constant praying 

Truvy- Act II Scene II 

• Received a scarf from Clairee from Paris 
• Wanted to be in the shop if M'Lynn needed her 
• She and her husband are taking M'Lynn's family barbecue 
• Her husband might have an electrical contracting job 
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Annelle- Act I Scene I 

• Move to Chinquapin a month ago 
• Husband left her last week 
• Number one in her class for frosting and tinting 
• Living at Mrs. Robeline's Boarding House 
• Originally from Zwolle 
• Husband left with their car, money and most of her clothes 
• Doesn't know if her marriage is legal 
• Her checks are bouncing 
• Police visited her to question her about her husband, Bunkie Dupuy 
• Her husband may be a criminal 

Annelle- Act I Scene II 

• Has taken up arts and crafts 
• Went through a wild time drinking, smoking and carrying on 
• She is dating Sammy De Soto 
• Made the Christmas ornaments with beauty and hair things 
• Bought all the baby Jesuses at the fire sale 
• Annelle moved into Poot's old room at Truvy's 
• Joined Riverview Baptist Church last month 
• Has done guest lectures at the trade school 
• Annelle met Sammy De Soto at Shelby's wedding 

Annelle- Act II Scene I 

• Went to a Bible weekend and came back a Christian 
• She is praying all the time 
• She is taking a religious vacation to Camp Crossroads in the Ozarks 
• Sammy's crazy about Annelle but a bit resentful of her religious fervor 
• Annelle wrote Ouiser a letter to invite her to church 
• She prays for Ouiser every day 

Annelle- Act II Scene II 

• Annelle and Sammy married 
• Annelle and Sammy are expecting a baby 
• Annelle wants to name the child after Shelby 
• Annelle and Sammy are moving into a bigger place next month 
• Annelle believes Shelby will be their guardian angel 
• Annelle's husband says she needs to lighten up 
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Clairee- Act I Scene I 

• She is the former mayor's wife 
• The stadium is named after her husband - Lloyd Belcher Stadium 
• Married to Lloyd nearly fifty years 
• Lloyd died three months before their soth anniversary 
• Ouiser was her maid of honor 
• Loves football 
• Hates the current mayor's wife 
• Doesn't want to be seen as a third wheel or old biddy 
• Brought Truvy recipes 

Clairee- Act I Scene II 

• Announced the Devil's game as "color" announcer 
• Has a hoarse voice 
• Had hair cut shorter 
• Bought KPPD 
• Devils won their first state championship in eight years 
• Her niece Nancy Beth is Miss Merry Christmas this year 
• Their was no Christmas festival when she was in high school 
• Clairee knew Owen Jenkins 

Clairee- Act II Scene II 

• Nephew knocked on her bedroom window at 9:30 the night before 
• Her nephew announced he was gay 
• She told him she would accept him 
• Her niece, Nancy Beth, was caught high with a political official 
• She plays bridge 
• Planning a New York theatre trip 
• Marshall brought her a gold enamel bug pin 
• Her nephew says all gay men have track lighting and are named Steve, Mark, or Rick 
• She and Sis Orelle are driving to Monroe and want to have dinner with Shelby and 

Jackson 
• She is scared to fly 
• Sees the Sherwood Forest truck delivering flowers to Ouiser twice a week 
• Sees Owen's car parked outside Ouiser's house at least once a week 
• She wants to support the arts in her area 
• Her radio station is sponsoring a summer fiesta with games and prizes 

Clairee- Act II Scene II 

• Clairee traveled to Paris before Shelby became ill 
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• Went directly to M'Lynn's house when she returned from Paris 
• She brought everyone gifts 
• Instructed the station to play music Shelby would have liked 
• Clairee has call waiting 

Ouiser- Act I Scene I 

• Has had an ongoing battle with Drum about who owns the Magnolia tree 
• She has a dog named Rhett 
• Her dog is losing its hair because of Drum's shooting 
• She was expected for her hair appointment at 11 :00 am 
• Hasn't been sleeping well 
• She lives alone 
• Has been married twice 
• Takes dog to Whitey Black, the vet 
• She says she knows everyone in town 
• Cleaned house in case neighbors came by 
• Drum stole all the magnolias off what she considers to be her tree 
• Says Drum fired a cannon at her 

Ouiser- Act I Scene II 

• People are parking on her lawn to go to the parade 
• Rhett is the poster dog for the Christmas Parade 
• Rhett's hair has grown back 
• Says she ran off Owen Jenkins 
• Says her first two husbands were deadbeats 
• Has three ungrateful children 
• Says she's been in a bad mood for forty years 
• Al ways brings her shrimp meat pies to events 

Ouiser- Act II Scene I 

• She has new artwork 
• Her nephew Steve installed track lighting for her 
• Grows tomatoes because that's what southern women are supposed to do 
• Received many letters from the people from the Riverview Baptist Church 
• Made an appointment to have her colors done 
• Doesn't see plays or movies or read books 
• Owen wants more than friendship from her 
• Has a granddaughter who attends the Episcopal Church 
• Smiled at Drum when they were both at the Piggly Wiggly 
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Ouiser- Act II Scene II 

• She never watches public television 
• Lloyd got a lot of humor at Ouiser's expense when he was alive 
• She has been praying for M'Lynn's family since Shelby's death 
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Analysis of Dialogue 

When analyzing the dialogue in Steel Magnolias, the quick comic one-liners should 

not be overlooked as arbitrary or just for laughs. Robert Harling describes in the DVD 

interview his use of comedy in the script, "I never consciously think, I need a funny line 

here. I just sort of set up the situation and if my character feels the need to deal with that 

particular situation or that retort with humor, then my character sort of comes up with 

something humorous to say. I never think, oh I want a laugh here." Harling uses humor to 

ease tensions, to cheer others or to lessen a criticism in the play. One example is when 

Truvy complains about Drum's behavior, "Shelby ... uh you know I'd walk on my lips to 

avoid criticizing anyone but your father is about to make us all pull our hair out" (12). She 

prefaces her criticism with humor to lessen the severity of it. Truvy is often the one who 

uses humor to change the subject or create a lighter mood. When Shelby confesses that 

Jackson does not help with raising Jack Jr., Truvy uses humor to cheer her when she says, 

"But Jackson is certainly a good provider. [ ... ] And he'll come around. And when he does, 

I want you to run tell me how you accomplished it. And I'll get to work on that sofa slug 

I'm married to" (53). Truvy often serves as the peacekeeper by changing the subject, 

particularly in Act I Scene I. When Shelby and M'Lynn are bickering about the size of the 

wedding party, Truvy changes the subject with, "What are your colors Shelby?" (18). The 

stage directions even say, "the peacemaker." She continues to lighten the mood as they 

bicker about the colors of the wedding with, "I am wearing a sexy blue chiffon, Shelby. 

Jackson's gonna take one look at me and leave you behind in the dust" (18). Through much 

of this act, she finds ways to derail the tensions and arguing that might get ugly. She makes 
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sure M'Lynn and Shelby never have a chance to spoil Shelby's special day with petty 

bickering. 

Although we don't see it as often from the other characters as we do with Truvy, the 

other women also use humor to defuse volatile situations. The most obvious is in Act II 

Scene II when M'Lynn has her meltdown about Shelby's death. The characters are in pain 

and seem completely at a loss until Clairee steps in with humor. When M'Lynn states she 

wants to hit someone until they feel as badly as she does, she gets her wish. Clairee says, 

"Here. Hit this! Go ahead, M'Lynn. Slap her![ ... ] We can sell T-shirts saying, 'I slapped 

Ouiser Boudreaux!' Hit her!" (68). Clairee realizes M'Lynn's despair and the inability of 

the others to help her. She decides to use laughter to lessen the seriousness of the moment 

and help them all begin to heal. 

Harling's use of humor is not merely for a laugh. It helps to carry the dialogue and 

plot forward and to defuse negative situations. Throughout Steel Magnolias, Harling uses 

humor to make tragic events bearable. 

When looking at the writing style of Steel Magnolias, the style used reinforces the 

way people actually speak. The dialogue is a "slice of life" because it sounds like normal 

everyday speech. The dialogue is full of fragments, comma splices and run on sentences. 

Essentially, it is written as people speak to communicate, not how they write to 

communicate. Harling has created the quick topping of lines that comes with people who 

know one another well and speak often. It follows the fragmentation of normal speech. An 

exchange between Annelle and Truvy in Act II Scene I is an example of this fragmented 

speech: 

TRUVY. Amen. Annelle? I'm out of uh ... 
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ANNELLE. Is it still next to ... ? 

TRUVY. No. It's over the .. . 

ANNELLE. O.K. 

This example shows us how these characters essentially finish one another's 

thoughts or sentences. In the year and a half they have been working together, they have 

bonded and are so comfortable together they can guess the other's needs. The dialogue 

reinforces the relationships and also the naturalness of everyday speech. 

Bob Harling Jr. clarified a few words from the play during a phone interview on 

March 25th. Mr. Harling said the phrase "I'll swanee," spoken by Clairee in Act I Scene I, 

is a replacement for swearing. He said swearing would not have been appropriate under 

those circumstances. His information about "Dago pie" is that as originally used, it was not 

any kind of racial slur. He described the dessert as a layering of pudding and fruit. 



Character Analysis 

M'Lynn 
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The primary conflict in Steel Magnolias revolves around M'Lynn's desire to control 

her daughter Shelby, and Shelby's desire to maintain her autonomy. Mary Lynn Eatenton is 

private and controlled about her personal life. M'Lynn's character is fairly typical of a 

southern matriarch. Abbott writes in Womenfolks: Growing Up Down South about her 

mother's lessons, "But one of the things she most wanted me to learn was [ ... ] Hide. 

Never let anybody know what your true feelings are" (170). M'Lynn hides her true feelings 

under the guise of confidant and secret keeper. 

Several characters comment on her ability to keep confidences. Shelby states in Act 

I Scene I of Steel Magnolias, "When mama says she doesn't talk, she means it. She's a 

brick wall" (24). Clairee chastises M'Lynn for her silence about the kidney surgeries, 

"Mary Lynn Eatenton! I am without words! Why haven't I been told? [ ... ] I can't believe 

you didn't say anything" (57). M'Lynn, herself, even comments on the need for keeping 

other's secrets. "I will not discuss office business in a social setting. People need a place 

they can come unload their problems. I would never violate their confidence" (24). M'Lynn 

even sounds bitter regarding her closed mouth reputation in Act I Scene II. "I never tell 

anyone anything" (35) Something within M'Lynn keeps her from confiding in her friends 

and her husband. During Act I, we see a very emotionally controlled woman whose real 

feelings are hidden behind silence or subtle criticisms. She has learned to keep her feelings 

hidden and secret. 

M'Lynn does not hesitate to share Shelby's personal life with the other women. 

Since she cannot control Shelby's life, she can at least voice her disapproval and worry to 
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the other women. This criticism is a constant reminder to Shelby that M'Lynn feels she is 

incapable of making her own decisions and having control over her own life. She states in 

Act I Scene I, "Drum and I feel that Shelby should not work anymore after she gets 

married" (17). Shelby's sarcastic remark, "I'm so anxious to discuss this topic for the nine 

hundredth time this week" (17), is just the beginning of a power struggle between these two 

characters that speaks loudest in Act I. 

M'Lynn's attitudes at the beginning of the play deal with the desire to maintain 

control of Shelby's life, because as a controlling parent, she feels Shelby is incapable of 

doing it herself. Shelby says in Act I Scene II after confessing her pregnancy, "You are 

jealous because you no longer have any say-so in what I do. And that drives you up the 

wall. You're ready to spit nails because you can't call the shots" (34). In Mothers Who 

Drive Their Daughters Crazy the Cohens' remark, "The mothers and daughters forget to 

adjust to an adult-adult relationship" (215). M'Lynn cannot control Shelby's life, because 

Shelby has asserted her position as an adult child. By making a life-changing decision, 

though perhaps not a wise decision, she has questioned her mother's wisdom and advice. 

M'Lynn is hurt by this decision not just for Shelby's health, but because it seems a defiant 

gesture against her mother's advice. In the Cohens' book, Tolpin says, "Anytime the 

daughter makes a choice that doesn't fit the mother's image, it is like a betrayal" (214 ). 

Until M'Lynn can allow Shelby to be an adult and make her own decisions, the discord 

between the two will not end. M'Lynn criticizes nearly every decision Shelby has made for 

the wedding even down to her color choices. "That sanctuary looks like it's been hosed 

down with Pepto-Bismol [ ... ] I tried to talk her into using peaches and cream" (18). It 

should not be a surprise to M'Lynn that Shelby chooses pink for her wedding since Shelby 
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describes it as her "signature color." M'Lynn gives further evidence of her need to have 

power over her family when she says, "I am supposed to be the expert on behavior and I 

can't seem to manage the people in my own family" (24). With three adult children, we 

must wonder why she feels the need to "manage" them and Drum at all. 

M'Lynn's attitude gradually mellows as the play progresses and her need for 

dominating Shelby's decisions declines. You can see a reciprocal relationship growing 

between M'Lynn and Shelby in Act II Scene I. Shelby's animosity is gone as are M'Lynn's 

underhanded criticisms. The Cohens describe what daughters want their mothers to know, 

"I have my own life. I can make my own decisions. I have to take risks and fail but I will 

be okay" (214). M'Lynn is more willing to step back and allow Shelby to make these 

decisions for her future as M'Lynn's character changes and adapts to allow for a healthy 

adult/adult relationship with her daughter. 

M'Lynn' s change of attitude is also apparent in the rekindling of her marriage. 

Usually cynical about her own husband and marriage, she shares many marital alterations 

with the women of the shop; "The most bizarre thing has happened. Drum and I seem to be 

rediscovering those things that brought us together in the first place. I don't know if we 

buried them or became blind to them" (55). The reality of the surgery and perhaps her own 

mortality brings her to appreciate what she has been overlooking both in Drum and in 

Shelby. She continues philosophically, "Every now and then Drum and I seem to find these 

moments of magic. I don't know. I don't know ifl'm lucky to have what I have ... or 

lucky to know what I have" (56). She no longer needs to be so emapt in her children's 

lives- especially Shelby's. She can begin to rebuild the marital relationship that she has 

sacrificed with her former need to control the lives and decisions of her children. 
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M'Lynn's final polar attitude is when she completely loses control of her emotions 

after Shelby's death. Until now, a woman so stoic and restrained, her rage and despair is 

painfully shared with her friends, " ... It is not supposed to happen this way. I'm supposed 

to go first. I've always been ready to go first. I can't stand this. I just want to hit somebody 

until they feel as bad as I do. I ... just want to hit something ... and hit it hard" (68). She 

has finally come to terms with the fact that she could not control Shelby and she could not 

control death. We are led to believe that this passionate outburst will be a healing event for 

her. After many tense moments, which are broken by Clairee's offer of Ouiser as a 

punching bag, M'Lynn and Truvy share this exchange: 

M'L YNN. I shouldn't have gone on like I did. I made everybody cry. I'm 

sorry. 

TRUVY. Don't be silly. Laughter through tears is my favorite emotion. 

M'L YNN. Maybe it was about time I had an emotional outburst. Maybe I'll 

start having them at home more often. Drum will be so pleased. (70) 

We finally see M'Lynn let go of her emotions and share them with someone else

her friends who are her extended family. Her outburst about Shelby's needless death is 

finally freed and she can begin to heal with the help of her network of friends. The Cohens 

describe the dangers of repressed anger; "Feelings are magnified when kept in the private 

world[ ... ] and repressed rage can be extremely damaging" (34). M'Lynn has been 

keeping her feelings private and secret since the beginning of the play. The fact that she 

says her husband will be pleased if she has these outbursts at home intimates that she does 

not even share her anger and heartbreak with him. The Cohens write, "Expressing anger 

can feel pleasurable and freeing" (43). This first eruption and her acceptance of Shelby's 
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death complete her polar attitude. She sees the hope that is still left in Shelby's child, the 

cycle of life continued with Annelle' s child being named Shelby and in the close ties she 

has within her circle of friends. She no longer has to control her every emotion and she no 

longer must protect Shelby. She is without her daughter but not lost. 

Shelby 

Shelby's character begins the play seeking distance and separation from her 

mother's advice and control. Already twenty-five years old, she hopes this marriage will 

give her the freedom and autonomy she craves. Although Shelby seems to be the girl who 

has everything, we soon find that her life has been limited by diabetes. It limits her future, 

her relationships, and her ability to have a normal life. After Shelby has a hypoglycemic 

. attack at the beauty shop, M'Lynn confides to the others, "Dr. Michoud told her at her last 

appointment that children are not possible [ ... ] She feels that Jackson might be throwing 

away his chance for children" (22). Shelby stubbornly refuses to allow the women to 

coddle or pity her. She continues to strive for a normal life. M'Lynn comments, "Don't 

fuss over her [ ... ] Normality is very important to Shelby" (22). 

The fact that Shelby is the daughter of a controlling mother influences her character 

greatly. According to The Mom Factor by Cloud and Townsend, Shelby has two choices. 

·They write, "If a mother is unable to let her child have a life of her own, separate and 

distinct from her, moving away and against her, one of two things will happen-. the child 

will be broken, or the mother and child will battle and someone wins" (92). In Act I 

particularly, we see Shelby rebelling against M'Lynn's protection and control. She goes so 

far as to exclude M'Lynn from her future life decisions when she says, "I'd rather not talk 

about it, Mama. What happens in my life now is between Jackson and me. Jackson will 
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take care of me and I will take care of him" (23). Shelby truly believes she and Jackson can 

have a happy reciprocal marriage and that Jackson will "take care of her" as her mother 

did. Unfortunately, the script elaborates gently on a troubled marriage so troubled that 

Shelby is willing to risk her life to have a baby. She states, "Listen to me. I want a child of 

my own. I think it would help things a lot" (34). She is referring to marital problems 

between she and Jackson. Clearly the problems with adoption have put a strain on their 

marriage. She believes giving Jackson a baby may save her marriage. Shelby had stated in 

Act I Scene II regarding getting pregnant, "I know all about adoption. And I also know the 

limitation of this body of mine. I would never do anything stupid" (24). Then why does 

she? There are several reasons besides just to save her marriage. As the daughter of a 

controlling mom, it may be as simple as rebellion. By becoming pregnant, she goes against 

everyone who said she couldn't or shouldn't. Cloud and Townsend write, "The rebellious 

style resists all types of rules and authorities. She sees bosses, parents, teachers and other 

experts as controlling and abusive to her freedom to be herself' (169). In order to prove her 

independence; Shelby risks her life by becoming pregnant. In order to save her marriage, 

she risks her life by having a child. She rebels against everyone to live the normal life she 

craves. 

In Act II Scene I, we see a different Shelby who shares the problems she has been 

having with Jackson. When she discloses her fatigue from caring for Jack Jr., Truvy tells 

her to get Jackson's help. Shelby tells them, "He helps, I guess. Mama doesn't think he 

does. But he does. Sometimes. When he thinks about it. Which isn't often. Most of the time 

he doesn't do a damn thing. And every weekend he's off hunting" (52). This is quite a 

change from Act I when she believed she and Jackson would care for one another for the 
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rest of their lives. This lack of care from Jackson has forced Shelby to return to her mother 

in her time of need. In Film Literature Quarterly, Lisa Tyler describes why Shelby and 

many women will seek help from other women or their mothers. She writes that women, " 

[ ... ] turn to other women and their own daughters for the emotional closeness they cannot 

as easily experience in heterosexual relationships with men" (103). With the exception of 

Clairee, none of these women have very satisfying relationships with men. Shelby's 

character seems destined to become one of the regulars who must go to the "female world 

of love and ritual" (Tyler 102) to commiserate with those of her own gender. 

Shelby really finds her freedom with the women in the beauty shop. Her polar 

attitude changes from wanting to seek freedom from her mother's tyranny through 

marriage to embracing her mother's love and sacrifice and the feminine social network 

within the beauty shop. Tyler quotes Marilyn Arthur as writing that women,"[ ... ] form a 

female solidarity [ ... ] whose basis is the special comfort, affection, and general 

gratification which women are able to offer one another simply of their appreciation of and 

identification with one another" (100). Shelby learns to seek comfort and love from the 

circle of women around her that she will never find from Jackson and her less than perfect 

marriage. 
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Ideas of the Play 

The play, Steel Magnolias, deals with characters all at different stages of a woman's 

life. The core idea of Steel Magnolias is to live life to the fullest no matter what stage of 

life we may be in. Within the play there are a plethora of quotes from many of the 

characters about living life to the fullest. One quote that stands out the most is in Act I 

Scene II when Shelby says to M'Lynn, "I would rather have thirty minutes of wonderful 

than a lifetime of nothing special" (35). Shelby was only twenty-eight years old when she 

died, but she had a true zest for life. When she is on stage, she always gives the impression 

that she doesn't waste a minute on sorrow or envy or other negative feelings. M'Lynn 

reinforces this idea in Act II Scene II when she says, after Shelby's death, "Shelby, as you 

know, would not want us to get all mired down and wallow in this. She would look on it as 

just one of life's occurrences. We should deal with it the best way we know how ... and 

get on with it" (66). Even after Shelby dies, M'Lynn still uses her as an example not to stay 

down after a heartbreak but to carry on with our lives. On the DVD, Robert Harling says, "I 

wrote it to be a celebration of life." The joys and accomplishments each character creates 

are to be celebrated by the audience. 

The play doesn't just deal with the issue that "life must go on" but also that we must 

figure out why we're here and what our purpose is. An exchange between three characters 

in Act I Scene I demonstrates this: 

CLAIREE ... We had such a good time. Until last November ... at least he 

hung on through the state playoffs. 

SHELBY. Miss Clairee. There are still good times to be had. 

CLAIREE. Oh sure. But I miss the whirlwind of being a mayor's wife ... 
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SHELBY. Somebody like you should be able to find something to occupy 

her time. 

CLAIREE. Well. I really do love football. But it's hard to parlay that into a 

reason to live. 

TRUVY. Let's just face it, Clairee. You're a woman coming to terms with 

her grips ... It's up to us to figure out why we were put on this earth. 

(15-16) 

Clairee has to adjust to being alone after nearly fifty years of marriage. But instead 

of giving in, she buys a radio station, begins traveling and attending the theatre. She 

continues to enjoy life but a different life than she had before. 

Ouiser seems to be too much of a curmudgeon to enjoy life or to live it to the 

fullest. However, through a new relationship, she begins to find the joie de vivre that 

seemed to be missing. She says in Act II Scene I, "You broaden your horizons your way. 

I'll broaden my horizons mine. I have plans on Friday. I'm going to Shreveport to get my 

colors done .... It's a present from Owen" (51). Ouiser finds pleasure in life her own way, 

and although she usually protests too much, we are led to believe Owen's flowers and 

visitations are not unwelcome. She is no longer just the town grouch but becomes a woman 

with a good man in her future. 

Metaphor 

The primary metaphor of the play is the beauty shop as a home away from home. It 

is a place for these characters to come to "let their hair down" literally and figuratively. 

Richard Shickel juxtaposes women's needs for bonding as opposed to men in his Time 

review, "Feminist theory and common sense tells us that women have a similar need to 
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renew gender loyalties [ ... ] a small-town beauty parlor can function as a little lodge hall 

for women, a place where they can let their hair down while it is being put up" (92). After 

Shelby's death, Truvy decides to stay open in case M'Lynn needs her. M'Lynn cannot even 

explain what draws her inexorably to the shop. As she struggles for control of her 

emotions, she tells them,"[ ... ] I didn't know ifl would have time ... would feel like 

coming here. But this morning I wanted to come here more than anything. Isn't that silly?" 

(67). She leaves her house, husband and sons to return home to the family with whom she 

can share anything, even her most vulnerable emotional despair. It is only here that she can 

feel comfortable and receive the nurturing and love she needs. It is also a place where she 

does not have to be in control; this gives her a peace she cannot attain at her own house. 

Symbolism 

In Steel Magnolias, the title serves as a symbol of both the south and its women. 

Gold's article in The Wall Street Journal describes how Harling wants us to see the 

characters: "He wants us to see these traditional, small town women[ ... ] as heroic -

blushing flowers with innards of forged steel" (2). Julius Novick is quoted in 

Contemporary Literary Criticism as writing, "The "steel" in Steel Magnolias evidently 

refers not to metallic rigidity, hardness, and coldness, but to sheer strength of character" 

(167). Despite their problems and challenges these women stay positive and productive. 

They don't become depressed or self-pitying but carry on with the duties of life. Although 

the women often make light of the difficulties in their lives, their problems and sorrows are 

not trite and silly. Sometimes women are viewed as soft and delicate, but Bob Strauss 

writes in his article in The Atlanta Constitution, "We don't think of women's stories and 

women's lives as soft. Actually, most women's lives are pretty damn hard" (19). These 
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women are deserted physically and emotionally by husbands, widowed, robbed, abandoned 

and finally bereft of a child, and yet they are able to continue with a life that must go on 

despite its difficulties and sorrows. Margaret Harling describes the difference between the 

men and women's reactions during Shelby's service in Family Circle as quoted by Lisa 

Tyler, "The men were awkward-some fought tears, some didn't know what to say, some 

wept openly. But the women knew how to function in a crisis ... They were strong" (102). 

This strength is to be admired not scoffed at because they choose to handle crises with 

humor and optimism. 

The magnolia is the state flower of Louisiana and is a more obvious symbol of these 

women. The steel may apply to all women, but magnolia certainly specifies the southern 

woman as unique to all others. 

Another symbol within the play is the radio. Shelby gave it to Truvy, but it was 

really a surplus wedding gift. During Act I Scene II and Act II Scene I the radio plays but 

half-heartedly; it must be prompted by the women to play. The stage directions read, 

"Shelby's radio plays, but fades in and out. Truvy and Annelle have to whack it from time 

to time to make it play" ( 44). The "illness" of the radio symbolizes Shelby's own physical 

degeneration in these two acts. Although given to Truvy as a gift, the radio is always 

referred to as "Shelby's radio." After her death, it symbolizes the part of her that will 

always be remembered and cherished. It represents part of that "little piece of immortality" 

she so desperately needed to leave behind. 

Themes 

One of the themes as stated in the director's concept is the strong sense of 

sisterhood created in the play. In Literature and Film Quarterly this sisterhood is described 
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as a,"[ ... ] form of female solidarity[ ... ] whose basis is the special and particular 

comfort, affection, and general gratification which women are able to offer one another by 

virtue simply of their appreciation of and identification with one another" (100). Discussing 

wedding plans, criminal husbands, homosexual nephews, and childbearing problems are 

subjects they readily share with each other. Indeed, these women feel comfortable 

revealing to one another their most intimate secrets. No matter how large and daunting the 

problems seem to be, the others find a way to help deal with them. When M'Lynn confides 

that Shelby's pregnancy is not necessarily a joyful occasion, the women rally around her: 

TRUVY. Oh, honey. I wish I had some words of wisdom ... but I don't. So 

I will focus on the joy of the situation. Congratulations. 

OUISER. Absolutely. 

M'L YNN. Diabetics have healthy babies all the time. 

ANNELLE. It will all be fine. 

CLAIREE. Of course it will. 

M'L YNN. Thank you, ladies. You're right. We'll make it through this fine. 

You know what they say. That which does not kill us makes us stronger. 

(43) 

The reality of the situation is that the damage has been done. Shelby is pregnant so 

instead of wallowing in the "what ifs" of the situation, the women create a network of 

support for M'Lynn so much so that she is able to buy into the optimism they create. The 

women repeat this in Act II Scene II after Shelby's death: 

TRUVY. M'Lynn. You promise you'll call if you need anything, you hear? 

ANNELLE. And ifher line's busy, you call me. 
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M'L YNN. I will ... 
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TRUVY. M'Lynn. I know it hurts. But it'll get better. And if you feel like 

taking a whack at something ... come on over and hit on me. I won't 

break. (70) 

Although the offers are given lightly and some even with humor, their true meaning 

is not lost. If she needs them anytime, they will be there for her together or individually. 

Though Shelby's absence is keenly felt, the solidarity and companionship between the 

women is still intact and will not change. 

Conflict 

M'Lynn's desire to control Shelby's life and thereby control her diabetes is the 

primary conflict in Steel Magnolias. Salamon reiterates this in The Wall Street Journal 

when she writes,"[ ... ] and the plot's central frustration revolves around M'Lynn's 

inability to take charge of her tall, beautiful daughter's diabetes" (2). Even when Shelby 

and M'Lynn have reconciled and are no longer struggling for control of Shelby's life, in 

Act II Scene I, M'Lynn is still fighting Shelby's illness. She even attempts to fight it at the 

risk of her own life. Shelby says, "Mama's going to give me one of her kidneys" (58). 

Unfortunately, M'Lynn does not win this battle, but she did win the love and acceptance of 

her daughter and the knowledge that she gave everything to save Shelby's life. 

Another conflict within the play is that between the characters and their invisible 

husbands. Tyler writes, "Certainly these women are decidedly skeptical of the institution of 

marriage" (99). With the exception of Clairee, all the women have or have had conflict in 

their relationships with men. Annelle's describes the conflict with her husband, Bunkie 
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DuPuy, in Act I Scene I, "He took all the money, my jewelry, the car. Most of my clothes 

were in the trunk. [ ... ] He's is big trouble with the law. Drugs or something ... They say 

my marriage may not be legal[ ... ]" (29). Annelle is desperate and these women help her 

solve her problems. She eventually finds a job, religion and a new loving husband to accept 

and love her. 

The other women face conflicts that are much less drastic. Truvy has a "sofa slug" 

for a husband, but with the promise of a new job, he gives hope that things may be looking 

up for them. M'Lynn transforms from a woman frustrated and furious with her "crazy" 

husband to a woman who begins to relive the reasons why the two married in the first 

place. After two unhappy marriages to "the two most worthless men in the universe", 

Ouiser begins a new friendship with a gentleman that may lead to romance. And finally, 

Clairee actually learns to live without her much-loved husband after his death. She 

develops interests of her own and finds happiness in these pursuits. Each woman resolves 

or begins to resolve the conflicts she has had in her relationships with men. 
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Reviews of Previous Productions 

The recent productions of Steel Magnolias vary from traditional versions, to 

environmental theatre set in a salon with an audience of twenty-four to a drag production. 

Most of the productions have been reviewed positively. Several reviewers commented on 

the entire life cycle of a woman depicted in the play. Others recognized that the women 

aren't as superficial as they may appear at first glance. Even those who did not give the 

play much weight find it an enjoyable night of theatre. Salamon writes, "There isn't that 

much to Robert Harling's first play. [ ... ] It's a homey soap opera brightened up with some 

hilarious one-liners and endearing characters. These simple pleasures [ ... ] have made the 

show a great hit with a great many people, including me" (1 ). 

On the more critical side, the fact that there is no action in the play, merely 

dialogue, was pointed out as a weakness of the script. Other critics cited this as a strength. 

Kershner writes,"[ ... ] it is also uncommonly honest, well written and non-manipulative" 

(1). To write in a bunch of useless overt conflict/action would not be an honest portrayal of 

a very personal experience recreated by the playwright. He is going for a slice of southern 

life, not Hollywood melodrama. Bob Strauss writes,"[ ... ] the idea that there's not a hard 

edge to a woman's story because no one pulls out a gun and shoots somebody is really 

offensive to us" (2). The conflict within the story is within the lives and struggles of the 

characters. 
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Robert Harling 

Born in Dothan Alabama in 1951, Robert Harling III and the rest of his family 

moved to Natchitoches, Louisiana when Harling was in his early teens. Harling relocated to 

New York after graduating from Tulane, University. In New York, he found work as a 

commercial voice-over actor. 

Robert Harling describes his family on the DVD of the movie Steel Magnolias. He 

uses the words, "close knit," "unique southern family," and "eccentric." Harling says he 

was especially close to his younger sister Susan whom he describes as "my best friend" and 

"the most wonderful person in the world." Unfortunately, Susan died in October of 1985 of 

complications from surgery and diabetes. 

Harling felt isolated from his family in New York and angry that his nephew, 

Susan's son Robert, would "never know how wonderful she was." Some of his friends told 

him to write about his feelings so Harling decided to write a short story of Susan's life and 

struggles. The more he wrote the less he felt the prose form captured the "humor, grace, 

and dignity" of Susan and the "community of women" who surrounded his mother and 

sister. He felt dialogue would be a better conveyor of his feelings and the events. He set out 

to write a one-act play and wrote a full-length production instead. In ten days, he had 

written Steel Magnolias! 

Margaret Harling, Robert Harling's mother and the person M'Lynn is based on, 

said per a phone interview, "Robert saw the way the women were handling Susan's death 

was very different from the men." This difference is what Harling captures in many of his 

works: the unique perspective of women. Shirley MacLaine says on the DVD interview, 

"It's (Steel Magnolias) all about understanding feminine reactions, women's reactions, 
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women's tears, women's comedy." Harling's ability to understand feminine idiosyncrasies 

is further supported by John Simon's article, "Wall in the Family" in New York Magazine 

as republished in Contemporan1 Literarv Criticism. He writes, "Often when men write 

plays with all-female casts, the result is patronizing and false [ ... ] but it is not with the 

charming Steel Magnolias [ ... ] and he (Harling) convinces me utterly that he knows their 

heads inside and out, hair by hair and thought for thought" (166). This understanding of 

women's behavior and feelings is reflected in his two other works: The First Wives' Club 

and Evening Star. Both of these screenplays deal with women's reactions to strife and loss 

through divorce and a child's death. 

A reoccurring theme in his works is to live life to the fullest whether it's continuing 

after the loss of a loved one as in Evening Star and Steel Magnolias or sweet revenge after 

a disastrous marriage in First Wives' Club. Another theme is the banding together of 

women as a community. The formation of a close-knit community of support during 

hardship may be a uniquely female trait that Harling saw reflected in the lives of his mother 

and his sister in Natchitoches. Humor through hardship is also a theme of his works. He 

discussed on the DVD that his sister Susan would ''take it upon herself to take us out of the 

depths of despair" with humor. Harling uses humor to relate the joys and sorrows of 

southern women's lives, creating both laughter and tears. 
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Student Outcomes 

1. Students will demonstrate a grasp of the southern dialect through execution 

of dialogue on stage. 

2. Students will keep an observation journal to assist with character 

development. 

3. Students will demonstrate an understanding of character tempos, body leads 

and master gesture through rehearsal and practice. 

4. Students will build community through rehearsals, practice and a common 

goal. 

5. Students will utilize their observation journals for the physical development 

of their character. 

6. Students will use character quotes to analyze and develop their character and 

their relationship to other characters of the play. 

7. Students will develop make up designs for their character. 

8. Students will participate in set construction, painting, props, and publicity 

for a more complete production experience. 
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Production Journal 

Week One 

Blocking went fairly smoothly. I still don't like the end of Act I Scene I so I will look at it 

freshly next Tues. Gabby and Haylie have Act I Scene I memorized already. Projection is 

key for Ashley. They all have hard "r's." All have dialect tapes to practice with and 

journals for character observation. Sanisha is observing her grandmother and so is Kathryn 

H. Kathyrn Mis observing her aunt. The props lady backed out Monday, because her 

daughter wasn't cast. Erin said she would take over the props. She's had a meeting and 

divided up everything, including beauty shop numbers, with the props crew. Haylie is 

making an appointment to visit the dialysis unit at the hospital. I told her I would go if she 

got some days and times for us to choose from. Used dialect tape to drill as a warm up 

Tuesday and Thursday. 

Week Two 

I had the girls sit in a line facing each other's backs. They massaged their show "partner" 

or "other half." I have been calling them that to help them build community and 

relationship with everyone but particularly their partner. Ouiser/Clairee, Annelle/Truvy, 

M'Lynn/Shelby are partners. Then they each had to say what they admired about the other 

character. They turned around and then said what they admired about the person playing 

the character. This was especially good for Haylie (Shelby) and Kathryn M. (M'Lynn) 

because Haylie is so self-absorbed and esoteric, and Kathryn is such a recluse that I felt 

they needed to bond more than the others. It also helped shed that fear high school students 

have of touching anyone of the same gender. 
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Everyone has done well with memorization except Kathryn M. who is behind. She always 

has an excuse such as she can't memorize by herself, she has a lot of homework, etc. 

Cleaned up the end of Act I Scene I a bit. It will be easier to "see" when the wagons are in 

place. 

Week Three 

We went over their character quotes Monday and they were very insightful. Clairee said 

they helped her understand the changes in her character from Act I to Act II Scene II. 

Haylie is completely memorized, as is Gabby. The verbs are working well with the girls. 

Instead of dictating every line's intention, I wait until I see they have no objective behind 

the line then I remind them of the unit's title and I give them a verb or two and that gets 

them back on track. I got a call from Kathryn M. Tuesday after rehearsal. Her mother died 

Tuesday morning from surgery complications. She lives with her aunt so their relationship 

is unknown to me. She said, "I kept thinking how ironic it is. I'm playing a mother who 

loses her daughter, and I'm a daughter who has lost her mother." Leave it to Kathryn to 

find the irony in tragedy. She was out the rest of the week. Certainly not a good place for us 

to be with Easter vacation coming up. We sent her flowers. 

Week Four 

The newspaper came and took pictures and interviewed the girls. Gabby was gone. I found 

out later that she got stuck in LA. We still have no real set, because it is being built in the 

shop and then assembled here. Got paint, paneling, styling chairs, and other necessaries 

over Easter break. Erin did wonderfully well with props over break. We are having trouble 

finding 80' s beauty posters or pictures. Haylie visited the dialysis unit and talked to some 
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of the patients and nurses. Kathryn is very behind the other girls. She was late for rehearsal 

on Monday and expected us to do her hair and make up for the pictures. They are supposed 

to be off book today for Act I. She was so bad I let her hold her script just so we could get a 

rhythm going. The other girls were upset with her. By Thursday, she was much better and 

the warmth was back between the girls. I wasn't really getting what I wanted from her 

during her ending monologues so I had her deliver them to Haylie. Then I had her deliver it 

holding Haylie's hand. This seemed to help her. The costumes are looking great. I think the 

gray suit for M'Lynn has to go. In the last scene, I want each character to have something 

pink on them to symbolize that Shelby is still with them. Nancy liked this idea and she is 

looking for different possibilities. The lights are horrible. The school's electrician said the 

best he can do is get three lights on one channel. Steve LaMar (lighting genius) has not 

returned any of my phone calls. Ed and Dave have been hard at work on the set, and it is 

coming together finally. The crew and painters were here all week and did a great job both 

at painting and working around us. The girls are really building a family on stage. They 

know each other's lines and are listening intently. Gabby still has a tendency to speak 

before she has time to register the other person's lines. 

Week Five 

Dress Rehearsal # 1 was long. They had troubles with the added props especially Gabby 

and Ashley. They are both beginners so I chalk that up to inexperience. All of them came 

out without at least one prop that was there but which they didn't bother to check for or ask 

about. Haylie particularly has the actor's attitude. The costume girls watched Nancy 

tonight. The quick changes are tough especially Act I Scene I. The set change for that same 

act and scene is taking too long. Erin met with them and went over their assigned props, 
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etc. Vanessa cannot help with props. It is some sort of parental problem. The play was slow 

and the units were choppy and not well defined. Girls are very tired. 

Dress rehearsal #2 was nightmarish. Kathryn can't remember her blocking for the final 

"meltdown" monologue. She cannot cross, then speak, change physically, then cross and 

speak. She ends up pacing which looks terrible. The two costume girls did not show up. 

When Jerri (2nd assistant director) called them, they said they weren't going to be a maid to 

some Cinderella. Oh boy, I love high school theatre. The set change for Act I Scene I was 

even slower tonight. We ran it afterwards and because of Vanessa's absence, I am going to 

help with that scene change. The flow was better tonight especially Act I Scene II and Act 

II Scene II. The costumes look great. I really like the purple for Ouiser. Nancy needs to 

find a different outfit in the last scene for Annelle and Ouiser. Ouiser's is too drab and 

Annelle's is just unattractive. The wigs look pretty good. She's going to look for a different 

one for Ouiser in the second act and also one for Truvy. Her own hair looks too modem. 

Full Dress Rehearsal #1- Tonight went very well. The girls' cue pick up was great! The 

intents and objectives were clearer than I have seen thus far. They did a much better job 

with the props tonight, but they keep forgetting to leave the back door open for Act I Scene 

I. Act I Scene I scene change was much quicker tonight, and the music ran smoother as 

well. The sound effect timing was nearly perfect. I added a par can stage right to light that 

side. Lots of shadow. I'll experiment further with that. Truvy's new wig works well as does 

Ouiser's second wig. It really emphasizes the season and time changes. Annelle's 

projection has been much better and her character changes are smooth, effortless and 

natural. I want Penny to paint "TRUVY'S" on the stage right window. I asked Haylie not 

to throw her hair during curtain call. Haylie is doing better at communicating visually with 
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the other actors. Her eyes have been wandering. It is a lack of focus I believe. Asked 

Sanisha to concentrate on putting stiffness in her knees and elbows to emphasize her age. 

The hypoglycemic scene went so well tonight. I held my breath through most of it. Steve 

LaMar came today and refocused the lights onto stage areas. The gels were way too yellow 

so I removed most of them except for a couple ambers. The glass gels are too thick and 

throw too much color since they are so close to the stage. 

Full Dress Rehearsal #2- Well, they are really ready for an audience. They were a little low 

energy tonight despite videotaping. Kathyrn's monologue was quite good tonight. She 

didn't pace, used pauses, and her verbs were much clearer. They were really tuned into 

each other and focused. There were a few line problems, but they covered for one another. 

Great listening was going on. Ouiser got a green dress with pink scarf in the last scene and 

it really demonstrates the change in her character. Annelle's projection has improved 

greatly. Haylie and Kathryn are communicating and finally came across as mother and 

daughter. The volume on the sound effects and music was better. He's learning. Krystal 

(make up) did a better job blending Clairee's make up tonight. I went over it with her last 

night. They are ready for an audience tomorrow. They need the feedback. The crew is even 

excited about opening. Ticket sales have been pretty good. 
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Self-Evaluation 

As the director of Steel Magnolias, I found the production to be very successful. I 

base this on several criteria. To begin with, many if not all of the cast and crewmembers 

met most of the student outcomes. Although the accents were not perfect, they were 

unobtrusive and to the untrained ear indicative of a southern dialect. Annelle and Clairee 

succeeded most in the execution of the lilted dialect. 

All but one of the students found the observation journals to be very helpful in 

developing their character. They found their characterizations through the physicalizing the 

person they observed. Sanisha, who played Ouiser, said she observed how, "Older people 

deal with sadness differently. I guess because they've seen so much." She thought this 

helped her not overdo her reaction to Shelby's death in comparison to Truvy and Annelle 

who are both considerably younger. Haylie (Shelby) did not find the observation journal all 

that helpful since she was not playing very far out of her age range. She did use it to jot 

down ideas for her character. 

I definitely felt the actors excelled at building community within the cast as well as 

with the crew. The experienced actors helped the newcomers with writing blocking, 

checking props, and with positive feedback. They really turned into a family. The students 

who had done shows before said this was the closest they had ever felt to a cast. 

In addition to general character quotes, the students each chose a quote that was 

their character's life philosophy and this was a through line they used when they were lost 

with intention or objectives. It helped them see the "big picture" of their character. 

Four of the actresses created make up designs for their character. The other two 

students had never done make up on or off stage. Kathryn H. (Clairee) had her make up 
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done for her since it was age make up, and Kathryn M (M'Lynn) had another girl show her 

how to do it then she executed it herself after that. 

Because we hired a set constructor, the students didn't help with set construction or 

painting. There simply was not enough time for them to participate. They did get 

advertisements for the program and they distributed flyers. 

The students were very professional through the entire run of the show. There were 

only five absences total and three of those were when Kathryn's mother passed away. They 

always called for absences and when they were going to be late. They were responsible and 

careful with their costumes, wigs, and the school make up supplies. 

I was pleased with the production overall. The lights were a bit disappointing and I 

never solved the stage right problem lighting problem. Until they invest in a true theatre 

lighting system, they will remain a frustration and limitation. 

The sound was also frustrating at times. Although I really felt the songs were well 

chosen and told the story I wanted, at times, the execution of cues was too slow, too fast, or 

the wrong song was played. This was most apparent during the second Friday's 

performance when two songs were incorrect. Songs, which I felt, were key for mood and 

story. Some of this can be attributed to a poor sound system and an inexperienced sound 

operator who professed to have a great deal of skill. I still feel this student's 

professionalism improved as the production continued. 

I felt the flow of the show could have been a bit quicker through some of the units 

of action. Perhaps the tempos might have been more varied for emphasis. I was thrilled that 

not one person said the actors talked too fast or spoke too softly. Ashley's (Annelle) 

volume especially improved through warm up and some simple visualization exercises. 
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The students' characterization was very close to where I wanted them to be. I would still 

have liked more from Kathryn (M'Lynn). She has a tendency to underplay a character to 

the point of monotony, but she made huge improvements from casting to production. 

The set and costumes were very successful. The set was one I am proud to have 

designed from its angularity, to colors, to set dressing. Built beautifully, I truly felt it 

looked like a home turned into a beauty salon. The individual cups, the plants, the sunny 

warmth of yellow, the coolness of the aqua, and the butterflies fancifully flying overhead, 

completed the home away from home feeling. We changed the set when it was nearly 

completed when my research showed a great deal of paneling was used by many of the 

southern salons. The paneling added warmth and richness as well as an authenticity on 

which many, that survived the 80's, commented. The only drawback was the nail unit down 

left. I was using it to ground the corner along with the radio, but I now realize I needed to 

incorporate it more into the blocking. I was concerned with blocking the audience's view of 

the stage left beauty station. I did try moving it and then pullillg it out only for that scene, 

but moving it took too long and it made a lot of noise, although it was greased. Also, the 

chairs couldn't naturally be on stage so we had nowhere to get them from but backstage. In 

the end, it stayed put. 

The costumes were a feast for eye and era. Many women who grew up during the 

80's said, "I had that exact hair style" or "my maternity dress looked just like that." The 

idea to have Ouiser' s character in purple worked well. People who wear purple are seen as 

unique and somewhat eccentric. As the play progressed, she became one of the group and 

in the final scene, she is in a very stylish green dress. Her change in costumes symbolized 

her personal transformation as well. 
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The metaphors and ideas of the play were successful to me. No one found the 

characters silly, trite, or ridiculous. They were women we know who enjoy one another, 

who need one another and ultimately love one another. Harling's message of support 

through the feminine network, of living life to the fullest and how much impact one person 

can have on those around them resounded through the performances. The production 

remained true to my vision, and I believe, to Harling's intentions for his play. 
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STEEL MAGNOLIAS was originally presented at the WPA 
Theatre (Kyle Renick, Artistic Director; Wendy Bustard, 
Managing Director) in New York City on March 22, 1987. It 
was directed by Pamela Berlin; the setting was by Edward T. 
Gianfrancesco; the lighting was by Craig Evans; the cos
tumes were by Don Newcomb; the sound was by Otts Mun
derloh; the hair was by Bobby H. Grayson; the casting was by 
Darlene Kaplan; and the production stage manager was Paul 
Mills Holmes. The cast, in order of appearance, was as 
follows: 

TR UVY ......................... Margo Martindale 
ANNELLE ..................... Constance Shulman 
CLAIREE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kate Wilkinson 
SHELBY ........................... Blanche Baker 
M'LYNN .......................... Rosemary Prinz 
OUISER ............................ Mary Fogarty 

The WPA Theatre production of STEEL MAGNOLIAS 
was transferred by special arrangement with Lucille Lortel 
to the Lucille Lortel Theatre on June 19, 1987. It was di
rected by Pamela Berlin; the setting was by Edward T. Gian
francesco; the lighting was by Craig Evans; the costumes 
were by Don Newcomb; the hair design and supervision was 
by Bobby H. Grayson; the sound was by Aural Fixation; and 
the production stage manager was Cosmo P. Hanson. The 
cast, in order of appearance, was as follows: 

TR U VY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Margo Martindale 
ANNELLE ..................... Constance Shulman 
CLAIREE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kate Wilkinson 
SHELBY ............................ Betsy Aidem 
M' LYNN .......................... Rosemary Prinz 
OUISER ............................ Mary Fogarty 

Place: Chinquapin, Louisiana 
Act I: Scene I: April 

Scene 2: December 
Act II: Scene I: June, eighteen months later 

Scene 2: November 
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CAST OF CHARACTERS 

·~ I! ':! • •. 

TRUVY JONES-40ish. Owner of the beauty shop. 
ANNELLE DUPUY-DESOT0-19. Beauty shop 

assistant. " · " 
GLAIREE .BELCHER-66ish. Widow· of .forrrier mayor. 

Grande dame. 
SHELBY EATENTON-LATCHERIE-25. Prettiest girl 

in town. 
M'L YNN EA TENTON- 50ish. Shelby's mother. Socially 

prominent career woman. 
OUISER (pronounced ''Weezer'') BOUDREAUX- 66ish. 

Wealthy curmudgeon. Acerbic but loveable. 

AUTHOR'S NOTE: The women in this play are witty, in
telligent, and above all, real characters. They in no way, 
shape or form are meant to be portrayed as cartoons or 
caricatures. 

SPECIAL NOTE 

All groups receiving permission to produce STEEL MAGNOLIAS are required 
(1) to give credit to the author as sole and exclusive author of the play in all 
programs distributed in connection with performances of the play and in all 
instances in which the title of the play appears for purposes of advertising, pub
licizing or otherwise exploiting the play and/ or a production thereof~ the name of 
the author must appear on a separate line, in which no other name appears, 
immediately beneath the title and in size of type equal to 50% of the largest letter 
used for the title of the play, and (2) to give the following acknowledgement on 
the title page of all programs distributed in connection with performances of the 
play: . 

.. Originally produced by the W.P.A. Theatre, New York City, 1987. (Kyle 
Renick, Artistic Director)" 
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STEEL MAGNOLIAS 
ACT ONE 

SCENE I 

The curtain rises on Truvy's beauty shop. There are the 
sounds of gunshots and a dog barking. Annelle is spray
ing Truvy' s hair _with more hairspray than necessary. 

--- Tf--v.Uj htu ~tM .w. (Jind' 
ANNELLE. Oops! I see a hole. " . , ; ~ .o 
TRUVY. I was hol?ing you'd catch that. ~v..u lv4A~rA. ~ 
ANNELLE. It's a httle poofier than I would normally do, 
but I'm nervous. ~·P. ... ~J\. · 'a.fr\{ ~ i. ·~k.oa. 
TRUVY. I'm not real concerned about that. When I go to 
bed I wrap my entire head with toilet tissue so it usually gets a 
little smushed down anyway in that process. 
ANNELLE. In my class at the trade school, I was number 

X RbA.. one when it came to frosting and streaking. I did my own. 
~ , 1 TRUVY. Really? I wouldn't have known. And I can spot a 

bottle job at twenty paces (Studying her hairdo.) 
Well . . . your technique is good, and your form and con-r·\,,·· tent will improve with experience.~So, 7ou're h~red. \ 

~· ANNELLE. (Overcome.) Oh!I ftt- ". -~- ' 
TRUVY. And not a moment too soon!~is morning we're 
going to be as busy as a one-armed paper n~ ) 
ANNELLE. Thank you, Miss Truvy! Thank you ... 
TRUVY. No time. Now. You know where the coffee stuff is. ~ .. o"( 
Everything else is O!kf! tray next to the stove. (Truvy removes 
her smock.) f' ~.~. it'-6 'C 
ANNELLE. Here. Let me help you. {Dusts her offJ You've 
got little tiny hairs and fuzzies all over you. 
TRUVY. Honey, there's so much static electricity in here I 
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pick up everything except boys and money. (Points Annelle ANN 
toward the kitchen.) Be a treasure. (Annelle exits into tkkitdrn. 1ng a< 
Truvy immediately starts redoing hffhairdo.) Annelle? This is TR U 
the most successful shop in town. Wanna know why? there 
ANNELLE. (Offstage.) Why? been, 
TRUVY. Because I have a strict philosophy that I have stuck II. Ht 
to for fifteen years . . . ''There is no such thing as natural come~ 
beauty." That's why I've never lost a client to the Kut. and Taylo 
Kur1 or the Beauty Box. And remember! My ladies get only ANNJ 

aJ! ?7 the best. Do not scrim on anything. Feel free to use as much ing.) I: 
n·.A c) • hairs ra as you want. (Annelle returns with the tray. The sound 2})_}11: 4 5 TR ui 

Q a uns o jum , but she recovers. Just shove that please 
stuff to one s1 e, 1t goes nght there. (Pointing out the room.) ANNI 

')(Lo- \ J Manicure station here . . . borho• 
· f~ ANNELLE. There's no such thing as natural beauty . . . TRU\ 

TRUVY. Remember that, or we're al1 out of a job.Just look and he 
at me, Annel1e. It takes some effort to look like this. \' /( if you · 
ANNELLE. I can see that~ow many ladies do we have this CLAil 
morning? -/Vtt't<L- ) TRUV 
TR UVY. I restrict myself to the ladies of the neighborhood)\ io c il :1.M-Pif-' CLAIF 
on Saturday mornings. Normally that would be just three, ~ ~ TRUV 
but today we've got Shelby Eatenton. She's not a regular, (j.-rA~ No ans 
she's the daughter of a regular. I have to do someth!_n~Tspe- CLAIR 
cial with her hair. She's getting married thisaftern?O_D(l"IOW. dawn. 
How long have you been here in town? ~ \ " ~ ,... TR UV 
ANNELLE. A few weeks .. X _\-0 livJi rv.I'\.... Chinqu 
TRUVY. New in town! It must be exciting being in a new ingjud 
place. I wouldn't know. I've lived here all my life. ANNE: 
ANNELLE. It's a little scary. CLAIR 
TRUVY. I can imagine. Wel1 ... tell me things about meetin~ 
yourself. my app 
ANNELLE. There's nothing to tell. I live here. I've got a job footba11 
now. That's it.Jtould I borrow a few of these back issues of TRUV' 
Southern Hair'f - husban< 
TRUVY. Uh ... sure. It's essential to keep abreast of the team ha 
latest styles. I'm glad to see your interest. I get McCall's, CLAIR 
Family Circle, Glamour, Mad~moiselle, Ladies' Home Journal, name, d 
every magazine known to man. You must live, close by. ANNEI 
Within walking distance, I mean. I didn't see a car. CLAIR: 

L19!Jt t 
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ANNELLE. My car's . . . I don't have a car. I've been stay
ing across the river at Robeline's Boarding House. 
TRUVY. That's quite a walk. Ruth Robeline ... now 
there's a story. She's a twisted, troubled soul. Her life has 

,. been an experiment in terror. Husband killed in World War 
11. Her son was killed in Vietnam. I have to tell you, when it 

"' comes to suffering, she's right up there with Elizabeth 
\P-il 7'1 . 
r v Taylor . 

ANNELLE. I had no idea. (:Rli.ere is a loud guns and bark- ' 
ing.) Is that a gunshot? f' 1. )( .._,, •. ·: :J/ ' S ..... / J:cl' ( 
TRUVY. Yes, dear. I believel4rt' is. Plug in die h5fplate, 
please. , 
ANNELLE. But why is someone firing a gun in a nice neigh-

~ · bor hood like this? 
. TRUVY. It's a lorig story. It has to do with Shelby's wedding ' &Land her father. (More gunfire and barking.) You'll be happier 

l
\O 1 {) if you just ignore it like the rest of the neighborhood . 
'l CLAIREE. (Entering.) Knock, knock! 

TR UVY. Morning, Clairee! 
· CLAIREE. Morning, Truvy. 

TR UVY. I tried to call you and tell you I was running late . 
No answer. 
CLAIREE. I was at the high school. I was out at the crack of 
dawn. 'JI 
TR UVY. Anne Ile, I want you to meet the former first lady of 
Chinquapin, Mrs. Belcher. Clairee, this is Annelle. She's tak-
ing Judy's place. . . .. 
ANNELLE. Pleased to meet you. \.- \· ' \ ... z_;' : . . : .~. ~ ,, 
CLAIREE. I'm a little embarirassed. If I had kii~wn i was -
meeting new people, I would have taken a little more pride in 
my appearance. I have been at ~he ?edication_ of our new ( 
football field. I am not always this windblown. /\4 · . Cf 
TRUVY. Annelle. They named the stadium after her late 

/busband . . . Lloyd Belcher Memorial Coliseum. The 
0 

team has voted her all sorts of special titles. '{ 
CLAIREE. I have the porn-porns to prove it. What is your 
name, dear? 
ANNELLE. Oh. My married name's Dupuy. 
CLAIREE. I don't think I know any Dupuys. 
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ANNELLE. I just moved here. I'm originally from Zwolle. 
CLAIREE. That explains it. Truvy? I thought I brought you works c 
those recipes. ($he fumbles with her shirt that has no pockets~ CLAIR 
TR UVY. ClairCe:-'flre.reason-1-eaHed is,--d~ind1f I do they go 
Shelby first? I. TR UV~ 
CLAIREE. That's fine. I'll amuse myself. Shelby's the most Y.,. +v ·O now. Ar 
important one today. tA gunshot.) That manl I'll / more. H 
swanee . . . I think the situation is worse than ever. y< are grol! 
TRUVY. Annelle? We're going to need more towels. . CLAIR] 
T~ey're stacked up next to the washing machine~ !_Annelle. '(.-t,., cJ..- the nest. 
exits. '°' TRUVY 

r--cLAIREE. Sweet girl. Where'd you find her? bright si 
TR UVY. She heard I had a position open and she just wanted t 
walked in. I think there's a story here. ) the worlc 
CLAIREE. What mak~__yo~hatL_ _ [;. tJ l/ CLAIRE 
TRUVY. For starters.~e'S maITieO .~ .{'ut the-lives at .f.o ~a.-.k- I'm so fa 
Ruth Robeline's. (Clairee reacts.) Alone. ~ -r~w AN'; TRUVY 
CLAIREE. I'd get to the pottom of this, if I were you. You ipe cards 
have some nice silverware you'd like· to keep. ·-l"CN.»,....: .. hJ. Um ... 
TRUVY. Oh, I'm not worried about that. She's very nice. I CLAIRE 
just love the idea of hiring someone with a past. another a 
CLAIREE. She can't be more than eighteen. She hasn't had you can'1 
time to have a past. ?-1=-t' served. 
TRUVY. Honey. It's tlie eighties. If you can achieve pu- TRUVY. 
berty, you can achieve a past. sem1-swec 
CLAIREE. A nelle ente s car in towe . -l]Jiree sips her cof- CLAIRE: 
fee and grimaces.) uck! (Truvy, concerned, takes a sip.) TRUVY. 
TRUVY. Annelle? How did you make this coffee? CLAIRE: 
ANNELLE. Like you said. I poured hot water through the TRUVY. 
thing. about .. 

_ TRUVY. Where'd you get the water? . CLAIREJ 
ANNELLE. It was boiling on the stove. Cupofflo 
TR UVY. Did you notice the hot dogs in the bottom of the Mix it up 
pot? TRUVY. 
ANNELLE. No. . . n CLAIRE] 
TRUVY. Make some more, please. tAf!u._ ness. Givt 
ANNELLE. I'm so sorry. ~ll} TRUVY. 
CLAIREE. Don't worry. I love a good hot dog.Just not with \rel'~ believe th. 
cream and sugar. (Annelle exits.) lf\n l.L(.,iy..\" , ~~ fish. (To c. 
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TRUVY. She's probably not an international spy. iutt If she 
works out, I may let her rent the garage apartment. 
CLAIREE. I thought the twins were going to live there while 
they go to the college. 
TRUVY. Recent developments. Louie's going away to LSU ""+ 
now. And Poot has decided to work for my cousin in Bal ti- (J.>./\. .A ~I) 
more. H~ doesn't want to be called Poot anymore. My babies ~ 
are growing up. ~CV1 
CLAIREE. I can't believe your kids are old enough to leave J 
the nest. 
TRUVY. You know I was a child bride. Well. I look at the 
bright side. I have some places to visit now. I've always 
wanted to go to Baltimore. I'm told it's the hairdo capital of 
the world. 
CLAIREE. (Finding the recipes in her po1;ket.) Here they a~ 
I'm so fat I couldn't feel them. X f-JJ Iv .. - .. _ J 1 11 . ., / 
!R UVY. The recipes? Let me s~e . . . (~ takes the Tee- . . 
zpe cards and pores over them. Clazree reads over nersh-oulder.) 5 1 + l VI. 

Um . . . this sounds delicious. _!, ... \ 
CLAIREE. It is. And the Bisquick makes it so simple. (Pulls I• c 1, 

another card.) And this is from my daughter-in-law. She says 
you can't attend a function in Tickfaw where this is not 
served. 
TRUVY. Yum. (Reading.) Now are these chocolate chips 
semi-sweet or milk? 
CLAIREE. Milk. 
TRUVY. Is the Karo syrup light or dark? 
CLAIREE. Matter of taste. 
TRUVY. Where's that other one you were telling me 
about . . ... .Cuppa, cuppa, cuppa? 
CLAIREE. That's so easy you don't have to write it down. 
Cup of flour, cup of sugar, cup of fruit cocktail with the juice. 
Mix it up and bake at 350 'til gold and bubbly. 
TRUVY. Sounds awfully rich. 
CLAIREE. It is. So I serve it over ice cream to cut the sweeV 
ness. Give me some paper, I'll copy them down for you. ~ 
TRUVY. (Calling.) Annelle? Get Miss Clairee some paper. I 
believe there's some stuck on the Frigidaire under the craw- of ~ta . 
fish. (To Clairee.) Oh . . . and here's that articJe on Princess r 

.. / )."(') L"~ ,,\)-1 
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Di. (There are gunshots and frenzied barking.) Sometimes I 
~onder ifJ?rum Eatenton's brain gets enough oxygen. That 
1s so annoying. 
CLAIREE. Try living next door to him. (Enter Shelby. Her 
hair is in rollers. She carries a picture torn out of a magazine. She 
is a blushing bride in the first stages of completion.) \ 
SHELBY. Hi, everybody! ?,,Lt)' · .__, 
TRUVY. There she isl There's my ... girH Come'break my 
neck. (Shelby's .fingernails are wet, so she is careful when she 
hugs.) 
SHELBY. Truvy. It's so good to see you! Morning, Miss 
Claireel It's not that I'm unfriendly, I'm just worried about 
my nails. 
TRUVY. What a pretty color. 
SHELBY. I hope this doesn't dry too dark. If it's too dark, it 
will never do. You know the colors are never the same on the 
bottle. 
TRUVY. You will always find that to be true. "-
SHELBY. (Her nails.) This is drying way too dark. "J?racti- Ql ' · o:: 
cally Pink" my foot! Truvy? Do you have any of those nail £tM ~ 
polish remover things? (_}',~,,. 
TR UVY. (Handing her some.) Here. Where's your mama? 
SHELBY. Right behind me,r thought. (Annelle enters with 
fresh coffee.) Hi! I'm Shelby~ Eaten ton . . . soon to be 
Latcherie. L~ ·, b dee., . i • 
ANNELLE. Hi. I'm Annelle. I'm new. Y -j ~ CJ.-~, 
TRUVY. Today's Annelle's first day. '\ . 
SHELBY. Well, Annelle. You're working ~··i 1 h the best. Stf 
Anyone who's anybody gets their hair d~ne a. .. fruvy's. l 
_IB.UVY. Abso_.!.:1tely._) loud e - <f. _. ) ~(f c 

Shelby ... uh you know I would walk on my hps to avoid Viti 
' criticizing anyone but your father is about to make us all pull ' 

our hair out. And that is bad for my business. 
SHELBY. Well, he should be finished with his yard work 
soon. 
TRUVY. I hope so. 
SHELBY. You 're not the only one concerned. Mama's about 
to have a fit. She and Daddy are fighting like cats and dogs. 
CLAIREE. They're just anxious with so much going on. 
SHELBY. No they're not. They just try to create as much 
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tension as possible in any given situation. It's a creed they live (:_; ~ , .... 
by. 
TR UVY. You know. I was just reading an article in Glamour 
about tension during family occasions. It seems there can be 
a lot of stress and trauma. The thing I found most interesting ' 
is that stressful times can unleash deep dark hostilities that' 
make your hair fall out. .;, 
SHELBY. They're fighting about patio furniture. Jackson 
and I will never fight about silly things:l. Are,, you married, 
Annelle? ~c~ , ;:_. f-"!''"""') . _ 

ANNELLE. (Changing subject.) Oh. I h~e th~~coffee's 
better. ~ ~ - ~ T (Yf) 

1 

, • • 

CLAIREE. It smells right. . · 
,~ ANNE_LLE. (Looking at the picture Shelby brought.) How 

• pretty . . . . 
SHELBY. Princess Grace 

' i 

• I 

' I t 
j 

CJ. 

TR UVY. Did you bring me the picture of that hairdo like I 

~~ - - ~ 
SHELBY. Here you go. Study it ca ref u!ly. (P~lls out a plastic btYl~\ W 
bag.) Here's the baby's breath. Ha.v.J c,{' 4'o b -- -
TRUVY. This is so exciting. I feel like I am present at the 
creation. There is something so wondrous about the way a 
bride looks. I feel it is beauty in its purest form. (Studyini the 
picture and the bag ofbaby_'s breath.} Where are you going to 
put this stuff? There's no baby's breath in this picture. i, ~ 
SHELBY. You just stick it in. It's meant to frame my face. 
Baby's breath is part of my whole decoration concept. For a 
total romantic look. (Notices Clairee's shoes.) Miss Clairee! 
What cute shoes! 
CLAIREE. You think so? I'm not so sure. I think they're a 
little too racy for me. I'll probably give them away. 
TRUVY. Ooo. Those are too cha-cha for words. If you 
decide to get rid of them, I'll buy 'em from you. 
CLAIREE. What size do you wear? 
TRUVY. Well. In a good shoe, I wear a size six, but sevens 
feel so good, I buy a size eight. 
CLAIREE. They're eight and a halfs. 
TRUVY. Perfect. (M'~1nn enters cgrr "n a Zar e tote bag.) 
SHELBY. Hi, Mama. Look at Miss Clai:ree's shoes. / 
TRUVY. Ah, ah, ah! They're mine! __a, 0 1 ...... r.~( 
M'LYNN. Is this a riddle? ~ I""'- , 7r~ 
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SHELBY. Annelle. This is my mama. How're things at the 
house? 
M'L YNN. Fine. Ouiser Boudreaux just this second dropped 
by to talk to your father. One or both of them is probably 
lying in a pool of blood by now. (To Annelle.) Hello. Did you 
say Annelle? What a pretty name. Unusual. I'm M'Lynn. 
TRUVY. How's the mother of the bride? 
M'L YNN. Don't ask. 
TRUVY. What's the matter? 
M'LYNN. Nothing a handful of prescription drugs couldn't 
take care of. 
ANNELLE. I'll take this for you. (~ll~takes M'Lynn's 
bag.) y ~~-~-
M'LYNN.Just put it over there, please. (Annelle puts it near 
Clairee.) ~ ~. -c:a--
TR UVY. Annelle. Why don't you go on and shampoo Mrs. 
Eatenton? These girls have mountains to move today. 
M'LYNN. Ain't that the truth. 
TRUVY. Her coiffure car.cl is right on top.':)_ -+o ·,·uA .~.~ 
ANNELLE. (Looking at the card.) Oh. Piece of cake. - >( ·, 1 

SHELBY. Mama. This color is all wrong. It looks like a stuck 
pig bled all over my hands. . . 
M'LYNN. I'm sure I have something at the house that'll do. ~t:· cfr_t.4.-·l\lJ~'i 
SHELBY. But do you have pink? 
M'LYNN. Of course I have_pink. 
SHELBY. It has to be delicate. 
M'LYNN. If I don't have something, we'll send one of the 
boys to get you some delicate pink nail polish. 
SHELBY. Great idea, Mama. I'd love to see what Tommy'd 
pick out. 

· . CLAIREE. Anything I can do to help out last minute? 
M'LYNN. You've done plenty, Clairee. I think we've got 
everything situated. We've just finished borrowing every ~\ 
fern in North Louisiana. The boys got in last night and ' ) 
they're taking care of the odds and ends. 
CLAIREE. I hope the rain holds off. I'm sorry it's not a 
prettier day. 
SHELBY. This is perfect weather for me. I .don't function 
well when it's hot. I love cloudy days. On cloudy days I feel 
God's not trying very hard, so I don't have to either. 
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M'LYNN. She does sweat profusely. 
SHELBY. Thank you, Mama. 
TRUVY. Heat never bothers me. I love it. But spicy foods +o 

. make me sweat. Espe~ially o~ the top ~f my head. My hair +o f L 

1 
gets wet. ( e hone rings.) ~: ~-o (1: tu·~ l.-r:-t 
CLAIREE. I 'II get· it. 
M'LYNN. I'll bet that's for me. It's probably my mind trying C· S 
to locate my body. t\ 
CLAIREE. (Answering.) Hello? Yessir, she is. Hold on a min- c~:-{r .. _.' 

ute. M'Lynn. It's your husband. -J ... "· 

M'LYNN. (Takes phone.) Yes Drum? I don't know. I haven't /IJ.~J .... 
got it. I don't have jt. Drum, if you're trying to drive me l:?o;<: 
crazy, you're too late. For the last time ... I don't have it. 
Ask the boys. Goodbye. (She hangs up.) 
SHELBY. What did Daddy wa,nt? 
M'LYNN. Nothing. \j \ u ~:. • L ,,. 

TRUVY. (Looking at fiie picture and at Shelby's hair ... ) 
So ... we want to sweep it up, but leave some softness 
around your ears . . . 
M'LYNN. Sweep it up? 
SHELBY. Y ~s, Mam~. Up. Like Pri~cess Grace. . J ,.-ti>r, . fi 
M' LYNN. Did you bnng Truvy the picture of Jaclyn Smith~ <;i,l~ 

1
,ye1 \A 

SHELBY. No. I brought the picture of Princess Grace:'! \ 
destroyed the picture of Jaclyn Smith. 
M'LYNN. But I thought I had made you understand the 
advantages of the Jaclyn Smith hairdo ... 
SHELBY. No, Mama. 
M'LYNN. Well. At least I talked her out of that stupid idea 
of sticking that baby's breath all in her hair. 
SHELBY. Keep your head in the sink, please. (Annelle acci
dentally squirts M' Lynn.) 
ANNELLE. @ringi.!!g M'L:t,nn u~) I'm sorry. I'm so sorry. 
M'L YNN. That's all right. I fin cold water refreshing. It 
startled me a little, that's all. 
CLAl~EE. Truvy? Could I copy your recipe for Strawberry 
P• ';I .... I ' te. , , C u 
TRUVY. Sure. (Clairee gets the recipe box_;_ Truvy works on 
Shelby's hair.) Your mother doesn't tell us much, Shelby. 
What's Jackson like? 
SHELBY. He's pretty swell. I thought he was a pest at first, 
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but then he kind of grew on me. And now I love him. 
TR UVY. Where'd you meet him? 
SHELBY. At a party at the Petroleum Club in Shreveport. I 
had no idea who he was, but I was getting a big kick out of 
watching him on the dance floor. It was painfully obvious he 
had never taken the time to dance in front of a mirror. There 
was something so attractive about how stupid he looked. 
TRUVY. Is he real romantic? 
SHELBY. No. But he does give me flowers. And little 
presents if I bug him enough. He has promised to give me a 
red rose on every anniversary corresponding to the number 
of that anniversary. I think that's so sweet. 
TRUVY. Well, now. That's a pretty romantic idea, isn't it? 
SHELBY. Yes. I wish it had been his. 
CLAIREE. Lloyd and I missed it to fifty years by three ,! ,_,; r-·· . 
months. That stinker. Bless .. his heart. He tried.· He just ''- ;·· .-,:i i '· 

• ('-.' f I ~ _.. 

couldn't make 1t. \l~ • · 

SHELBY. You remember your wedding? · ?i j ;:,.__ --1 ~r:; ,;1-~.t.tt.._ 
CLAIREE. Of course I do. I remember everything. The 
flowers, the food. Ouiser was my maid of honor. Shelby, I 
hope you and Jackson will be as happy as Lloyd and I were. 
We had such a good time. Until last November ... at least 
he hung on through the state playoffs. 
SHELBY. Miss Clair~ei..Xhere are still good times to be had. 
CLAIREE. Oh sure. L'.Butl miss the whirlwind of being a 
mayor's wife. It's not easy beingjustone. I don't like going to 
things by myself. If I go with another couple, I'm a third 
wheel. If I go with a friend, we're just a couple of old biddies. 
SHELBY. Somebody like you should be able to find some
thing to occupy your time. 
CLAIREE. Well. I really do love football. But it's hard to 
parlay that into a reason to live. ~~~c;~ 
TRUVY. Let's just face it, Clairee. You're a woman coming 
to terms with her grips. You and I are in the same boat. My 
kids are leaving town and I've got a husband that hasn't 

~ us to figure out why we were put on this earth. That's today's 
. r moved from in front of the TV set in fifteen years. It's up to 

· O sermon. So. Shelby. Are you and Jackson going to live in 
West Monroe or Monroe proper? 
SHELBY. Monroe, of course. His law practice is there. 
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CLAIREE. You are so lucky, Shelby. Louisiana lawyers do 
well whether they want to or not. 
SHELBY. I don't really care. Don't get me wrong. The 
i:noney's real nice . . . but I just like the idea of growing old 
with somebody. My dream is to get old and sit on the back 
porch covered with grandchildren and say, "Nol" and "Stop 
that!" 
TRUVY. Are you going to quit nursing? 
SHELBY. Never! I love it. I love being around all those ~ 
babies . . . Last week we had this poor little fellow, two and 
a half months premature. He looked like a big rat. -I kept 
talking to him and holding him. But I knew he wasn't going 
to make it. . . . . , 

' l 

TRUVY. That's so sad. · J._ 
SHELBY. It happens all the time. · ~ 
M'LYNN. Drum and I feel that Shelby should not work lj 
anymore after she gets married. 
SHELBY. I'm so anxious to discuss this topic- for the nine 
hundredth time this week . . . 
M'LYNN. You should not be on your feet all day. You -, 

) 
I 

should be kinder to your circulatory system. ~ 1 ) (· . . 1.v.. \ 
SHELBY.· (Changing subject.) Annelle? I know you're new · · ptU..tC 
and all, but don't let. that stop you. Anytime you. have any-
thing to say, you just let 'er rip. 
ANNELLE. I don't have anything to say. 
TRUVY. Well, M'Lynn. It looks like you're ready to roll. I 
think we can trust Annelle to roll you up, don't you? Do you 
think J:_OU can roll up Mrs. Eatenton, Annelle? 

1
ANNELLDI don't know. Today is very special. And my 
work tends to be too poofy when I'm nervous. Does your 
dress have to go over your head? 
SHELBY. You can't screw up her hair. You just tease it and 
make it look like a blond football helmet. , 
M'LYNN. I must have missed the passage in Emily Post that /.. 3

1'f. :·l ' 
said all abuse must be heaped on the mother of the bride. Go . :~i..~fr1""· 
ahead, Annelle. I'm sure you'll do a beautifuljob. It doesn't ··1 ... 

matter what I look like anyway. ::;::r 

TRUVY. Hush girls. Shelby. Tell me things about the wed
ding. How many bridesmaids? 
SHELBY. Nine. 
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TRUVY. Good Lord! . ii • , 

SHELBY Exactly I · " ~ 1: ' I '·' ·•'!, l 
• • t( 1. r I. . ~ ~ ·""°·< ,.~/'11 I.. 

TR UVY. I hope that photographer brings a wide-angle lens. 
SHELBY. I think it's embarrassing and awful. But Mama 
made me have my cousi.ns, and Margi St. Maurice. 
M'LYNN. Shelby. There was no way around it and you 
know it. 
SHELBY. It will be pretentious. Daddy always says, "An 
ounce of pretension is worth a pound of manure." 
M'LYNN. The poet laureate of Dogwood Lane .. . 
SHELBY. Mama. I wish you would get off Daddy's back. He 
gets enough hassle from Miss Ouiser. 
TR UVY. 4iif.e ,;f ac'em~~~i]) What are your colorst Shelby? 
SHELBY. us ancrbashful. 
M'LYNN. Her colors are pink and pink. 
SHELBY. Blush and bashful. 
M'LYNN. I ask you. How precious is this wedding going to 
get? 
SHELBY. My colors are blush and bashful. I have chosen 
two shades of pink. One is much deeper than the other. 
M'LYNN. The bridesmaids' dresses are beautiful .... 
SHELBY. And the ceremony will be too. All the walls are 
banked with sprays of flowers in the two shades of blush and 
bashful. There's a pink carpet specially laid for the service. 
And pink silk bunting draped over anything that would 
stand still. 
M'LYNN. That sanctuary looks like it's been hosed down 
with Pepto-Bismol. 
SHELBY. I like pink. 
M' LYNN. I tried to talk her into using peaches and cream. 
That would be so lovely this time of year. All the azaleas in 
our yard are peach colored. Peach is so flattering to every 
skin tone. 
SHELBY. No way. Pink is my signature color. 
TRUVY. What color is your dress, M'Lynn? 
M'LYNN. Peach and cream. 
TR UVY. Clairee? 
CLAIREE. Beige lace to the knee. 
TRUVY. I am wearing a sexy blue chiffon, Shelby.Jackson's 
gonna take one look at me and leave you behind in the dust. 
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SHELBY. Mama's dr.ess is gorgeous. It c*1st m re than my 
wedding dress. Jo p~~f-
M,L YNN. It did not. It was on sale. ~o ' 
SHELBY. That's what she told Daddy. What she actually 
meant is_.~hat it was "for sale" not "on sale." (.'f'lwphoneringJ. ) 
TRUVY.)1'11 get it. (Answers.)Hello. Hi,Janice. Yes, I heard . 
I know it's an emergency ... but today l'm dealing with 
Shelby. But tomorrow's Sunday-but ... (just to get off 
the phone.) . . . sure, fine . . . come by after church. 
(Hangs up in disgust.) 
CLAIRE£. Truvy, you shouldn't give up your Sundays. 
TRUVY. Well, you know how neurotic Janice Van Meter is 
about her appearance. 
CLAIREE. (To Annelle.) Janice is the current mayor's wife. I" ;~·. ' )l ·~ .. .t 
(Sweetly.) We hate her. ~:1 , -f·uu" 

TR UVY. Now Shelby . . . fill me in on the reception. P~/'.:~{ 7:~',. ; . . ·.; 
SHELBY. There's going to be ferns and twinkly lights. 
There'll be magnolias in the pool. 
M'LYNN. I just hope your father doesn't get any magnolias1t;~ 
from Ouiser's side of the tree. We'll never hear the end of it. U 
SHELBY. The wedding cake will be by the pool. The 
groom's cake will be hidden in the carpo_rt. .. . .. J 1 
M'L YNN. Shelby and I agree on one thing. A 'S(l.t-'-~ k.c"- ''8 I--

SHELBY. The groom's cake. It's awful! It's in the shape of a 
giant armadillo. 
TR UVY. An armadillo? ~- . 
SHELBY. Jackson· wanted a cake in the shape of an arma- ·b l'Jffl'~()ll!A./ 
dillo. He has an aunt that makes them. 
CLAIREE. It's unusual. 
M'L YNN. It's repulsive. fr has gray icing. I can't even think 
of how you would make gray icing. 
SHELBY. Worse! The cake part is red velvet cake. Blood 
red! People are going to be hacking into this animal that 
looks like it's bleeding to death. 
M'LYNN. The rehearsal supper was an experience. 
SHELBY. It wasn't that bad. It was out at Jackson's uncle's 
place on the river. 
M'LYNN. They served steak and baked potatoes. They 
went to a lot of trouble. 
SHELBY. His family loves to barbecue. -fn~ 
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M' LYNN. For dessert they served an original creation called 
"Dago" pie. I think that says it all.Jackson is from a good old 
Southern family with good old Southern values. You either 
shoot it, stuff it, or marry it. 

1 
f' _ L _ ·}' 

SHELBY. They are simply outdoorsy, that's all. +o-tft..t l?c1l- ~: • 
TR UVY. Did you all do anything especially romantic? 
SHELBY. We drove down to Frenchman's Point and went 
parking. 
M'LYNN. Shelby, really. ~o dAw~ 
TRUVY. Oh, boy. The romantic part. This is what really 
melts my butter. 
SHELBY. Then we went skinnydipping and did things that 
frightened the fish. 

,. M'LYNN. Shelby. 
CLAIREE)It's been a long time since we've had a youngster 

t in this place, hasn't it? 
SHELBY. We talked, and talked, and talked . . . 
TRUVY. I love those kinds of talks ... in the arms of the 
man you love. ,( 1 ! ~~r..dJ! · 
SHELBY. Actually we fought most of the time. 
TRUVY. What? 
SHELBY. Because I told him I couldn't marry him. (Shock all 
around.) -r Sfr,1_,-1~~~ 
M'LYNN. What? 
CLAIREE. Why would you go and do a thing like that? Lt 
SHELBY. It's 0.K. now. We worked it all out. 
TR UVY. Oh. It was just one of those last minute jitter 
things. 
SHELBY. No. But the wedding's still on. 
TRUVY. Thank goodness. (Pointing to Shelby's hairstyle.) 
'Cause this is going to be in the hairdo hall of fame. 
CLAIREE. You scared us, Shelby. That wasn't a nice thing 
to do to your mama. You should never say something like 
that to a woman who's marinating fifty pounds of crab claws. 
TR UVY. Oooo. Making up can be extremely romantic. I'm 
jealous. I miss romance so much. 
CLkIREE. Truvy. It can't be that bad. 
TR UVY. The last romantic thing my husband did was in 
1972. He enclosed this carport so I could support him! Very 
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nice Annelle. I think you know what you're doing. 
ANNELLE. Thank you. Mrs. Eatenton, you have great hair. 
And your scalp's clean as a whistle. 
M'LYNN. I try. 
TRUVY. Must run in the family. Shelby. You have such 
pretty hair ... so thick ... (Shelby's head is JJwn.rting tn. 
drop forwar~. She re~ists Tr~~i.s.. touch . .) Hold your head up, 
aarling. 
SHELBY. Stop it . 
TRUVY. Shelby? Shelby? M'Lynn! 
M'L YNN. (Upon realization, springs into action. There is no 
alarm, just efficient action.) Oh honey. 
~LAIREE: (1!lso awar~:) ,I'll g~~ some juice. (Clairee exits into 
kitchen for Juice.)_ X ·t . f-\ ,. -
'M"T.YNN. TfiiVy. There's some candy in my purse. 
TR UVY. I got a peppermint right here. (Truvy slips the candy 
into Shelby's mouth. Shelby spits out the candy.) 
M'LYNN. (Attending to Shelby.) She~by? We're getting you 
somejuice. k \· 1...QJ'l e·: <'J 

1 
,,. ._ {\ • 

/ 

TR UVY. Should I get her a cookie? >< l c.1. · i ' " 

CLAIREE. (Returns with orange juice.) Here's the juice. 
M'LYNN. (To Truvy.) Shelby? You need some juice. (Tries to 
get Shelby to drink.) 
SHELBY. Leave me alone. 
M'LYNN. Drink, honey. Drink someJ~1ice . 
~TRUVY. Drink the juice, honey. r ., 

SHELBY. Pushin away the juice, spillin it.) No! 
· CLAIREE. (Re zng t e o can lame her. Juice 

after a peppermint? 
SHELBY. Mama. Stop it. I have candy in my purse. 
M'LYNN. You didn't bring your purse, honey. Here. Have 
another sip. 
SHELBY. No ... @ut Sheth, drinks a siJl.) 
M'LYNN. It's not any wonder. With all this wedding non
sense and running around. 
ANNELLE. Excuse me. Should I call the doctor or ·
something? 
TRUVY. No, no. 
CLAIREE. Shelby's a diabetic. 
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M'L YNN. She's got a little too ~uch insulin, that's all. She'll 
be fine if we can get something in her. Drink some more, 
Shelby. 
SHELBY. I'm going to leave if you don't leave me alone. 
M'LYNN. I'd love to see you try. Shelby ... cooperate. 
Drink. 
TRUVY. Honey, drink ... please. (Shelby drinks some.) 
M'LYNN. There we g~. That's.a start. ··· l 

CLAIREE. That one hit her quick. \r\OJ 
M'L ~NN .. Yes. She.'s on the pill now and her hormones are ~ 
running wild. She'll get on an even keel pretty soon. k ~· 
CLAIREE. She could hurt herself, M'Lynn? What if this 
happened when she was driving a car? 
M'L YNN. Perhaps that explains why I have so much gray 
hair. But you've known Shelby as long as I have. You know I 
have to let her be strong. (Shelby drinks.) She doesn't seem to 
be down too deep. 
CLAIREE. Talk to us, Shelby. 
SHELBY. No. j 
CLAIREE. That's good enough. ,,, .}o L • " 

M'LYNN. She's been so upset lately. She and Jackson have 
been going round and round. Dr. Michoud told her at her 
last appointment that children are not possible. It wasn'~ the 
easiest thing in the world to sit there and watch your child's 
heart break. 
SHELBY. Don't talk about me like I'm not here. 
M'LYNN. There. She's making some sense. This one wasn't. . 
bad at all. But I think we should have a little more juice. <{W~ 
ANNELLE. Can I do something? Should I J.V..t.p.e 'l(" ~( ·l 
M'LYNN. No. She'll be fine in just a minute. She pro1bably 
won't remember anything. Don't fuss over her ... Nor
mality is very important to Shelby. 
TRUVY. I'm sorry to hear about the children part, M'Lynn. 

/< • M'LYNN. I know. She feels thatjackson might be throwing d ' 
t .- away his chance for children. They've discussed it and he 

seems to have taken it alright ... Shelby's the one that's 
pushing the issue. He's crazy about her and ... 
SHELBY. He said, "Shut up. Don't be stupid. There's 
plenty of kids out there that need good homes. We'll adopt 
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ten of 'em. We'll buy 'em if we have to." 
CLAIREE. Jackson sounds like good people to me. 
SHELBY. I knew right then and there that if he was dumb , .1. 
enough to spend the rest of his life with me, then I'm dumb~ f"'p!/, 
enough to marry him. (Shelby is recovering. She realizes what tu! 

has happened and is embarrassed.) Oh gosh . . . oh -1 +<) c~ 1 

gosh ... I'm sorry ... I'm so sorry1 Mama. (M'Lynn ·. w1. 
hugs ShelbJ; p}rone · ) · · 
TRUVY. (Answering.) Hello? Yeah, hon . .. just a second. /1 /,,,,.,,Pi 
M'Lynn? It's Tommy ... for Shelby. L K '{J.SU.. Lr 
M'LYNN. Shelby, honey? It's Tommy. --fa~. 
TR~VY. Shelby, it's Tommy. He wants to know where your 
car is. 
SHELBY. Absolutely not. That's the honeymoon getaway 
car. He just wants to defil~ it1_Jonathan said he's been buying 

~ rubbers by the cas~ ~o ~µ.q.:· 
~ . .J!.. TRUVY. She'll have to call you back. or. ~HELBY. (To M'Lynn.) Thank you, Mama. (M'Lynn returns. 

' ~:j- to Annelle whos ontinues working on_ her hairJ 
D ~rRUVY. Sit up straight. rve got to gild the lily. Now. Are 

you going to take it down after the reception? I'll be glad to 
~l(O give you a touch-up before you leave on the honeymoon. 

v...\JJ .. ~ SHELBY. I'm going to leave it up as long as· possible. 
\Jlf~ TRUVY. Now. Let me guess where the honeymoon is. I 

picture tropical. Moonlight for days. Secluded. Somewhere 
that you can be intimate ~ut p~~oors . . . 
SHELBY. Las Vegas. {o~ 
TR UVY. The weather's supposed to be nice. I hear ifs like t 
living in a blow dryer. . r \ 

M'L YNN. Shelby? About what Jackson said ~() ~ \ 
SHELBY. I'd rather not talk about it, Mama.~hat happens . ~ 
in my life now is between Jackson and me.Jackson will take_\~ ~~f\WJ 
care of me and I will take care of him. "\U ?r 
CLAIREE. You can't blame people for being concerned 
about you, darling. 
M'L YNN. What Jackson said about children ... about 
adoption . . . was wonderful. And very . wise. Not being 
able to have children is no disgrace. (Silence.) Shelby? Did you 
hear what I said? · 
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SHELBY. Mama. I know all about adoption. And I also 
know the limitations of this body of mine. I would never do 
anything stupid. f 
M'LYNN. Finally. You're listening to reason. L,(v' 
TRUVY. Now, Shelby. You're going to have to start untan- v ~ 
gling this baby's breath. 
M'L YNN. Oh, Shelby . . . no. 
SHELBY. It's my wedding! I'll stick baby's breath up my 
nose if I want to. 
TRUVY. She's got enough ... 
M'LYNN. Fine. Fine. I am supposed to be the expert on 
behavior and I can't seem to 1manage the people in my own 
family. ' 
SHELBY. Oh! Did you tell them, Mama? 
CLAIREE. Tell us what? 
M'LYNN. Oh, it's nothing really. I might be promoted to 
administrator of the Mental Guidance Center. 
CLAIRE£. Wonderful! That Guidance Center does such 
good work for the disturbed. 
TRUVY. I wish I'd taken my boys there when they were 
little and straightened them out. I should've realized Louie 
had problems when his imaginary playmates wouldn't play 
with him. 
SHELBY. Your boys grew up fine. They're just a little scary 
that's all. 
TRUVY. I just think it must be fun for M'Lynn to have 
access to all that secret personal information. Come on, 
M'Lynn. Tell us some of your most bizarre mental cases and 
let us guess who they are. There's a lot of sick tickets in this 

G
own. 

M'LYNN. I will not discuss office business in a .social setting.) 
People need a place they can come unload their problems. I 

,,., J'[ would never violate their confidence. 
rj\ or- SHELBY. When mama says she doesn't talk, she means it. 
\l She's a brick wall. ti,,,,..._L

1 

CLAIREE. As somebody always said ... if you don't have p ~~ 
anything nice to say about anybody . . . come sit by me . ..fv 
M'LYNN. (Ignoring.) Do you realize we are being rude to 
poor Annette? 
ANNELLE. Elle . . . 
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M'LYNN. Annelle. Shedoesn'tknowusfromAdam'shouse 
cat and we just keep talking about things foreign to her 
experiences. Annelle, tell us about yourself. 
ANNELLE. There's nothing to tell. 
M'LYNN. Where do you live? 
ANNELLE. On the corner of Jefferson and Second. 
M'L YNN. Which co~ner? 
ANNELLE. The one -where you can't see the house for the 
weeds. 
M'LYNN. You must live in Mrs. Robeline's house. 
ANNELLE. She's my landlady. 
M'LYNN. Are you getting along with her? {O(J\~:_,~ _ .. 
ANNELLE. What's the matter with her? :\-o ~ 
M'LYNN. Nothing ... nothing. Are you nappy there? 
ANNELLE. She scares me. She's always watching me. Some
times I catch her looking through my keyhole. 
M'LYNN. Oh. Dear me. Uh. Don't worry. She's probably 
not taking her medication. I'll check on her Monday. (Beat.) 
Shelby? Would you like to finish off that juice? 
SHELBY. I'm fine, Mama. You finish it. 
M'LYNN. Why don't you drink it? It's going to be a while 
before the bridesmaid's luncheon. 
SHELBY. You know what you need in here, Truvy? You 
need a radio. Music is wonderful to have in the background. 
It takes the pressure off having to talk so much. 
TRUVY. I used to have one, but I slammed it against the 
wall when I couldn't figu:re out where the batteries went. I 
know now I was the victim of premenstrual syndrome. 
SHELBY. I've gotten four radios for wedding presents. I'll 
give you one. 
TR UVY. How sweet! 
CLAIREE. What did I just hear? Oh, yes. The Antilly family 
is selling KPPD. I wonder how much radio stations sell for? 
M'LYNN. A lot. But a small town radio station can be a 
license to print money if it's run right. 
SHELBY. Miss Clairee. You should buy KPPD. You got 
plenty of money . 
CLAIREE. What would I do with a radio station? Business 
never interested me at all. Lloyd took care of all that stuff. 
M'LYNN. Shelby, why don't·you finish off that juice? 
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SHELBY. Forget the damn juice. ANNE 
M'LYNN. Shelby'll be fine now. Anyway I always carry somebi 
some mints in my bag just in case. CLAH 
TR UVY. Then take some of the butterscotch in that dish. ANNE 
Throw some in her bag, Clairee. They are the best. They CLAif 
start out real hard, but once you suck all the coating off, they TR UV 
get real chewy. My two favorite things ... crunchy and Ouiser, 
chewy and buttery ... all in one. Delicious.~ OUISE 
some in M'Lynn's bag and notices something oefjd TRUV 
CLAIREE. M'Lynn. You always carry candy in your bag? OUISE 
M'L YNN. Without fail. one. 
CLAIREE. Then tell me. Do you suck on this often? (f}airee TRUV 

ulls u -e n rom the ba . G s all around. eleveni: 
M'LYNN. Clairee. ut that back. X -foJA.QA OUISE 
TRUVY. I hate it when people bring weapons into my shop. (The phc 
SHELBY. How did you .get Daddy's gun away from him? J have to 
M'LYNN. I had been waiting all morning for my chance. He /). 1 f breakd( 
finally put it down to go to the bathroom. e- a,.~. + Annelle. 
ANNELLE. I'd like to ask a question. I'm new here and all. -(Jd;/} ,' l ANNEJ 
Is my life in danger? A 0 e 11~.M 0 UISE 
TRUVY. No. M'Lynn's husband's just been shooting at V' fA\Aiill this mo-
some birds. The trees around here are full of' em this time of ,..J.A O UI"'"" M 'LYN 
year. -:::, t1 .. ~ Ouiser 
M'LYNN. You see, our backyard is full of fruit trees X ~ OUISE 
SHELBY. Which are full of birds. Daddy has been trying to you wer 
frighten the birds out of the trees by making loud noises. I few yea1 

didn't want the guests at my reception to spend all night ..... .l.-- realize t 
dodging bird do. ;Jlf Y.. -to ... ~__.!J 1 not slep 
M'LYNN. The neighborhood is fit to be tied. Ouisenou- got up t 
dreaux blames my husband's gunshots for the problems of would s 
that mangy dog of hers. She insists all the noise has made that over looi 
stupid animal lose its hair. would n 
TRUVY. Taking the gun was a stroke of genius, M'Lynn. in cases 
M'LYNN. I know .. )p 'o>-0-UJ . . in then 
ANNELLE. What if he comes over here and tnes to get his flowers 
gun back? and the1 
M'LYNN:\>rum would never set foot in a beauty shop. This M'L YN 
is women's territory. He probably thinks we all run around that is e 
naked or something. OUISEJ 
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ANNELLE. (Catching a glimpse out of the window.) There's 
somebody coming! A strange lady with a strange dog! 
CLAIREE. That would be Ouiser. 
ANNELLE. That is one ugly dog. What kind of dog is that? 
CLAIREE. If Rhett had hair, he would be a collie . 
TRUVY. Lord. Give us strength. (The door bursts open. It's 
Ouiser, very upset.) -D ~-Q ~j A 

OUISER. This is it. I've found it. I am in helll P.t.J...: ·- b"V\._.,. - 0 1" 

TRUVY. 'Mo~ning, Ouiser. . Jo-1.u.~~ 
OUISER. Don t try to get on my good side. I no longer have , / ) / 

I /JV ti°''' ~ one. ffiw~ \ "-. ,v· ..... ' ' 

TRUVY. You're a little early. You're not expected 'til 
elevenish. 
OUISER. That's precisely why I'm here. I have to cancel. .h.>1t-;, 
( e hone . ~ . . s i . ) I r~ i 5~ 

ave to take my poor dog to the vet before he has a nervous ~ 
breakdown. My dog I mean. The vet is perfectly healthy. (To 
Annelle.) You must be the new girl. 
ANNELLE. Hi. 
OUISER. May I have a glass of water? I have been screaming 
this morning. (Exit Annelle.) 
M'L YNN. I'm sorry this whole thing has gotten out of hand, 

.,,..v ( 

Ouiser . . . XL 
OUISER. It's not your fault, M'Lynn. I used to think that .j. 
you were crazy for marrying that man. Then I thought for a L <- · ' 

few years that you were just a glutton forpunishment.~w I ' 
realize that you must be on some mission from God. 1 have~ f 
not slept in days. l look like~ dog's dinner. However, when I '' 
got up this morning, I decided I would try to rise above it. I 
would start anew. Whatever that man has done, I would 
overlook it in honor of your wedding day, Shelby. I thought I 
would make myself a little presentable and floss up the house 
in case somebody wanted to drop in ... it being a big day 
in the neighborhood and all. So I go out to cut some fresh 
flowers for the living room. I go down to l!!Y ma~olia tree 
and there is not a bloom on it! P-f. c.; 0 L •1 ·U &-i<l <:_;, l1 
M'L YNN. Ouiser. The judge has not decided whose ~iree 
that is exactly. 
OUISER. It's mine! (Enter Annellewithglassofwater.) Be that 
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as it may . . . it would not be too much to ask for me to have TR u1 
one blossom to brighten my h9m~. I am all alone except for almos1 
my dog. -7-~ ', .& ~) See. L 
CLAIREE~ You peed something in your life besides that OUIS: 
dumb animal . ,ft) ~ stay. (~ 
OUISER. Put a lid on it, Clairee. I was standing there look-~ / n .. ti 1 v- ANNI 
ing at my . . . ma naked magnolia tree when I saw Drum~~ OUISJ 
acrossthewayloa ingwhatappeared to be a cannon. I asked '- _ v don't r 
him what happened to all those magnolia blossoms. He said "'V ~~ ANNE 
the wind probably blew them off during the night. Then 1-fo ~ OUIS1 
asked him how the wind managed to blow them all off inJo / __ r. ANNE 
your pool. Then he fired at me! Is that rude or what? rt X w 1u L OUISI 
M'LYNN. They're blanks. And Drum would never aim a ~ / < ANNE 
gun at a lady. \c:ir.Ut 
OUISER. He's a real gentleman. I'll bet he takes the dishes 
out of the sink before he pees in it. -b \ 
M'LYNN. That's uncalled for. 
OU ISER. All I know is my. poor animal has to be sedated. He 
has a condition. 
SHELBY. Are you sure that's true? Rhett is a very old dog. 
OUISER. I am simply going on what the vet tells me. 
CLAIREE. Which vet? 
OUISER. Whitey Black. 
CLAIREE. That's your first mistake. Whitey Black is a 
moron. I'm not even sure he has opposable thumbs. 
SHELBY. Miss Ouiser, Daddy is not trying to drive you 
crazy. He's just trying to make my reception nice. His heart's , 
in the right place. 1 -v 1 F :1 • • - 1 

-' "- , O 
OUISER. But he cannot do this to my dog! My dog is on his 
last legs! What am I going to do with the poor animal? 

1 
CLAIREE. (Holding up the recipAl•.) I've got a lot of good 

say .. 
OUISE 
ANNE: 
OUISE 
not diff 
ANNEJ 
talk abc 
CLAIR 
ANNEJ 
gone! 
OUISE 
ANN El 
husbanc 
vanishe• 
CLAIR 
ANN EI 
e1ry, the: 

recipes here. ~ ~ 
,-0.UISER. (To Annelle.) Darling ... whatever your name 

ri'-Vt/v is .) . . would you look out the window and check on my dog 
.~W.,,a while I smack Clairee on her smart mouth? You may not 
\)1 ~a believe this, but these are the dearest friends I have in this 

town. 1' 

TRUV~ 
to the p 
ANN EI 
trouble · 
rent so J 
crazy olc 
But I de 
be legal 
TRUV\ 
ANNEl 

'/... J;) ANNELLE. His color's good. His skin is real pink. 
thSHELBY. I know for a fact there will be no more gunshots. 

'):riv~ So why don't you relax, Miss Ouiser? Have some coffee. 
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almost through with Shelby. Annelle can shampoo Ouiser. 
See. Life can be wonderful. \ .~ 

TRUVY. Ladies. This is going to work out beautifully. I'm ~ 

·L OUISER. All right. As long as there's no more gunshots, I'll ~ 
. ~ stay.\To Annelle.) What is your name? Did you tell me? 
W·· ANNELLE. Annelle. 

I ... 4~ti\ OUISER. Fine. Are you new in town? I know everyone. I 
~' don't recall ever seeing you before. 

ANNELLE. I just moved to town not too long ago. 
0 UISER. With your family? 
ANNELLE. No'm. I don't have any family to speak of. 
OUISER. With your husband? 
ANNELLE. Uh ... my husband? That's hard to 
say ... I ... uh ... I don't know. 
OUISER. You don't know? 
ANNELLE. I'm not sure. 
OUISER. I'm intrigued. Are you married or not? These are 
not difficult questions . 
ANNELLE. Uh ... we're not ... he's not ... I can't 
talk about it. ~ +o )U.A.. -~· 4'-...J- L... '· ( . >. ., 
CLAIREE & TR UVY. Of course you can.1o ~ '( rv"'t,_,,y.i,, . '·· 

ANNELLE. I'm not sure if I'm married or not .. :.i... . he's .A 
gone! Sn Lu.. c~'Y'"( J1 

0 UISER. Honey. Men are the most horrible creatures. \'D ( ,, -~ 
ANNELLE. Everything is horrible. Bunkie ... that's my 
husband. He left. We only moved here a month ago. He just 
vanished last week. 
CLAIREE. No idea where he went? 'X ! lic.0 r..Q. 
ANNELLE. Nobody knows. He took all the money, my jew
elry, the car. Most of my clothes were in the trunk. 
TRUVY. There might have been foul play. Have you been 
to the police? 
ANNELLE. No ... but they've been to me. He's in big 
trouble with the law. Drugs or something. He never paid the 
rent so I got thrown out of our house and had to move in at 
crazy old Mrs. Robeline's. The police keep questioning me. 
But I don't know anything. They say my marriage may not 
be legal ... 
TRUVY. You should've said something. l~J- +o ~( 
ANNELLE. I was scared to. I need a job in the worst way and 
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I didn't know if you'd hire someone who may or ~3:Y not be 
married to someone who might be a dangerous criminal. But {q 
I swear to f?u that my perso!lal tragedy will not interfere ~ 
with my ab1hty to do good hair. · 
TRUVY. Of course it won't ... 
ANNELLE. I really don't think things could get any worse. 
OUISER. Of course they can. 

. SHELBY. You are so brave. 
TRUVY. You must be made of courage. 
ANNELLE. I'm totally alone. Checks are bouncin~ every
where. Everything is going wrong. I keep asking my
self ... why me? 0\(14 . IUJt I 

r1 SHELBY. We are awfu!. 'We are .all hate_ful, awful peopl~. . 
~ ~Here all we've been talkm~ about ts w':dd_mgs and p~ych~,,L:.L 
r1))1 t\ animals. We've been tearing you up inside, haven t w~? ~--·v 
~r can't tell you how sorry I am. And you've had such a terrible 

time. Sometimes we don't know how lucky we are. 
CLAIREE. What can we do to help? . 
SHELBY. I know one thing I can do. Tonight, _YOU are go~ng 
to drop by my house and have some bleeding armadillo 
groom's cake. It's going to be a great party. 
ANNELLE. Oh, I couldn't. I still get real emotional 
sometimes ... 
SHELBY. I can't stand the thought of someone being ~n
happy or alone tonight. And if you feel yourself start getting 
sad, just watch my husband dance. It's very funny. 
ANNELLE. You're all so nice. 

!TRUVY. We enjoy being nice to each other. There's not 
t;~ much else to do in this town. 

ANNELLE. But I don't have anything to wear . . . 
SHELBY. No problem. I'll bet I have something that'll do. 
I'll call the house. Shelb dials the hone. 
TRUVY. Now. If you're intereste , my garage ap~rtment 
will be available soon. My son is living there now. Give me a 
day to straighten it lJP and sw~ep out the bed, then co~e look 
at it. I'm sure we can work out some; arrangement with the 
rent. \J ., . i / 
ANNELLE. (Overcome.) Oh. n1t ·1-- ~ fUJ{.Y 
SHELBY. (On phone.) Goodtjonathan. You hav~ to do me a 
favor. Yes, now! Go in my closet and bring me two or three of 
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rny Sunday things.Just anything. Use your judgement. Very 
i well. Bring the pink dress with the white collar, the pink suit 

with the cherries pinned on the jacket and the pink and white 
polka dot. No, Jonathan. Mama doesn't have Daddy's gun. -\o -sW,z~ \ 1

1 , 

Don't you have better things to do? What? Well stop him! % 6~ 
Now! (She hangs up. She is nervous.) - ~ 
CLAIRE£. Is something the matter? 
SHELBY. We'll see. (There iis huge exploswn.) Yes. 

, OU ISER. What in the hell!!! (They all go to the window. Th_e 
be~ns to bark uncontr..all. ~-) '" 
WLYNN. What happened? 
SHELBY. Daddy tied explosives to Jonathan's GI Joe bow 
and arrow and shot them into the trees. 
OUISER. Shut up Rhett! 
M'LYNN. I hope nobody was hurt! 
TRUVY. Well, the birds are flying every which-a-way. And 
there's white smoke billowing up from your backyard. 
CLAIRE£. Looks like Drum has set his trees on fire or he's 
just elected a new pope . 
ANNELLE. I guess it worked. All the birds are leaving. (They 

• all come away from the window exceP.J_jl.nnelle.) -
bUISER. TFilsls a I she wrote. I am going to let that man 
have it. 
ANNELLE. (Still at window.) Oh no! Your dog broke his · 
chain! And he's heading toward the smoke! 
M'L YNN. Oh, no! That dog will eat P.rl!m alive. And Drum 
is unarmed! X ~~ ~ · .O/~ 
CLAIRE£. Ouiser! Do something! ""- 1 ~Jw. 
TRUVY. Ouiser! Call your dog! He'll listen to you! oµl,A_ A--Ue.e-i,-, · ~ 
SHELBY. Miss Ouiser! Please! It's my wedding day. Say 
omething to your dog! 

OUISER. (Flings open the door and screams:) Kill, Rhett! Kill! h.J) . . J"' 
(Everyone rushes out the door.) r. . , , . .., f'I ~ ./ ~' J • 

UQt.M.... -~o C,.hc,,~_x_ • I 

CURTAIN. . f..U f;. 

SCENE II 

'r»k ~ It is later in the year. The Saturday before Christmas, to iO 
be exact. Not much in the shop has changed. Only half of 'i 11.L .. f~vUA/'vi~ 
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the li hts ar n in the sho . When the lights eventually 
come back on, we see t e su tle changes. The radio Shelby 
has given Truvy, and a small but festive Cli.nstmas tree, 
and several grotesque handicrafts. At curtain, M' Lynn is 
sitting under a dead hairdryer. Shelby enters~ mystified by 
the lack of light and the lack of activity. i~'\('.} 

~\I 31rf 
rt-ulj M'LYNN. Shelby! 

' 
1 SHELBY. Mama? Where is everybody? ~JA.£1 

\Vl,. M'LYNN. I thought you weren't coming t~~tbwn until after 
'(' c) lunch. 
~ SHELBY. We got an early start because of the traffic. We 

wanted to drop in on Jackson's parents on the way down 
here. 
M'L YNN. What a treat! 
SHELBY. And you have to catch them early. On Saturdays 
they leave the house at the crack of dawn to sta,rt hunting 
furry little creatures. . . ,ftJ~ !CM, ha.vf 
M'LYNN. You must not have v1s1ted long. 
SHELBY. We didn't. I could tell they were anxious to start 
killing things. We stopped by the house first. Nobody was 
there. Where's Truvy? 
M'LYNN. She and Annelle are out back sticking pennies in 
the fuse box. They decorated that little tree and when I 
plugged it in all the lights blew. 
SHELBY. (Pointing to a pairgftackyearrinu,.) What are those 
things? 
M'LYNN. Red plastic poinsettia earrings. They are a giH 
from Annelle. She has discovered the wonderful world of 
Arts and Crafts. , /}r; ,11 
SHELBY. Are Tommy and Jonathan home yet? /f.~· 
M'LYNN. Yes. Jonathan got home yesterday morning. He 
loves his classes. It's all he can talk about. I think the main 
thing architecture school has taught him is how much hei 
should hate his parent's house. Tommy arrived last nigh~ 
and immediately started terrorizing your father. It's nic~ 
having the family h?me for Christmas. tv !f,0 i 
SHELBY. Some things never change. ' tf. 

M'L YNN. And how are you, honey? I ; 
SHELBY. I'm so good, Mama. Just great. 
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'.ir' .,. eventuall1 
fh., ,-adio Shelb) 
? Christmas tree, 
rtain, M'Lynn i.fii 
iters, mystified ~ 

M'LYNN. You're looking well. Is Jackson at the house? 
SHELBY. No. You know how twitchy he gets. I sent him to f 
look for stocking stuffers. 
M'LYNN. Good thinking. 
SHELBY. Uh. Jackson and I have something to tell you. We 
wanted to tell you when you and Daddy were togethe;, ~ut 
you 're never together, so it's every man for himselyi- m 
pregnant. 
M'L YNN. Shelby?! 

town until after SHELBY. I'm going to have a baby. 
M'L YNN. I realize that. 

the traffic. We. SHELBY. Well ... isthatit?Isthatallyou'regoingtosay? 
the way dow~ M'L YNN. I .... what do you expect me to say? 

SHELBY. Something along the lines of congratulations. 
M'L YNN .... Congratulations. 

y. On Saturd~y~ SHELBY. Would it be too much to ask for a little excite-
to start hunttn( ment?. Not too much, I wouldn't want you to break a sweat or z· 

J
anyth1ng. . 

. M'L YNN. I'm in a state of shock! I didn't think ... ~·,~ · · (._ 
1 
lt 

aP"<lOUS to sta SHELBY. In June. Oh, Mama. You have to help me J1im· ~ 
·sl ~obody Wa}We're going to get a new house. Jackson and I are going 

. ) .house. hunting next week. Jackson loves to hunt for U iJ>.t 

ree and when M'L YNN. What does Jackson say about this? }ti ,itd'V 
eking pennies t~anythmg. 1 ~ d.P- ~ 

SHELBY. Oh. He's very excited. He says he doesn't care 
) What are tho~whether it's a boy or girl . . . but I know he really wants a 

. ~son so bad he can taste it. He's so cute about the whole thing. 
They are a gi It's all he can talk about .... Jackson Latcherie Junior. 

1derful world t'L YNN. But does he ever listen? I mean when doctors and 
pecialists give you advice. I know you never listen, but does 

Le yet? i e? I guess since he doesn't have to carry the baby, it doesn't 
lay morning. eally concern him. 
I think the ma HELBY. Mama. Don't be mad. I couldn't bear it if you 
is how much ere. It's Christmas. 
rrived last nigE 'LYNN. I'm not mad S lb This is just ... hard. ~ ... h 
father. It's ni bought that ... I on't know. OJ)!)~ ~ _/, / A,JJJ.._ 

HELBY. Mama. I want a child. J.r~VJ~\fu 
'LY. NN. But what about the adoption procee ing\~~~\:,,.\ 

' ave filed so many applicatiqns. ~t~ld~~"' 
,

1 

HELBY. Mama. It didn't ta:: us long to see the handwrit 

i 
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ing on the wall. No judge is going to give a baby to someone going to ha• 
with my medical track record. Jackson even punt out some M'LYNN. ~ 
feelers about buying one. 1_. \(1....a SHELBY. N 
M'LYNN. People do it all the time. ~01W' · thing so difl 

~isten to me. I want a child of my own. I think it nity of a lif~ 
would help things a lot. That's true j 
M'L YNN. I see. on. And whc 
SHELBY. Mama. I know. I know. Don't think I haven't immortality 
thought this through. You can't live a life if all you do is style ... I 
worry. And you worry too much. In some ways it's a comfort I would rathe 
to me. I never worry because I know you're worrying time of not 
enough for the both of us. Ja~ks<>p a!1d1~ hive given this a lot 1 blaring.) 
ofthought. ;110~ ~~£L. 1 M'LYNN. r 

M'LYNN. Has he really? There's a first time for everything. SHELBY. I 
SHELBY. Don't·start on Jackson. ~~ \)JA llb~Daddy first. 
M'LYNN. Shelby.~our poor body has been through~ M'L YNN. I 
much. Why do you deliberately want to . . . the radio vol1 
SHELBY. Mama. Diabetics have healthy babies all the time. TRUVY. (E 
M'LYNN. You are spe~ial. There are limits to what you can who's here! 
do. LLtiN- SHELBY. I 

ELBY. Ma:ma -,r~. isten. I have it all plani:ied. I'm going TRUVY. H 
to be very careful. And this time next year, I'm going to be have a speci: 
bringing your big healthy grandbaby to the Christmas festi- You can ha' 
val. No one is going to be hurt or disappointed, or even , S~EL~ Y: f 
inconvenienced. , I " hair things. 
M'LYNN. Least of all Jackson, I'm sure. K to <JJ{JJ.-~ TRUVY. (A 

\ . SHELBY. You are jealous because you no longer have any an eye for ti 

I 
Ii j(\l3\(j)f- say-so in w~at I .do. And that drives you up the wall. You're ANNELLE; 
vv( ready to spit nails because you can't call the shots. SJ-:IELBY. (.J 

h tA ~1'L YNN. I did not raise my daughter to talk to me this way. this? 
vv 1, SHELBY. Yes you did. Whenever any of us asked you what . ANNELLE. 

A'M.... you wanted us to be when we grew up, what did you say? responsibilit 
()f ~ M'LYNN. Shelby, I am not in the mood for games. mercializatic 

SHELBY. What did you say? Just tell me what you said. fire sale at ti 
Answer me. They had 1 

M'L YNN. I sai~ all I wanted was for you to be happy. prices. I de; 
SHELBY. O.K. The thing that would make me happy is to husband he 
have a baby. If I could adopt one I would, but I can't. I'm Tiny white l 

TRUVY.M 
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1abv to someone , going to hai..:e ~)baby. I wish you would be happy, too. 
n ,t out some M'L YNN\~ Wish I .. ~on't know what I wish. 

- ~ i SHELBY. Mama. I don't know why you have to make every-
thing so difficult. I look at having this baby as the opportu

y own. I think it nity of a lifetime. Sure, there may be some risk involved. 
That's true for anybody. But you get through it and life goes 

~ 
on. And ~hen it:s all said an~ done there'll be a little piece of 

think I haven't immortality with~ackson s looks and my sense of 
: if all you do is style ... I hope. ama, please. I need your support. I 
3.ys it's a comfon would rather hav thirty minutes of wonderful than a life-
1ou 're worrying1 time of nothing special. (The lights come up. The radio is 
1e given this a lot blarin~) 

M1LY fi . They're on, Truvy! 
e for everything~ SHELBY. Please. Don't tell anybody yet. I want to tell 

~ Daddy first. 
>een through so M'L YNN. I nevertell anyone anything. (M' Lynn "f es to turn I" J iL1 
. . ·the radio volume down. X -}-o i"fJ.. ,.~-:-A d ~ - :.::> I' ~ 
Lhies all the time. TR UVY. nters, carrying Cknstmas aecc>rations.) Well! Look 
; to what you calf who's here! Give me a hug right here and nowt ~ft) /.tJt,t.. 

fSHELBY. Hi, Truvyl Merry Christmas! -p~ 9""a. f) 
ai d. I'm goint TRUVY. Ho, ho, ho. (Calling through the door.)Annellel We 
rm going to bfhave a special mystery guest! (To Shelby.) You're just in time. 

~Christmas festQYou can have the honor of lighting the tree of beauty. X f'O ~ 
Jointed, or eve~Sl"!EL~Y. How precious. What a novel idea to trim it with "PS I' (),. 

·hatr things. :J I .... 1~ -0 

iTRUVY.(Annelleenters.)It'sallAnnelle'sidea.Shehasquite)( [).?(> o{) fC'A; v 
longer have an an eye for the unusual. co~ fo.' 

, the wall. You' ANNELLE. Hi therel (!lugs Shelby.} -\--0 ~~; 
ie shots. ·(SJ:IELBY. (The tree and the decorations.)Annelle, you did all 
Llk to me this wa~.his? 
ts asked you wh~ANNELLE. Guilty. Truvy just turned over the decoration 
iat did you say?"responsibility to me. I like themes. And I despise the com-
:or games. ercialization of C~r~stmas, always have. So I went to the · . ft;' w{ 
e what you sai lire sale at th~ Baptist Book Store in Shreveport last month./ l»'-c'·. ...\R 

hey had mismatched Manger scenes at incredibly low · f l) 
to be happy. rices. I cleaned them ou.t o~ Baby Jesuses, which T!uvy's t1 

ke me happy is 'usband helped me modify into ornaments. Very simple. + 
l but I can't. I' iny white lights, Baby Jesuses, and spoolies. l--l otl ~ <-~ {fW P 
' RUVY. My husband has redone Poot's old room so An-
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nelle can have a workshop for her handicrafts. That little 
garage apartment is so cramped. (Truvy places grat.~sq-g_~ . ~ 
htJ!!.!l:mad.LJ.reetop_ornament o~ r ' -

SHELBY. Isn't tliat nice. Are your boys coming home for 
Christmas? 
TR UVY. No. Louie brought home his girlfriend at Thanks
giving. The nicest thing I can say about her is that all her 
tattoos are spelled correctly. Guess it's just me, the old 
man . . . and Annelle. (Offi~rs Shelby the plug for the lights.) I 
Do the honors, missy. And hope it doesn't blow up again. 
(Shelby lights the tree. Applause all around.) I 

SHELBY. J.Triumphantly to M'Lyan.) See. I know what I'm 
doing. 
TRUVY. I know your mother is so happy you could get in 
early enough to make the festival. I hear it'~ going to be the 
best ever. More fireworks, a nativity made entirely of 
sparklers, and a huge new sign on the riverbank that says, "I 
Heart Chinquapin Parish." It's going to be spectacular. And 
guess who the grand marshall of the parade is? Wayne 
Newton! 
SHELBY. I wouldn't miss a Christmas festival for the world. 

.,J_.rJ• . t! (I.ruvy and Annelle begin decarati'l'lg Sb.el~getsM'Lynn 's atten-
j/'- v tion_f~g_m unde.r_tlJ.e.J!,.r;;,e.r..f Oh. Mama. While I'm thinking. I 

{ uJl .1 ... _W brought some white chocolate cherry cheesecakes for our 
/./" O open house. 

M'LYNN. That doesn't sound like finger food to me. 
L,.,~ SHELBY. They're bite sized. Like this. 

/ J 1V.o, hO" M'LYNN. Fine. I'm sure you know what you're doing. /I 'C _,, ~ "' r TR UVY. (Seeking Annelle's approval on decoration placement.) 
~ .., Annelle? 

f 1 ANNELLE. Perfect. 
f\ ' ' ::-t.V.. SHELBY. And, Mama? I've been cleaning out 
"/u,, .;Y closets ... getting rid of stuff. I've brought you some 
I\~·, ?\J .I things I don't want that I've hardly worn. I thought maybe 

't) V ~ v. your patients might be less disturbed if they had something 
d' d stylish to wear. 

'&01' TRUVY. (Wondering where to put some decorations.)Annelle? 
~ 1ANNELLE. The chair rf!o Shelby) Uh. Excuse me, Shelby? 

... ~PJ ~ ~ Uh. If you don't ave any special plans for the 
~I clothes ... could I have them? Riverview Baptist has a 
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r 
:r ~ s. That littk clothes closet for the poor. We're real low on women's 
y p~aces grotesqv/ dresses. 

SHELBY. Sure. That's a wonderful idea. They're in the car. 
=oming home fo~ I'll get 'em in a minute. . 

TR UVY. It breaks my heart that she won't come to the I ' 
friend at Thank~ Methodist church with me. I think Riverview Baptist is a (~A pJ' 'y/j 
1er is that all he1 little too .~"Praise the Lord" for my taste. _,.,.. a A l 
just me, the oll ANNELLE. (With an edge.) Some of them do get a little ' 
1lug for the lights~ carried away. But there's nothing wrong with that. fO't 
't blow up again SHELBY. No. A lot of Mama's mental patients are born 

again Christians. I mean that only in the best sense of the 
I know what I'n word. 

TRUVY. We're just glad to see that Annelle is settling down 
you could get it and finding her way. She's had a few rough months, haven't 

's going to be th~ you, honey? 
nade entirely o ANNELLE. Oh. After they finally threw Bunkie Dupuy be
bank that says,'~ hind bars and I was rid of him, I went wild. I was drinking, 
spectacular. Anc running around, smoking . . . 
arade is? Wayn1 TRUVY. Jezebel! 

~ ANNELLE. But Truvy helped me see the error of my ways. 
vc.. __ or the world I've realized I have something to offer. I joined a church last 
~ts M'Lynn's atte11~ month. Truvy's helped me see I have talents. I've done guest 
le I'm thinking. ~ lectures on beauty at the trade school ... 
~esecakes for our TR UVY. Our little Annelle has become one of the hottest 

food to me. 
tickets in town. 
ANNELLE. Truvy. Stop. I am enjoying the city more. And I 

~ am so excited about the Christmas festival today. I've wanted 
you're doing. to come to it all my life. And now I live here! 
Jrationplacemenl TRUVY: Tell her who you have a date with. "O ........ i 

j 
ANNELLE. Truvy, will you hush? t._ to~ ~ 
TRUVY. Tell her, missy. Shelby is pretty much totally re-

cleaning o . sponsible for the whole thing! 
ought you so ANNELLE. Sammy DeSoto. 
I thought may TRUVY. He has a body that doesn't stop anywhere. 
!Y had somethin SHELBY. How am I responsible? "{__ t-D C.., · 

ANNELLE. He was bartending at your wedding reception 
rations.)Annell~ last spring. That's when I met him. He makes a mean cherry 
~cuse me, Shelbli coke. ~ 

p1ans for t~~j TRUVY. Romance. This is what I live for. Can we do any-
e\ laptist has ·, thing for you today, Shelby? \( +o S. 

'· '' --~ ~ .. 
3 7 . .-··l ~~(,, +, -\ t.D J ~ttit.' (,{J 

I 

WU 
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SHELBY. I'm beyond help. Last week I discovered the early 
stages of crow's feet. 

J· \!? ~ ,TR ~vy. Oh, ho':ley. Time marches on. And eventually _you 
· f'~l''~ ;1\ reahze it's marching across your face. How are you feeling? 

\'~ SHELBY. Never better. (Clairee enters. She has on a Devil's 
!~'.' cap. She is hoarse.) 

~ %,AJ I CLAIREE. (Presenting a tin of cookies.) My annual pecan 
(~-- tassies! 
f/ 1

•· fJ TRUYY. There's my girl. I guess you're the happy one this 
I J l}/f" morning. 

'(i.r tJ)( CLAIREE. Yes, I am. First state ~hamp_ionship in eight years! 
l . 1 v fl9 ' SHELBY. You sound awful, Miss Clairee!-JJro ~ ~5'-

V, . CLAIREE. Hello, darling! -\.\u,.&y-
/ · SHELBY. Can I get you some f.e2'~ 

CLAIREE. Yes, that would be nice. I'm sorry I'm late. I 
.(~ overslept. We didn't get back into town until one o'clock. It 
~~ was a dazzling victory over Dry Prong. 
'7 '' ~ ANNELLE. I heard you on the radio last night. You were 
~ wonderful. 

. SHELBY. What were you doing on the radio? 
[.~~ CLAIREE. They let me be the color announcer for the 

1 Devils. I was fabulous. I was too colorful for words. 
SHELBY. That was nice of them to let you talk on the radio. 
CLAIREE. Nice nothing. I own the radio station. 

· SHELBY. Oh! You bought it? 
CLAIREE. Yest! KPPD. The station of choice in Chinquapin 
Parish! 
TRUVY. Shelby? How do you like Clairee's new short and 
sassy look? . 
SHELBY. I love it. 
TRUVY. Just wait til I jack it up. 
SHELBY. It makes you look younger, Miss Clairee. 
CLAIREE. My hair looks younger. My face looks just as old. 
ANNELLE. There is so much going on! The state champion
ship last night, the Christm(\s A festival today, the Messif1 

~ sing-along tomorrow . . . \{) 'f.U.; ~~ b)\~ 
~ (\\l TRUVY. Life in the big city will spoil you. 
~- '*1 SHELBY. Who's Miss Merry Christmas this year? 

• 1 CLAIREE. My niece, Nancy Beth, of course. 
TR UVY. She was here at seven this morning. I had to posi-
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ti on her tiara properly on her head so it wouldn't slip around 
during the parade. I sprayed her hair within an inch of its 
life. 
SHELBY. Why did I have to ask? I should have known. All 
you Marmillions are gorgeous. Beauty is genetic in your 
family. j~ 
CLAIREE. Nancy Beth is a pretty girl. Do you know she is 
Miss Merry Christmas, Miss Soybean, and Miss Watermelon? 
TRUVY. But dumb as a post. 
CLAIREE. Empty is the head that wears the crown. 
TRUVY. You have to admit God did a little dance around 
that family. Drew is so successful. Belle does her own hair. 
Their children are perfect. They're like a family on TV. 
They don't have a care in the world. 
M'L YNN. That's not necessarily true. 
TRUVY. Oh? 
M'L YNN. That's all I'm saying. . 
TRUVY. Oh. . ~ ~ 
SHELBY. I should've won Miss Merry Christmas the year I )\ ·~ ~ 
ran. My talent was very showy. t--' -
CLAIREE. We told you at the time, Shelby. Fire batons are Ji 
not everyone's cup of tea. ~ 
SHELBY. Mama didn't approve of my twirling fire batons. 
M'L YNN. I just don't approve when you insist on doing 
dangerous things. 
SHELBY. Mama hated those fire batons. 
M'LYNN .. I have never hated anything, Shelby. I supported 
you, but I just couldn't watch you. Your father, on the other 
hand, had a field day. He got so much pleasure out of stand
ing in the backyard for hours watching you practice, holding 
the garden hose so he could put you out when you caught 
fire. 
SHELBY. My entire pageant ensemble was coordinated in l.)l.O 
shades of pink ... soup to nuts. I twirled to the music from 1

1 

Hawaii 5-0. It was my theme song. U 
M'L YNN. But we were proud of her. 
TR UVY. The year I competed, the swimsuit competition 
was my downfall. Most women look for a swimsuit that will 
lift and separate; I look for one that will divide and conquer. 
I've always been built for comfort, not for speed. 
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SHELBY. Who got the title your year, Miss Clairee? 
CLAIREE. Oh, child. Nobody. There wasn't even a 
Christmas festival when I was in high school. Why Jesus 
wasn't even born until I was a junior in college. I remember it 
distinctly. My friends and I were all out watching our flocks !(J , 
by night . . . ..! fv ~ 
TRUVY. Get over here, Clairee. Annelle's gotta gift wrap 1'.. 
your head. 
OU ISER. (Entering in a huff.) I could just spit. 
TRUVY. 'Morning Ouiser. 
OU ISER. The parade doesn't even start for four hours and 
already people are parking on my lawn. It will flatten my 
grass. 
CLAIREE. (Mock sincerity.) Here. Let me hold you. ~ 
OUISER. I hate out of town tourists. -!_ . .[J \ 

SHELBY. Hello! , f~ J 
OU ISER. Shelby! What are you doing here? J 

SHELBY. Being a tourist, I guess. But I won't flatten your 
grass, I promise. 
OUISER. Good God. You've had the ood e 
away from this festival madness. I cant un,derstand why 
you'd drag yourself back for a couple of firecrackers and 
drunk teenagers earping on your shoes. 
SHELBY. I like it. 
ANNELLE. Miss Ouiser. I think you need a healthy dose of 
Christmas spirit. (Annelle interrupts conditioningClairee t.Q.gB..t 
a presentJJ;.om..th« 'U!.·) I 
tfUISPJi. I have so much Christmas spirit I could scream kJ/1 
ANNELLE. (Handing her a present.-) Merry Christmas! 9' · 
OUISER. (Opening present.) I just finished putting out my 
yard decorations. 
CLAIREE. Ouiser. Keep off the grass signs are not 
Christmas decorations. 
OUISER. They are bordered in holly. (Pulls out poinsettia 
earrings.) You made them, didn't you? 
ANNELLE. With my own two hands. 
OU ISER. Your present is ... uh . . . back at the house. I 
haven't wrapped it yet. 
SHELBY. How's Rhett? 
OUISER. He's getting along. As a matter of fact, he's the 
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poster dog for the Christmas festival. (Ouiser points to a poster 
on the wall with a picture on it.) · 
TRUVY. That is Rhett! I didn't recogni:z:e _him. 
CLAIREE. It's nice to see Rhett with some hair again. 
SHELBY. I have to run some errands, but before 
go ... Miss Ouiser. I have met an old friend of yours. 
OUISER. Oh? 
SHELBY. OwenJenkins. 
OUISER. Oh. 
CLAIREE. Owen? Now there's a blast from the past. 
SHELBY. Do you remember him? He remembers you. 
OUISER. Of course I remember him. He -had the longest 
nose hair in the free world. 
SHELBY. He doesn't now. He hardly has any hair 
anywhere. 
CLAIREE. Owen's been gone from Chinquapin since God 
was a boy. I'd forgotten he'd ever existed. 
SHELBY. Well now Owen lives in Monroe and goes to First 
Presbyterian. He sings in the choir. One night at choir prac-
tice we were doing an especially beautiful Mozart thing and I 
was moved to tears. He offered me his handkerchief and we 
got to talking. When he found out where I was from he asked 
me if I knew you. I said not only did I know you, but you were 
a neighbor and your dog has almost killed my father on 
numerous occasions. He's had a very interesting life. He .,. 0 ~ 
lived in 0 hio somewhere. His wife just died recently and he +o \J...v\X, 
moved back down here. 
OUISER. Does this story have a point? 
SHELBY. No, not really. He just remembers you fondly, I 
think. 
OUISER. Can't imagine why. He wasn't a bad fellow. But I 
managed to run him off and marry the first of two total 
deadbeats. 
TRUVY. Unrequited love. My favorite. 
SHELBY. Maybe sometime I could arrange for us all to get 
together . 
OUISER. Maybe not. 
SHELBY. Why not? 
OUISER. Shelby. I managed in just a few decades to marry 
the two most worthless men in the universe and proceed to 
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have the three most ungrateful children ever conceived. The 
only reason people are nice to me is because I have more 
money than God. I am not about to open a new can of worms. 
CLAIREE. Do I detect a negativity in your tone? 
M'L YNN. If this is really the way you feel, Ouiser, it isn't 
healthy. Maybe you should think about coming down and 
talking to someone at the Guidance Center. We're there to 
help. 
OUISER. I'm not crazy. I've just been in a very bad mood for 
fu~~n. \n1 
SHELBY. Well, Annelle? What do you want me to do with j1ll 
these old clothes? I need to get them out of the back seat. 
ANNELLE. Just bring 'em in. 
SHELBY. O.K. Then I'll go finish my Christmas shopping, 
Mama. 
TRUVY. I could ~hoot you. I haven't even started. · 
CLAIREE. Please. I haven't even washed the dishes from 
Thanksgiving. 
ANNELLE. What did you get your mama? 
SHELBY. I told her this morning what part of it was. 
TRUVY. Well, let's hear it, missy. 
M'LYNN. I think it's a secret. 
OUISER. Obviously there's no such thing in this room. 
M'LYNN. It's up to you, honey. , 
SHELBY. I'm going to have a baby. (Whoops and joy all 
around. Except for M'Lynn.) 
TRUVY. Congratulations! No wonder you haven't said X 
much this morning, M'Lynn. (Taunts.) Grandma! 
Aren't you excited? Smile! It increases your face value! 
SHELBY. June 21. 
TRUVY. And those doctors said you couldn't have children. 
What do they know? I guess you showed them. 
M'LYNN. The doctor said Shelby shouldn't have children. 
There's a big difference. I guess you showed us all, Shelby. 
SHELBY. I've got to get the clothes. Miss Ouiser? Are you 
bringing your shrimp meat pies to our open house tonight? 
OUISER. Don't I always? They'll be there. --. 
SHELBY. Good. So will Owen Jenkins. I opened the worms 
for you. (Shelby exits.) 
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OUISER. I can't believe she did that. Owen? After all these 
years? I'm not sure I can be gracious under pressure. 
M'L YNN. Shelby, Shelby. Her heart does get the best of her 
sometimes. 
TRUVY. This baby. That's not exactly great news, is it? 
M'LYNN. She wants this so badly. I just don't know ... 
CLAIREE. Oh boy ... 
TRUVY. Oh, honey. I wish I had some words of wis-
dom ... but I don't. So I will focus on the joy of the situa- , 
tion. Congratulations. -~p 
OUISER. Absolutely. L... ~v 
M'LYNN. Diabetics have healthy babies all the time.1v 
ANNELLE. It will all be fine. 
CLAIREE. Of course it will. 
M'LYNN. Thank you, ladies. You're right. We'll make it 
through this just fine. You know what they say. That ~hich_ 
does not kill us makes us strong~r. 
OUISER. (Looking out window.) What is that girl up to? 
ANNELLE. Shelby's donating some clothes to the poor. 
OUISER. (Opening door for Shelby.) I hope poor people like 
pink. · I t. · 
TRUVY. (To Shelby.) Just dump 'em on the couch. X '"tf.;J C)UJ ~ : .. 1_ 

ANNELLE. Miss M'Lynn, you sure you don't mind me tak-
ing them? If your patients need them . . . 
M'LYNN. No, no. Shelby&id you could have 'em. And what 
she says goes. '5~ 
SHELBY. That's not true, Mama. 
M'LYNN. Shelby, you always insist on having the last word. 
SHELBY. (At the door.) I do not. (She slams the door and runs 
off. Lights out and the bombastic sounds of Handel's Messiah fill 
the air as we have ... ) 

CURTAIN. 

Fcutt ,·~ 
~)wwla U~c..e.i ~ ~ 
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ACT TWO 

In the blackout before curtain, we hear the radio. It is a 
male D.J. for KPPD. Totally fatuous and self-possessed, 
it is his voice we hear over the radio throughout Act II. 

D.J. You're listening to KPPD, the station of choice in Chin
quapin Parish. Now stop by the shopping center this after
noon. I'll be broadcasting al fresco ... that means out of 
doors for those of you that aren't Latin scholars. There'll be 
prizes, and a battle of the bands, all sponsored by KPPD. 
Swing on by and meet me in person. See how good-looking I 
really am. Coming up now .. . a half hour of nonstop 
music so I can make it over to the shopping center. Let's 
hope none of these records has a scratch on 'em, 'cause I'm 
outta here. I'm gonna kick things offwithoneofmypersonal 
all-time favorites. (Song starts to play.) See ya at the shopping 
center! 

SCENE I ~I 

It is June, eighteen months later. The radio is playing. 
9 

Nothing much in the shop has changed. Maybe new cur
tains and a Mr. Coffee. Truvy is cutting Shelby's hair. 
The hair is very short, very boyish. There is an underlying 
uneasiness in Shelby's behavior. Clairee is being " done" 
by ~~helby' r · des_ · 
Truvy and Annelle ~ave to whac it rom time o time o 
make it play. Clairee has been regaling them with a story 
and they are laughing. 

SHELBY. But didn't he scare you to death coming by so late? 
CLAIREE. It wasn't that late. About 9:30, I guess. 
SHELBY. Still, somebody knocking on my bedroom window 
after dark would scare the daylights out of me. 
CLAIREE. Not me. Hope springs eternal, I suppose. I was so 
disappointed when I realized it was only my nephew. 
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SHELBY. Well I just think ifs awful of Drew to throw his son 
out of the house. Parents should never throw their children 
out of the house. 
CLAIREE. My brother can be very hotheaded when he 
wants to be. But he really didn't throw Marshall out. Mar
shall just came over to my house while his daddy cooled off. I 
adore Marshall. We stayed up half the night talking last 
ni ht. 

. znzs ing e 'Y s iair with a flourish.) Well. That's 
ce in Chin- it. Are you ready to see the new Shelby Latcherie? 
· this after- SHELBY I d ' k . . . . on t now. 
~ans o~t of TRUVY. You're gonna have to sooner or later. Our world is _.t ylJi 
There 11 be full of reflective surfaces. ( "-V:vtt · 
by K~PD. SHELBY. I can't believe I'm getting so worked up ~Jr 
cl-looking I something as silly as a haircut. ~ J_ · ~'-' 
)f nonstop , CLAI RFE. ¥ 911 look pr eciousJ ~;trµ ,jL).{ .. I 
~ter. Le,t s A1 ...... 1-,o61HELBY. O.K. I'm ready. (Truvy turns helliyi"ntothemirro .) J~ 
cause I m "~ ~ Oh, gosh . . . it's so weird . . . 1'I 

1yperso~al 1_);lil T RUVY . . (R.eferring to a magazine picture.) I did what you l 
e shopping 71v' wanted, didn 't I , honey? 

SHELBY. Yes. I didn,t mean . .. of course. You did a /J 
beautiful job. I've never had short hair, that's all. (Ji~ A t.\\ 
TRUVY. Well this is what we Cosmo girls call a " rite du r lqV\I ' 1--

' is playing. 
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passage." (Shelby is visibly up~et.) . :t=~ ~ ~A ... ( ~ 
SHELBY. I'm sorry. I'm being so nd1culous. -o(...IU"" lM. J1 
TRUVY. It's O.K., honey. Please don't .. . please don't v ( 

cry because you know . . . I will, too. I have a strict policy \ ~ 
that no one cries alone in my presence. l'. 
CLAIREE. Ladies ... ladies. Please. (~d J!nnelle 
h2nd t~'!__!.'}_.Kl!!~X.) Remind me never to take these two to see 

·Dark Victor . T he 'd never survive. 
SHELBY. (Rallying. ) Enoug . ove my air. 
TRUVY. Whew! My artistic nature is so relieved. 
ANNELLE. It's very becoming. I guess with that baby, you 
don't have time to spend hours fussing with your hair. You 
need something you can just run your fingers through and 
go. 
CLAIREE. It's totally adorable. Your mother's going to love 

• 

it. -
SHELBY. Mama's going to ::ak out. She just thinks le~\\~"', 



getting a trim. I wasn't up to a big debate with her this 
morning. Now! Truvy! Let's do my nails! 
TRUVY. This is a treat! No one around here ever wants a +) 
manicure. I don't even know what to charge for a full day of {,J 

beauty. 
SHELBY. I want the works .,J want to feel completely pam- 7Jl 
pered today. Mama's gonna want a manicure, too. 
TRUVY. I am going to paint my front door red and change 
my name to Elizabeth Arden. 
CLAIREE. Manicures, saucy new hairdos. What's going on? 

)( ,,, SHELBY. We're alwa s u to something ... you know 
/ \ "P.-...-.,..h .. a,,..t._, anging su 'Ject. ut want to get ac to t is rew 

' and el le nonsense. I hope they reconcile with Marshall. 
Speaking as a parent, they better get their act together. I do 
not approve of friction between parents and children. 
CLAIREE. Oh, I think it'll all blow over. I have to admit. He 
did go about it the wrong way. .. t .. 
TRUVY. What did he do?..>( \o 5\\ 
CLAIREE. He marched in unexpected from Los Angeles 
while Drew and Belle were preparing for the annual Mar
million shrimp boil. Marshall without so much as a hello says, 
"Mama and Daddy. I have something to tell you. I have a 
brain tumor. I have three months to live." Well, naturally 
Drew and Belle became hysterical. Then Marshall says, 
"Hey folks, I'm just kidding. I'm only gay." 
SHELBY. That was his idea of breaking the news gently?.~o _CJ~t 
CLAIREE. Drew became incredibly distraught and started r 

throwing wet shrimp at him, screaming at him to get out of 
his sight, so Marshall came to my house, smelling like a can of 
cat food. 
TRUVY. What do you think Drew and Belle are feeling 
right now? 
CLAIREE. I don't know. They just considered themselves 
to be a model family for so long. First with Nancy Beth 
dethroned from her Miss Merry Christmas title after that 
unfortunate motel thin . . . . 
S LBY. What motel t 1ng. on t IVe ere anym r , 
remember? 
TRUVY. Nancy Beth was discovered in a nearby motel with 
a high political official. 
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CLAIREE. They were both high. They'd been smoking ev
erything but their shoes. 
TRUVY. To be the only Miss Merry Christmas in history , • , 
caught with her tinsel down around her knees was a very S), \'I' 
humiliating experience for the Marmillion family. 1Jt 
SHELBY. How do you feel about Marshall? ~ 
CLAIREE. Haven't really thought about it. But I want you 
to know he's always welcome at my house. I'm very proud of 
him. He built up that chain of sportswear stores all by himself 
without a penny of family money. He says, "I am a self-made 
man. I pulled myself up by my own jockstraps." 
TRUVY. He could alwa s turn a hrase. T ruv is about louse 
a bott e o something for Shelby's manicure, but she realizes the 
bottle is empty. She turns to ask Annelle for some, but Annelle is in 
silent prayer. Uncomfortable, Truvy waits for Annelle to finish. 
The others also notice Annelle.) 
ANNELLE. Amen. 
TRUVY. Amen. Annelle? I'm out of uh 
bottle.) 
ANNELLE. Is it still next to . . . ? 
TRUVY. No. It's over the ... 
ANNELLE. O.K. (Annelle exits.) 
SHELBY. Was she praying? 
TRUVY. Yes. 
SHELBY. Why? 
TRUVY. Got me. Maybe she was praying for Marshall and 
Drew and Belle. Maybe she was praying for us because we 
were gossiping. Maybe she was praying because the elastic is 
shot in her pantyhose. Who knows? She prays at the drop of a 
hat these days. 
SHELBY. How long has she been this way? 
TRUVY. Ever since Mardi Gras. She had her choice of 
going to a Bible weekend with her Sunday School class or to 
New Orleans with me and two other sinners. She left that 
Friday a pleasant, well-adjusted young lady and she returned 
on Tuesday a Christian. 
SHELBY. What does her boyfriend say? 
TRUVY. Sammy's so confused he doesn't know whether to 
scratch his watch or wind his butt. He's crazy about her. He 
says he could deal with another man in her life, but he has 
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trouble with the father, the son, and the Holy Ghost. OUISEI 
SHELB;y. Well, I'm pretty religious, but that stuff makes me plenty. I 
feel kind of creepy. SHELB: 
TRUVY. Well, I'm torn. I've got two sons that I'm afraid are toes .. 
going to hell in a handcart and a semi-daughter that strives to kitchen. 
be the kind of girl Jesus would bring home to Mama. I don't TRUV\ 
know what to think. I don 't understand those peo- gourmet 
pie . . . but they sometimes seem to have a peace about SHELB"' 
things that I've never had. Maybe I'm just jealous. Annelle was mea 
n ters smacks the radio to make it la . Clairee chan es su ec . made th 

;4iii!~L~A~I'R~~~n~.,;pa~r~s~a~1s~soiliiij~o~u~g~~u•.~~e~r~o~u~g~t~m~e;... __ .._...;.--t at.le 
this pin. (Clairee reveals a piece of jewelry under her beauty was dog 
smock.) It's gold and enamel. OUISEI 
TRUVY. It's a bug. toes hav 

_, CLAIREE. It's fine jewelry. It's little eyes are rubies, my wormy re 
~ birthstone. CLAIR] 

SHELBY. Does Marshall have a ... uh ... you you in s1 
know . . . friends? somethi: 
CLAIREE. We talked a little bit about that. I'm such a nosy OUISEl 
old thing. I asked him how he . . . met people. 'Cause in my CLAIR] 
day you could tell by a man's carriage and demeanor which OUISEl 
side his bread was buttered on. But today? In this day and to eat h 
age? Who knows? I asked Marshall, "How can you tell?" and wears ot 
he said, "All gay men have track lighting. And all gay men grease u 
are named Mark, Rick, or Steve." He is such a ANN EI 

k Ii htin . ver one lau hs. OUISEl 
OUISER. ~itJ:.g_ a sac~_. put on : 
TR UVY. 'Morning, Ouiserr-- vegetab 
OUISER. What's so funny? rules. 
SHELBY. Miss Clairee was just telling us the true story of CLAIR 
track lighting. like a cc 

\ ~UISER. I love mine. It highlights my new artwork. ' SHELB 
• f CLAIREE. Since when do you have track lighting? )\ /1 ·r. ,~ Trust rr 

• \~\· OUISER. About three weeks. It's in my foyer and up the ' ~ t~ OUISE 
\ .. \(\• stairs. It was my grandson's idea. J.) morn1n; 

·~1' SHELBY. I haven't seen him in ages. How is he? one .. 
ti OU ISER. Steve's fine. I brought you all some tomatoes. First for the 

of the season. I didn't expect to see you in town, Shelby. ce1v1ng 
SHELBY. Well, I'm here. ANNEl 
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OU ISER. Take some tomatoes back home with you. There's 
plenty. Boy! Your hair's short. Looks good! 
SHELBY. Thank you, Miss Ouiser. Jack Jr. loves toma
toes . . . he smears them on the caf e curtains in the 

iat strives to kitchen. 
ima.Idon't ~---T~R~U~V~Y~_~y~· ·o·u·r·m--am--a--sa·y·s·y·o·u-.h·a·v·e~b~e·c·o·m--e·a·n~in·c·r·e~d~ib~l~e-----------
those peo- gourmet cook. 
>eace about SHELBY. I try. When we first married all Jackson wanted 
•us. (Annelle was meat and potatoes and vegetables just the way his mama 
iges subject.) made them .. . cooked to mush. But I've broken him of 
Jrought rr1e that. I even got some pate down him last week. He swore it 
r her beauty / was dog food.Jack Jr. loved it, though. 

1 LAS OUISER. Clairee. How many tomatoes do you want? Toma
X.. \~ · ,.. toes have no calories and are full of ... (She throws away a 

rubies, my · ~ wormy rotten on~)_ . . . . ~hings. V fo "1' / (.I'."' i , ' 

r/\Ji ~AIREE. Ou1ser, you re almost dupper today. Why are 
YJJ · you in such a good mood? Did you run over a small child or 

ue story of 

vork. 
1g? 
tnd up the 

? 
ltoes. First 
Shelby. 

something? -t···e~Q 
OUISER. Do you or do you not want tomatoes? 
CLAIREE. Don't give me all of 'em. 
QUISER. Somebody's got to take them. I hate 'em. I try not e 
to eat healthy food if I can help it. The sooner this body tfl..t / 
wears out the better off I'll be. I have trouble getting enough , / 
grease into my diet. lflr1f 
ANNELLE. Then why do you grow them? fil~ 
OUISER. I am an old Southern woman. We're supposed to 
put on funny looking hats and ugly old dresses and grow • LI ( 
vegetables in the dirt. Don't ask me why. I don't make the X10 

~~~iREE. You should get some gloves. Your hands loo!. ) ~ j ·-b C 
like a couple of T-bone steaks. ~ 
SHELBY. Health is the most important thing, Miss Ouiser. 

OUISER. And. While I have everyone's attention. T is 
morning I went to my mailbox and found that some
one . . . j!!j!.ected at Annelle.! has put me on the mailing list 
for the Riverview Baptist Church. Lucky me. I am now re
ceiving chain letters for Christ. 
ANNELLE. They aren't chain letters. They're part of my 
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prayer group's "Reach out and touch" project. We were 
each supposed to write somebody in the community that we 
thought might be in spiritual trouble and invite them to 
worship. ( Ouiser plops down a big wad of mail.) I guess you 
made everybody's list. 
OUISER. I think it is in the worst possible taste to pray for 

rfect stran ers. 
CL RE . "Reach out" to Ouiser and ou'll ull back a 

~ blood stum e y. JUSt rea 1ze . ou ve save me a 
d phone ca . ext Friday Sis Orelle and I are driving up to 

\ ,..~t Oij) Monroe and we'd like to take you and Jackson to dinner if we 
\JL~ may. 

SHELBY. Uh ... I can't Friday night. I'm sorry. What's 
..::. the occasion? 
\ CLAIREE. This is going to sound a little silly, but we're 

• coming up to go to the Little Theatre. We have tickets to a 
play. 

&.U4 TRUVY. I didn't know you went to see anything that didn't 
1-:.-... \ have a goalpost at either end. 
.. \•lt.A CLAIREE. Up to now, I haven't. But Sis and I decided at 
U'VV"l bridge one day that we needed to keep up. We wanted to 

expose ourselves to a little more culture. And that's not easy 
to come by in this neck of the woods. 
TRUVY. Exactly what are you "exposing" yourself to? 
CLAIREE. I don't know. Something. The last thing we saw 
there was pretty good. It was Shakespeare. I was a little 
apprehensive at first, but you know what? When you get 
right down to it ... he writes pretty straightforward stuff. 
I have to admit when they hide behind curtains and put little 
masks over their faces to fool people . . . that got kind of 
silly. Sis fell for it, but I didn't. 
OUISER. Sis Orelle is s0idumb. She thinks S erlock Holmes 
is a subdivision . ;..~ · 1 , · ,, ' 

CLAIREE. Anyway. Sis and I like it so1nuc , we rep annmg 
a theatre trip to New York. 
TRUVY. New York?! Oh, Clairee. I'm green with envy. 
Promise me you 'II go to the first floor of Bloomingdales and 
come back and tell me everything. Woman's Day says it's 
impossible to walk through there and not get made up. 

{ '4L~ ,~-ft~~ 
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CLAIREE. We're just talking. I'm scared to death of getting 
on a plane. 
TRUVY. It's a piece of cake. You're safer flying than you are 
in a car. Just sit in the rear. That's the best place to survive 
he crash. 

SHEL iss y on t you go to Monroe with r:-
Miss Clairee? 
OU ISER. I am not exposing myself to anything. l.O f)~ ·_.,r-
CLAIREE. You should broaden your horizons. (JI\ . 
OUISER. You broaden your horizons your way. I'll broaden lfVI A A~ 1>., , W. 
my horizons mine. I have plans next Friday. I'm going to JG~t1"'"t) 
Shreveport to have my colors done. U 
CLAIREE. Your what? 
OU ISER. I'm going to get my colors done. I'm going to find 
out if I'm a summer or spring or fall or winter. It's a present - ~b ~.LJ'~Y11f,f, A 
from Owen. ~ · · 
CLAIREE. What are you talking about? 
OU ISER. Every person has a particular coloring ... sum
mer, spring, so on. You determine what season you are, then 
you know what colors look best on you. Then you're given 
samples of the colors that are in your palette. It's most help
ful when you shop for clothes. It gives you fashion courage. 
CLAIREE. That is the stupidest thing I have ever heard of. 
OUISER. It's all the rage. 
SHELBY. A lot of my friends in Monroe have had it done. 
TRUVY. There's a quiz on that very topic in that Family· 
Circle right over there. I am the epitome of winter. 
OUISER. Why don't you have it done, Shelby? You're so 
fashion conscious. 
SHELBY. No. I'm scared to. I might find out that pink is not 
in m alet I'm not sure I could live with that. 
CLAIREE. I have heard it all. Wel . I am going to t e 
theatre. I am going to support the arts in our area. 
OU ISER. I'll write a check. I will support art. I just don't 
want to see it. 
CLAIREE. It wouldn't harelip you, you know. 
OUISER. Let's get one thing straight. I don't see plays be
caus~ I can nap at home for free. I don't see movies because 
they're all trash and full of naked people. And I don't read 
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b~o~s ~ecause if they're any good, they'll be made into a 
m1n1senes. 

. m surprise you an a y on t get a ong any 
better than you do. Miss Ouiser? How're things with Owen? I 
try to check up on you, but I haven't been able to lately. 
OUISER. They're alright. I enjoy his company ... on 
occasion. 
CLAIREE. I can report that the Sherwood Florist delivery 
truck stops by her house at least twice a week. 
OUISER. He knows I like fresh flowers. 
CLAIREE. And I can report that a strange car is parked in 
her garage at least once a week. 
OUISER. There. My secret's out. I'm having an affair with a 
Mercedes Benz. 
TRUVY. Ouiser. Forgive me. I have beendyingtor?Jk t.his. Cl 
Are you and Owen ... you know? ~~ ~· ~\..... 
CLAIREE. Wait, wait wait! I have to get a mental picture of 
this. 
OUISER. A dirty mind is a terrible thing to waste. Not that 
it's any of anyone's business, but no. We are friends. He 
would like more. I'm dealing with that. But I am old and set 
in my ways. 
SHELBY. You are playing hard to get. 
CLAIREE. At her age she should be playing "Beat the 
Clock." She's just like her old dog ... both have trouble 
with their new tricks.. . ~, /) ·~ lu1 ,, - 1 ,~ H' 
TR UVY. Ah! No talking trash in my shop! 10'f:..··~ J4.. ~ ·,A 

UIS ER. I can 't hel it if men find me desirable. b .. : , · ..... 
TRUVY. Shelby? When are you going to nng t at a yo 
yours by? 
SHELBY. Oh! I brought a picture of him. Let me show you! 1\ut- TR UVY. Has he gained any weight? 
SHELBY. He's about fifteen pounds now. (Proudly showing 
pictures.) -J 

e . OUISER. God. He is a tiny thing. !\W ._..) 
V SHELBY. He only weighed a pound and a half when he was 
' .\I.al born. But he'll catch up. Give him time. /\ 

11 t. ~~ CLAIREE. ~less his hea~t. ~oy, those were some anxiouV 
-f""' hours, weren t they? We d1dn t know who to worry about the ~}{ 

most . . . you or that baby. ~ 
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SHELBY. I certainly wouldn't recommend having a baby 
three months premature. 
CLAIREE. I get upset thinking about it . . . 
SHELBY. Then let's don't. Yep. Jack Jr. is a little fighter. 
And he's going to wear me out. I wish I knew where he gets 

hat ener 
TRUVY.Don'ttryto 01ta yourse . ougett at us an 
of yours to help. They're supposed to be helping out this 
decade. 
SHELBY. He helps, I guess. Mama doesn't think he does. 
But he does. Sometimes. When he thinks about it. Which 
isn't often. Most of the time he doesn't do a damn thing. And 
every weekend he's off hunting. 
TR UVY. (Surprised.) Oh. But ... Jackson certainly is a 
good provider. 
SHELBY. Yes. That's true. 
TRUVY. And he'll come around. And when he does, I want 
you to run tell me how you accomplished it. And I '11 get to 
wo:k o~ that sofa slug I'm married to. Truvy offers a choice of ~ , 0 l~ 
nail olish colors. ~ \A)' ~ 
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camp. There's just cabins, a chapel, a dining hall in the mid
dle of the mountains with a lake. I will spend a week in Bible 
study, prayer, and meditation. You're in the middle of na
ture, surrounded b the beauty of the Lord. 

re ere wa er e s 
CLAIREE. Ouiser, leave her alone. 
OUISER. I'm just trying to find out more about Camp 
Cross-eyed. I might want to go. 
CLAIREE. That's a laugh. You've never done a religious 
thing in your life. 
OUISER. That's not true. When I was in school, a bunch of 
my friends and I would dress up like nuns and go 
barhopping. 
CLAIREE. ls your boyfriend going with you? 
ANNELLE. No. He said he'd rather eat dirt. 
OUISER. I'm going to check up on my granddaughter and 
make sure she's still going to the _Ep~copal .church. This born 
again process seems awfully tedious. 
ANNELLE. I have to say this, Miss Ouiser. And I don't mean 
to hurt you. But ... I worry about your faith sometimes. 
OUISER. My faith is fine .. ~ffecting a lisp.) Ith my hair 
that needth the motht work. ~ )U ~ 
CLAIREE. Ouiser. One of these days~rdebody's going to 
cut the feet out of your stockings. 
TRUVY. Ouiser, have you no shame? 
ANNELLE. Oh, that's all right, Truvy. I love Miss Ouiser. I 
pray for her everyday ... sometimes twice. (This catches 
Ouiser o uard. M'L nn enters carr ing a package.) 

Y N"!'1. Morning ever1 o y. e y s an:_cu z s 
ton of bricks.) Shelby .. /I {j.) 6: 1~ ~~·-b !Al.' 
SHELBY. Mama. Please don't say ~y'ililng·. I like it. It'll- be 
so much easier to deal with. · 1)"-. ,.,~ ~J\ 

\ "t\ M'L YNN. Oh, honey. Bless your 'heart. ~ (7 ffe~ W 
\A"\ )J' SHELBY. It'll dry so quick. All I have to do is run my fingers 
\ \../ ? through it. 

• M'L YNN. The last time you had short hair was 
... kindergarten. ..\ \r'\ V) I "<MA 
SHELBY. I know. I decided tod!iy that I'm going to get my 
hair all cut off every twenty-five years. 
M'L YNN. I love it. I do. 
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SHELBY. It's not too perky, is it? ) t\J ~~ 
M'LYNN. It looks great. How're you doing? ---c~JJ. ·· '· 
SHELBY. Fine, Mama. How are you? 
M'LYNN.Just fine. Here. I brought you a goodie . you 
can o en it later. M' L nn hands She lb the._p_acka _ e.) 
CLAIRE . M'Lynn. t must e nICe av1ng your en ire am
ily home this weekend. 
M'LYNN. It's rare indeed. But it has been very nice. 
TR UVY. Any special reason? 
M'LYNN. Just to get together. Last week was our 
anniversary. 
CLAIREE. Why didn't you say something to remind me? I 

~would've baked you something. Drum loves my nut surprise 

. t cake. I 
'1~ M'LYNN. We've never considered it a major occasion ~t>,. 
"" before . 

• ~ TR UVY. Which one is it? 1..--: 

~ M'L YNN. Thirtieth. C 
~ ANNELLE. Ooo! That's a big one. What is the thirtieth "' 
~ anniversary? 
~ M'LYNN. How do you mean? 
~ ANNELLE. You know ... first anniversary is paper. 
\j Twentieth is china. Twenty-fifth is silver. Thirtieth must 

be ... 
M'LYNN. Valium. ,,.-
TRUVY. What would Dru-m say if he heard you say that? 
M'LYNN. Nothing. He doesn't have any idea what Valium 
is. The man prides himself on never having any tension. 
Which is amazin considerin the amount he has crea 
over the ears m . . . isten to me. I've got to stop 

1ng po s o s t Drum all the time. He's a good man, he's 
crazy, but he's a good man. 

J Ji 1 dUISER. He seems to be behaving himself lately. He was 
.f ~·~O' most civil in the Piggly Wiggly yesterday. I was caught off 
·~ ...fYO~.... guard and smiled before I could help myself. 
. M'LYNN. The most bizarre thing has happened. Drum and 

'1il I seem to be rediscovering those things that brought us to
gether in the first place. I don't know if we buried them or 
became blind to them. 
SHELBY. Used to be, the thought of our parents being 
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"Re..~\ ~,~c::,~ 
romantic made me and my brothers sick to our stomachs, but 
it's actually very sweet. It's been a lovely week. 
M' LYNN.· Every now and then Drum and I seem to find 
these moments of magic. I don't know. I don't know if I'm 

I have . . . or luck to know what I have. 
CLAIREE. That's too deep for me. I ave to go get my tires 
rotated. 

· fu"NNELLE. (She's ready to shampoo Ouiser.) Miss 
u1ser . . .. i otl-no· ~ 

TRUVY. M'Lynn. Maybe you should write a romance novel 
, ~\tlf'~~sed on your recent experiences. I could help you with the 

~ ~~ dirty parts. 
'\~ M'LYNN. No one would believe it. Shelby. You look a little 

pale. 
L SHELBY. (Gently:) I'm fine, Mama. How are you? (Clairee _ 
,~;_......_...-- takes o smoc · s Annelle, leaves money on coun r. - ' / 

CLAI . Well, ladies. If you e out an about this after- 1 r,...; 
noon, stop by the Dixie Plaza Shopping Center. The radio )( ~ 
station is sponsoring a summer fiesta with lots of prizes and a 
live band. They call themselves "Single Bullet Theory." 
(Truv1 is working on Shelby's nails. Truvy hes She lb 's sleeves 

k to etthem out o the wa and sees
4 

ie o 's ruised arms . . . ) 
TRUVY. Shelby?! a ave you one to yourse . 
SHELBY. Oh. It doesn't hurt. 
TRUVY. What have yolf been doing? Have you seen this, 

I M'L ? c 1 o 
~~ i l M'L ~~N. Yes, i' h~~~:"''\ t..-

_. ~- ~ Ol SHELBY. The doctor's just been trying to strengthen my 
(J'N' l veins. They're in terrible shape. 

CLAIREE. ( rosses to Shelb an exa · . It looks / bJ1 1 , i;,/, 
~ JJ..J.. ~· like you've been driving nails into your arms. What's goingA 
,. • ..- - j on here? 

SHELBY. Shall we tell them, Mama? 
M'LYNN. I guess so. No point in keeping it a secret any 
longer. Shelby's been driving nails into her arms. 
EVERYONE. M'Lynn?!/Stop that./Be serious./What's 
going on? 
SHELBY. It's ~· (Except for M'Lynn, the room is in 

~LE~ OUISER. What? 
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SHELBY. Dialysis. It's when . . . ? ..., , .. 
ANNELLE. I know what it is. S {...e.11 df_,,,,t) ~,·v~. 
TRUVY. Please tell us what's going on, honey! 
SHELBY. It's not any big thing. No big thing. Don't look at 
me like that. 
OUISER. How long have you been doing this dialysis? 
SHELBY. A cou ~ le of months. 
CLAIREE. Mary Lynn Eaten ton! I r,m without words! Why 
haven't I been told? "\. fe-uJO. ~ · 
SHELBY. We, uh . . . there was no point. Sometimes you 

• • :,__ ~on't want to talk about things. 
f\ .-i (;\':. M' LYNN. What would havet be~n the point?.There's noth-

Lttle V ing you could do. f ~c~~ .. ·/)A.AO._ ~ -ttJ ~ · K ( 
ANNELLE. We could have done something. 

iiree 

[ter
adio 
nda 

" 1ry 
ee. , 
. . . ) 

CLAIREE: r. can't believe you didn' t sar, anythi~. This is 
selfish. This is ver selfish of ou. · f • t ' f > 

o it. ou re a ta ing 1 e this is something. 
TR UVY. This isn't something? 
SHELBY. Havingjackjr. put too much strain on my kidneys 
and now they're kaput. That's all. The doctors said this 
would probably happen. 
TRUVY. That's all? That's all, she says ... 
SHELBY. I'm responding beautifully to dialysis. Do I look 

II. ., bad? 
this, \;.; 1 TRUVY. You look beautiful, but ... 

~\.l (/ti. CLAIREE. Well? Maybe you'll let us in on what's going to 
~, • ~ happen? / .. . " .. 1 

n my • ~\ 5\IOUISER. Do you do this dialysis forever? ,X t1f.-.·'r .. " fi 0 SHELBY. I could I suppose. But that's not real convenient 
looks when you are trying to keep up with a fifteen month old ball 
going of fire. So. I'll just have a kidney transplant and I'll be fine. 

~t any 

Vhat's 

mis in 

~ OUISER. Is it that easy? 
SHELBY. Sure. They do them all the time in Shreveport. 
Three or four a week. 

I 

J 

i 

ANNELLE. They do. Our Sunday school class was praying 
fi r e 'ust th other da . 
OUISER. But the hard part is finding the kidney, isn t 1t 
CLAIREE. I saw something about it on the news. It's so 
dramatic. These medical teams fly all over the place taking 
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hearts and kidneys and who knows what else. And you know 
the thing that impressed me the most? They carry those 
organs in beer coolers. 
TRUVY. Stop. 
CLAIREE. I would not lie in a moment as serious as this. 
Those doctors take out their six-packs, throw in some dry ice 
and a heart and get on the plane. 
SHELBY. She's ri ht. 
ANNELLE. But you never know when one will pop up, do 
you? 
SHELBY. No. I'm registered on the nationwide transplant 
computer. 
TRUVY. How long do you have to wait? 
SHELBY. There are people at dialysis that have been wait
ing for years. 
TRUVY. That must be agony. 
SHELBY. I suppose. But I'm lucky. I don't have to wait 
anymore. Mama's going to give me one of her kidneys. (More 
shock all around. 

/Etc. 
CLAIREE. When? 
SHELBY. We check in tomorrow morning. 
CLAIREE. You're giving Shelby a kidney tomorrow and 
you haven't even mentioned it? 
M'LYNN. Truvy. Please do my hair. I'm in a bit of a rush. • 
TRUVY. I ne\{er thought there'd ever be a time that words 
would fail me ... but I think this is it. 1 •. d) {} ,.t-.._:<A 

OUISER. Why didn't you tell us? '/ ~) . '-"t)_,.,..,, 

M'LYNN. We just told you. We haven't known that long. 
We were all just tested last week. I'm the closest match. 
ANNELLE. What do you mean, match? 
M'LYNN. There are four categories for an organ match. I 
matched the best. 
ANNELLE. Categories? 
SHELBY. Swimsuit, evening gown, talent, and personality 
interview. \_w c{y\ 
CLAIREE. I'm gding to yank you bald-headed, smarty. 1'1-,J,..,k 
0 UISER. We are very upset here. .eM 
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1 J.r 

TRUVY. I passed upset a long time ago ... 7 1 ~· 
SHELBY. I'm sorry. That's Tommy's joke. I think it's very 
funny. 
TRUVY. No wonder our whole famil 'sin town. :i.· 

. mjustsore 1eve 1twasme. e oysareyoung. 
I would never want them to go through it. And who would 
want one of Drum's mean old organs? But! The best thing 
about all this is that with all the tests and stuff, I have discov-
ered I have the coitit~tion of_~o~eone t~n years younger. • 
How about that? · / ~ +v-i '::? ~ ; 
OUISER. It must be so painful. X'. ) , _,, 
SHELBY. Not really for me. My operation's simple. Mama's 
is awful. They basically have to saw her in half to get the 
kidney. It's major, major surgery for her. / , V ~ 
TRUVY. They have to saw you in half? 1. ....... 
M'LYNN. They do it on Circus of the Stars all the time~ ~l '~ 
CLAIREE. This is no laughing matterLfo Ja_e -c ' IJ/,11-lt.e_, ~ 
SHELBY. Trust me, Miss Clairee. There have been more l\~ 
than enough tears. \~ 
M'L YNN. It'll make my waist smaller because they take out 
my bottom ribs to get my kidney out. 
TR UVY. Cher had her ribs taken out to have a smaller waist. 
C LAIREE. Please .. That woman 's out of her mind . 

l _ R. Look. S'- eI · ? Ear er t i is morning I aid I d be 
better off when my body wears out. I didn't mean that. You 

j{~-o know better than to pay any attention to anything I say. ~\.a~ 
\ijJJ-c.-.SHELBY. Miss Ouiser. Fo~get it. . ~·~ 
~ · OUISER. Well, uh ... Im a terrible person. 

fi~~;:~~-e ~~e~~~·~en~~t,cw~~~,~e~~,,~~~ .·,~"~v>f our dog a 

1 ER. Absol ut l · . 
TRUVY. But you two seem so cam an co , cte 
M'LYNN. I'm happy .. Look at the opportunity I have. Most 
mothers only get the chance to give their child life once. I get 
a chance to do it twice. I think it's neat. And Shelby needs her 
health to chase after that rambunctious kid of hers. I've got 
two kidneys and I only need one. I'm just glad we can get it 
over with be~o~e it gets too hot. • . . . t,_ 
SHELBY. A1n t that the truth. ~ . 5 .~ .. &£ .· . to-' .,,-
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ANNELLE. I'm going to postpone my vacation a day so I can_,fo (v-- 1r 

sit with your husband during the operation. I can run get l ..... 
co-colas and things. '1U _..,.._,... 
M'L YNN. That's sweet of you ... but don't change your 
plans. 
OUISER. We'll make sure Drum has enough food. ')( ~ \\..L\ 
CLAIREE. Yes. You must put yourhouseoutofyourmind. 
We will take care of everything. +;,. ~9...e:r ' ) 
M'L YNN. I appreciate that. And I know Drum does to<:>. r, 

OUISER. M'Lynn. You are brave, you are brave. rt.:_.J. l,1' ·" (' :....} 

ANNELLE. You know? If I didn't know better, Shelby, I 
wouldn't even know you'd ever been sick a day in your life. 
SHELBY. That's the biggest compliment anyone has ever 
paid me. 
0 U ISER. Poor Shelby . . . 
SHELBY. (Firmly.) Don't say that. I have my baby. I'm very 
happy. If this is part of the r ice I have to a , then I have to 

a it. I can deal with it. eat. m not m1sta en, 
someone 1as a present to open. 
TR UVY. (Noticing package.) Ooo. Is this for me? 
M'LYNN. Only if you can wear a size four. 
TR UVY. I can take it in. 
SHELBY. (With package.) Mama, would you . . . [open it?] 
M'L YNN. Sure. It'sjust a little something I picked up. It was '/.· 
on sale ... truthfully. (Shelby'snailsarey;!!_i_~QM'by_n~-~~J.P! _ _ 
he:__!!J?~p,_ #!.~.gi$J _ 
SHELBY. (Carefully holding up pink bed jacket, taking in her 
appearance.) Ladies? Do I lookJabulous, or what? 
ANNELLE. God bless you, Shelby. " 
TRUVY. You're going to be the sassiest girl in that hospital. 
M'L YNN. Well, what about me? 
SHELBY. You ladies better come visit us! 
CLAIREE. I'll be sitting right by your side when you wake 
up. Yours too, M'Lynn. I'll manage it somehow. 
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OUISER. And I'll keep Drum calm during the operation. 
She lau hs. Hl..t.,.. ___________ .. 

ELBY. We're in such ood harids 'Mama, you're going to 
be a while, so I'm going back to t e house and spend some 
time with Daddy. 
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M'LYNN. Good. (To the room.) Drum's not taking this very 
well. He gets so emotional over the least little thing. ~iHJI 
SHELBY. _Truvy? This is probably going to gross you out, f \ 
but could I have my hair? Is that too repulsive? 
TRUVY. People do it all the time. -k) · Mfr · 1 "- OV\ 
SHELBY. I had it for so long. I guess it represents an era or 
something. (Shelby reaches for the long lock of hair, but her nails 
are still wet.) -
TRUVY. Honey ... your nails ... I'll put it in a box 
and give it to your mama. 
SHELBY. I love OU am Shelb starts out 
comes ac . Miss Cla iree? Would you do someffifr1g for me? 
CLAIRE£. Of course. '/: . ~1 ; 1 ; 

SHELBY. Next time you talk to Drew and Belle? I know ~ ··tr) fi.Jl{ 
they're upset about Marshall and all. But tell them I said that .l 

6 

... ~ 
if that's the most disturbing thing that's ever happened to ~ J 
them . . . they should just get over it. .,,,_ 
CLAIREE. I'll tell them today. -JO c...auJr.· . .:.. ~ 
SHELBY. Truvy? Why isn't my radio playing? Shel_b_ ta s the 
radio. It plays. Shelby's fingernails are s~ll we_t. e ry exits. 

•$ ,I CURTAIN. 

,,>~~ l='o.k -lo -=* ' 
Off~ 

c~wp-1o~s 
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SCENE II 

During the scene change, the song that closes Scene I fades 
into the following speech to denote the passage of time. It is 
the KPPD D.J. 

D.J. (Fading in.) ... proud of our Devils on their four
teenth straight victory and if they keep playing like this the 
Devils might just have another state championship to call 
their own. That final playoff score again ... twenty-seven 
t~ six. There is no new word on the lawsuit brought by the 
Reverend Q.T. Bennett against the Chinquapin Parish 
Board of Education. The Reverend, who is pastor of the 
Riverview Baptist Church, has filed suit charging that the 
use of the devil as a mascot for our high school team encour
ages Satanic behavior in the youth of our community. When 
reached for comment about the Reverend's lawsuit, Devil's 
head coach Waddy Thibodeaux said, and I quote, "Tell him 
to o to hell." Li hts u . Th r · ontinues to la under 
T ruv6 s phone call. It is November an zs unusua y co . azree 
and uzser are in the chairs. Annelle is doing Ouiser' s hair in 
silence. Annelle is_VJsz y .12regnant. Clairee is halfheartedly read
ing Reader's Digest.) 
TRUVY. 1.0n phone.) I'm 
sorry honey. You know I 
would if I could, but I just 
can't today. I could squeeze 
you in first thing Monday. 
Fine. See you then, Susan. 
(Truvy hangs up, then gazes 
out the window deep in thought. 
No one speaks for a moment. 
Annelle is listening to the 
weather report.) 
ANNELLE. Thirty nine de
grees! You were right, 
Truvy. 
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RAD I 0 D .J. My personal 
congratulations to Waynetta 
Bench of 134 Debbie Jean 
Drive. She is the winner of 
the Halloween swe'epstakes 
sponsored in part by KPPD -ft. 

11 and Marmillion Mills. Mrs. \N& 
Bench wins an all expense ~ l'Jll 
paid weekend in Baton ~-
Rouge and a year's supply of 1, 

plywood from Marmillion 1 

Mills . . . the finest ply-
wood money can buy. If 
you're going out today, bun-
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TRUVY. It's too cold for 
this time of year, I'm gonna 
write a letter. 
OUISER. I don't like it one 
bit. I turn blue when it's this 
cold. And blue is not in my 
palette. 

dle up. We'll be doing good 
to get up to 39 degrees. Last 
night was the coldest Hal
loween since 1948. I'm not 
used to this arctic weather. 
(Music plays.) 

CLAIRE£. Anne Boleyn had six fingers. 
OUISER. Who's Anne Berlin? 
CLAIRE£. Anne Boleyn. She was one of the six wives of 
Henry VIII. 
OUISER. I never watch public television. 
CLAIRE£. She had six fingers. 
OUISER. What happened to the other four? 
CLAIRE£. She had eleven total. 
OUISER. Are you trying to confuse me? What are you talk
ing about? 
CLAIRE£. This article says that she had six fingers on one 
hand. So she had all her dresses made so the sleeves hung 
down to her fingertips so she wouldn't look weird. .. . 
OUISER. Reader's Digest is a font of useful information. -\t) j\J .. JJA.~~-
The la se into thou ht u l silence. 

TR UVY. W!r scarf is tied a.IJ>untJ, her neck.) Clairee. I just l 
1 

, V · 11 ! An' <JI 

love my scarf. You are so thoughtful. It really jazzes up this 1C 
outfit. 
CLAIRE£. The only thing that separates us from the ani
mals is our ability to accessorize. 
ANNELLE. I want to spray just a little more of my French ,. _.-.I• 
perfume. I love it so much. I love it when the smell just fills vour•C.~ 
the air. (She sprays a mist and walks through it.) fJ. 
TRUVY. Don't waste it! That stuff ain't cheap. S 
OUISER. Save it, honey. We're going to have to burn our -\\\..l:llW'lll''P (l 
clothes as it is. f\/ ~ ~ 
TRUVY. I'm just so touched that you remembered us .. /\ VU 
CLAIRE£. I had a ball shopping. I don't care what anyone · 
says, the French people are very friendly. And most of them 
had the courtesy to speak English. 
TR UVY. (Oui,!_e_r has pulledfi..§L~~Er[9_~_tfr~rn_un4§.r fier_~mock. 

_It is a wilcfjinnt. As Ouiser examines it.) And I love Ouiser's, 
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too. I may want to borrow that sometime.~ ~ 
OUISER. You're welcome to it. 
CLAIREE. You don't like it, do you? 
OUISER. It's perfect for me. A print this busy'll never show 
d h . ~ ·' ;),. og air. I 11 <:J: 
ANNELLE. My feet are like two blocks of ice. cfD ii··· -di,O-{,,_C( 
OUISER. (Sips coffee.) This tastes like it was made in a rubber 
tire. 
TR UVY. Annelle, remember to get that new thing for the 
Mr. Coffee. 

morning? 
CLAIREE. I haven't. I went directly to the house when I got 

, in. Only the boys were there. 

have 
me, c: 
TRL 

ltA ANNELLE. Do you think she'll come by? 
A::\ ~- \ OUISER. I doubt it. I'm sure her hair is the farthest thing 

1 , .. ~, from her mind. 
;'Yt' TRUVY. Who knows what's on her mind. But she might l,tj need something and I just wanted to be here for her. 

man. 
CLA 
gone 
TRU 
up c 
Well 
ter?" 
said l 
forth 
(Ever~ 
M'Ly1 
M'L) 
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CLA1 
you sc 
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M'LY 

CLAIREE. I'm glad you decided to stay open today. 
OUISER. How are the boys? 
CLAIREE. As well as can be expected ... 
TRUVY. My husband and I are taking some barbecue over 
there later. 
CLAIREE. I have never seen so much food. 
ANNELLE-. You can never have enough at times like these. some 
My husband's back at the apartment cooking up a storm. CLAI 
He's convinced that his red beans and rice will make every- OUIS 
one feel better. M'LY 
TRUVY. Maybe he's right.-That's why we call it soul food. a little: 

TRU' I'm gonna have to get his recipe. 
ANNELLE. You'll have to ask him. Sammy runs me off sits.) I-

M'LY whenever he starts cooking. That kitchen is so tiny he's 

...-------------~~~~,~~·~~e~in~t~h~e~s~to~m~a~c~h~w~1T·t~h~a~s~a~t~u~la~·----------~~--~boysg 
CLAIREE. When are you moving, Anne! e. cksc 

NNELLE. Next month. Jr. I~ 
RUVY. You had to bring it up. I can't stand it that she's aroun 

moving a way now that I'm about to be a semi-grandmother. CLAI 
ANNELLE. It's just down the street, Truvy. A hop, skip, when 
and a jump. That apartment is so squnched Sammy and I 
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have to step outside to change our minds. You're toying with 
me, aren't you? 
TRUVY. A little bit. Not a lot. Guess it's just me and the old 
man. 
CLAIREE. Truvy. Be thankful. You'd miss him ifhe were 
gone. 
TRUVY. (Chuckles.) You know? Last night, he actually got 
up off the couch and said, "Let's go out to eat." I~ c .1

1 
,~ .. . "' 

Well . . . after I came to, I asked him, "What's the mat- ID Stf.l,~. H t l-· 
ter?" I thought Deputy Dawg had been preempted. en he 
said he's got a good shot at doing the electrical contracting -\a\rt.,~_.Q_1 __ JJ._ 
for the new colle e librar ! I'm not su osed to tell an bod !... '"Alo te« 

'i j' veryone is excite . ~n enters . ._Q_Q?Je~ nows w at to say. 
'It/ • ) ft: · nn is ve o 

• f -j1µ M'LYNN. Hello everybody. (They all hug her.) Welcome /~--.., -I 
, {/,. home, Clairee. How was Paris?______ ·· i. _ Jt, £ / , "'"': /, 

• 
If 

, .. ~ 

CLAIREE. Perfectly beautiful. I ate too much. I brought --rt.~ 
you something pretty. · ~ ~ _ _ J _ J 
M' LYNN. You shouldn't have. (The radio is playing something W ~ 
inappropriate. Truv oes to turn it o . ) Don't turn off Shelby's P,, Jr.~ 

1 radio. I like e noise. - o cu~ '1 
( CLAIREE. There's special programming today. I had Jon- , QJJJ'-

\1 athan go down to the station and pull music that Shelby ... \-D 
would have liked and they're going to play it until noon. · 
M'LYNN. He told me. I think you're going to be surprised at 
some of the stuff you hear. 
CLAIREE. That's O.K. It's for Shelb . 
OUISER. M'Lynn. ust te us. at can we o 
M'L YNN. Thank you. Truvy? Do you think you could work 
a little magic? I know I look like ten miles of dirt road. 
TRUYV . . LetJme get my wand and my fairy dusd'91!!.ft 

fiA.t• f ('J)'J1 I , . ' . .fi'. - -
ow are you doing honey? ~0J1,.!AAA 

M'LYNN. I'm fine. I am a little worried about Drum. The 
boys got in last night. I really don't know how they're doing. 
Jackson is ... Jackson. And he has his hands full with jack 
Jr. I will ad1nit it's hard to be somber with a baby running 
around. 
CLAIREE. M'Lynn. I'm beside myself. Wasn't Shelby fine 
when I left? Can you talk about it? 
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M'L YNN. Oh, sure. Basically ... after the transplant 
failed, she went back on dialysis ... you knew that. She'd 

, ' ~· been doing fine the last few months. But last Monday, every
l \ \1~ · thing went wrong. It was like dominoes. They thought they 
4"1 ~ could correct things with a little surgery. As they wheeled 

0
(\ her down, she said, "Mama. I'm going to feel so good when 

this is over.'' They gave her the anesthetic . . . 
ANNELLE. In a way she was right. Maybe she knew she was 
going to be with her king. 
M'LYNN. (A little shaken.) Yes, Annelle. Maybe so. - tLa.clio ~ 
ANNELLE. We should be rejoicing. 
M'L YNN. You go ahead. I wish I could feel that way. I guess 
' · ' h ave her here. 

ANNELLE. Miss M'Lynn. I don't mean to upset you y 
saying that. You see. When something like this happens, I 
pray very hard to make.heads or tails of it. I think in Shelby's 
case, she wanted to take care of that baby, of you, of every
body she knew . . . and her poor body was just worn out. It 
wouldn't let her do everything she wanted to do. So she went 
on to a place where she could be a guardian angel. She will 
always be young. She will always be beautiful. And I person- 1 , '.J (} 
ally feel much safer knowing she's up there on my side. I fo Vvlffi-JU 
know some people might think that sounds real simple and 
stupid ... and maybe I am. But that's how I get through 
things like this, ,fo }vo--fU..· 

M'LYNN. (Gentler.) Thank you, Annelle. I appreciate that. 
And that's a very good idea. Shelby, as you know, would notA 
want us to get all mired down and wallow in this. She would 
look on it as just one of life's occurrences. We should deal 
with it the best way we know how ... and get on with it. 
That's what my mind says. I wish somebody would explain 

heart. 
TRUVY. Tommy said you didn ' t leave her sI e. 
M'.LYNN. Well. I wasn't in the mood to play bridge. (Beat.) 
No. I couldn't leave my Shelby. It's interesting. Both the 
boys were very difficult births. I almost died when Jonathan 
was born. Very difficult births. Shelby was a breeze. I 
could've gone home that afternoon I had her. I was thinking 
about that as I sat next to Shelby while she was in the coma. I 
would work her legs and arms to keep the circulation going. I 
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told the ICU nurse we were doing our Jane Fonda. I stayed 1 J. 
there. I kept on pushing ... just like I always have where 4'> /I. 'J 
Shelby was concerned ... hoping she'd sit up an1 argue~ f!Lr · 
with me. But finally we all realized there was no hope. At that IO ' 
point I panicked. I was very afraid that I would not survive 
the next few minutes while they turned off the machines. -lo rJ_v_,, ': ·· 
Drum couldn't take it. He left. Jackson couldn't take it. He 
left. It struck me as amusing. Men are supposed to be made 
of steel or something. But I could not leave. I just sat 
there ... holding Shelby's hand while the sounds got . 
softer and the beeps got farther apart until all was quiet. ~v ·' :~ck\,.- , 
There was no noise, no tremble . . . just peace. I realized as 
a woman how lucky I was. I was there when this wonderful J.... A lr 
person drifted into my world and I was there when she W · 

drifted out. It was the most precious moment of my life thus ~1J.P~ l<.P 

TRUVY. (Putting the .finishing .flourishes on M'Lynn 's hair.) 
Well I don't know how your insides are doing. But your hair 
is holding up beautifully. All it needs is a lick and a promise. 
Did you have it done in Shreveport? +o Ji;.~~r·1, t 
M'LYNN. No. I did it myself ... 
TRUVY. Hold it, Missy. I don't want to hear that kind of (. +. , f. 

talk. 
M'LYNN. Doing my own hair was so odd. I had no idea C ~ "'- · ........ 
about the back . . . ~ 
TR uvy. y OU d,id a lo~ely job. I just ~moothed out the rough ~d 9 
spots. 'In fact. I m going to be looking for temporary help 111 • ' 
when Annelle goes on maternity leave ... interested? I~ • 
M'LYNN. (Struggling for control.) It was just with so much 
going on, I didn't know if I would have time . . . would feel ·\r.:: \lt\ l\f '· 
like coming here.(But this morning I wanted to come here 
more than anything; Isn't that_ si_lly? 
TRUVY. No. '10 fi:? ., /\..h.,· .'J 
M'LYNN. Last night I went into Shelby's closet for some
thing ... and guess what I found. All our Christmas 
presents stacked up, wrapped. With her own two 
hands ... I'd better go. 
TRUVY. (Hand_ingM'LYJ111_a_mirr.or.) Check the back. 
M'L YNN. Perfect ... as always. (M' Lynn continues to gaze 
into the mirror.) You know . . . Shelby . . . Shelby was 
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right. It . . . it does kind of look like a blond football hel- -.+c c.., th 
met. (M'Lynn disintegrates.) ·1 l } ·J"'.t .- - ·_ 
TR UVY. Hone . Sit ri ht back down. Do ou feel alri ht? 
M'I: es. es. ee ne. ee great. cou JOg to 
Texas and back, but my daughter can't. She never could. I 
am so mad I don't know what to do. I want to know why. I ·\v pt.~J 

, ( want to know why Shelby's life is over. How is that baby ever ·tc ·h-0\ 1, 

fX>. ~ going to understand how wonderful his mother was? Will he 
~'J, ever understand what she went through for him? I don't 

understand. Lord I wish I could. It is not supposed to happen +o c;k·t:i 
this way. I'm supposed to go first. I've always been ready to , , 
go first. I can't stand this. I just want to hit somebody until it -- l.:.f. 

they feel as bad as I do. I . . . just want to hit some-
thing ... and hit it hard. (Everyone is unable to react, over-
come with emotion. Eventually, Clairee has an idea. She pulls 
Ouiser next to M'Lynn and braces Ouiser as if Ouiser were a (\ 
blocking dummy.) 0 

1
\1 

CLAIREE. Here. Hit this! Go ahead, M'Lynn. Slap her! \})}~ , 
OUISER. (Dumbfounded.) Are you crazy? ~ ~ \ 
CLAIREE. Hit her! 0 ~ ' (V\ , 
OUISER. Are you high? 
TRUVY. Claireel Have you lost your mind? . 
CLAIREE. We can sell T-sh,irts sayin,g "I Slapped Ouiser \. 
Boudreaux!" Hit her! ~({J ? / · nA Y.r" 1 -+o l u 
OUISER. Truvyl Dial 9111 --le CtH'-.V AJ. 

CLAIREE. Don't let her beauty stand in the way. Hit her! o-v-l-~ 
ANNELLE. Miss Clairee. Enough! S 
M'LYNN. Hush, Clairee. Ever one is be "nnin l' tenu . 

..CLAIREE. Ouiser, this is your c ance to help your fellow 
( man. Knock her lights out, M'Lynnl 

1'·. ·- 1 TRUVY. Clairee. You're gonna piss God off if you're not 
r .. j careful! (:> { 

l 1 OUISER. Let go of mel (Clairee does so.) 0 X I\.. 
v CLAIREE. Well, M'Lynn. You just missed the chance of a 

lifetime. Most of Chinquapin Parish'd give their eyeteeth to 
take a whack at Ouiser. 
OUISER. You are a pig from hell. 
CLAIREE. O.K. Alright. Hit me, then. I deserve it. 
OUISER. Whatever would we do without Clairee's own spe-
cial brand of humor? 
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TRUVY. Clairee. You are evil and you must be destroyed. 
CLAIREE. Darling. Mother Nature is takin care of that. 
faster than ou could h1~gs were g~tt1ng entire y too ser~- -, 
ous ere or a moment. Im sorry M Lynn. We are all enu- \ ·~~ 
tied to our sorrow. Cl<>° o~ 
M'LYNN. That was very funny, Clairee. 
ANNELLE. I have to admit I laughed ... even though 
that wasn't a very Christian thing to do, Miss Clairee. 
CLAIREE. Annelle, ~OI].ey. You're going to have to lighten 

~~NELLE. ~· hus~;n~~ s the same thin . 
CLAIREE. (Giggles.) I'll bet Loyd got a IC out o t at one. ~.f c:fv~ '1. 
OUISER. Lloyd did get a lot of enjoyment at my expense lJl'"ri;t# ')/"" 
when he was alive. V' 

CLAIREE. M'Lynn. You know how much Lloyd adored ~(ON$\(CI 
Shelby. I am sure he's up there now showing her I 
around . . . fixing her speeding tickets . . . &.."or j roaotm 
M'LYNN. Shelby was always crazy about Lloyd. ~O\ -ri-..-
CLAIREE. She worshipped the quicksand he walked on. 
And I'm sure when Shelby got up there, he was very happy to 
see a familiar face. He was a Louisiana politician. We don't 
know. many p~ople that went to heaven. (Clairee turns her 

OUISER. Clairee ... 
CLAIREE. Ouise~? 'y OU know I love you more than my a 
luggage. s;t..::-~- er· v'- cL·vvv'-- u ~ k.· .J r., 1A.. j. 

OUISER. You are too twisted for color TV. ' 1 

\ 

CLAIREE. Thank you. ; ·V t ~~ 
TR UVY. Now that you two have made up, we had better let 
this woman go. She has to pull herself together. She cannot 
be a pillar of strength . wit~ ~,xe makeup running down her 5,~~.,C 
neck. . ~ ~ '/ 1 -{:--cJ k§.>1 1 1 _.,~~ 
ANNELLE. Go on out there, Miss M'Lynn ... we'll be 
just fine. 
M'L YNN. I shouldn't have gone on like I did. I made every-
body cry. I'm sorry. . 
TRUVY. Don't be silly. Laughter through tears is my favor
ite emotion. \ 

M'L YNN. Maybe it was a out time a an emouona out
burst. Maybe I'll start having them at home more often. 
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Drum, will be so plea~ed/i'm so. glad I _.came by. Shelby ,' 
would ve h~d a good ti~ here this morning. , 1 "" . ,"'i 
TRUVY. Im sure she did. / j "'!·Cr./v 

OUISER. M'Lynn. Tell your family ... especially 
Drum ... that they've been in my prayers. (There is a reac-

1 

tionfrom Annelle. Ouiser acknowledges.) Yes, Annelle, I pray. 
There! I've said it. I hope you're satisfied. 
ANNELLE. I have suspected this all along. 

( • __QUISER. But don't you go trying to get me to come out to 
' t\ _ _..j ~~~ur church to one of those tent revivals with all those Bible 
I ~ beaters d~ing ~d-only .. knows-what. They'd probably make 

I 
me eat a hve chicken. ~ \ t ·. 

r ANNELLE. (After a calculated beat.) Not on your first visit. 

! "1) 

(This remark takes everyone by surprise.) [ 
CLAIREE. Very good, Annelle! Spoken like a true smart ass! ,"'" l ' 
OUISER. M'Lynn. Owen ~aqted me to tell you you're in his 
thoughts. J ~ : l . • 
M'L YNN. ~ut I didn't think you and Owen were ... 
OUISER. He's coming in Monday to take me to Shelby's 
service. That ir l will do an thin to et us to ether. 

etter go. 
TRUVY. M'Lynn. You promise you'll call if you need any
thing, you hear? 
ANNELLE. And if her line's busy, you call me. 
CLAIREE. Call me. I have· call waiting. Just got it. · y L_ 
M'LYNN. I will. 
ANNELLE. Oh! Miss M'Lynn. on t now i 
or the place, but I wanted to tell you that f' nmy and I 
decided if this is a girl, we want to name it Shelby . . . since 

mind. 
she was the reason we met in the first place. If you don't &of 
M'LYNN. Mind? Shelby would love that. I'm tickled pink. ~ 

M' 
Ye 
Tl 
she 
M' 
mi~ 

M' 
M' 
M', 
Ou 
Ou 
rut 
ret1 
tin1 

(She smiles.) Pink. • • 
CLAIREE. What'll you name it if it's a boy? I\ 6ej t\ \~ 
ANNELLE. Shelby, I guess. /1 J 
M'LYNN. That's the way it should be. Life goes on. 
TRUVY. M'Lynn. I know it hurts. But it'll get better. And if 
you feel like taking a whack at something . . . come on over 
and hit on me. I won't break. *See 
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. M'LYNN. I may take you up on that. (To Truvyandgroup.) 

l.,..~ You have no idea how wonderful you are ... 
I A~·,. TRUVY. Of course we do ... (As M'Lynn leaves the shop, 

she passes Shelby's radio that has ceased to play during the scene. 
M' Lynn stops, looks at it lovingly, then hauls off and gives it a 
mighty whack. It starts p laying the theme rom Hawaii 5-0 so tl . * 
M'L n n smiles and tells the rou on her exit ... 
M'LYNN. T ere. T at s etter. nsem e reaction. ter 
M'Lynn's exit, Clairee takes Ouiser's hand in friendship, noticing 
Ouiser's need for a manicure. Annelle offers a silent prayer, which 
Ou is er exasperatedly acknowledges, but respectfully does not inter
rupt . .Inl'!.!J.Jvhq_liJM __ Jlem_watfAf.ng M 'Ly1E!:.....f!.ut the wjru:l.aw~ _ 
returns to working on Clairee' s hair. Tlii action in the shop con
tinues as the lights fade and the music swells.) 

CURTAIN. 

:;< II· .. s-e 

*See special note on copyright page. 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
THEATRE ARTS GRADUATE PROGRAM 

THESIS PROJECT/PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

STUDENT - Jana Petersdorf SS#-

UNDER CONSIDERATION IS DIRECTION OF: Steel Magnolias 

EVALUATOR- Michael J. Smith TITLE- Assistant Professor 

PLACE OF PERFORMANCE- Tulare Western High School 
824 W. Maple Ave. 
Tulare, CA 93274 

DATE OF VIEWING- April 20, 2002 

DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE VENUE: The performance space is a 
proscenium stage ensconced at one end of a carpeted classroom. The stage is hardwood 
floor raised two feet above the carpeted classroom floor. I would guess the proscenium 
to be approximately 25 feet across and perhaps 20 feet deep. The ceiling slopes from 
downstage (approx. 12 ft.) to upstage (approx. lO ft.). There is approximately four feet of 
offstage room on stage left, with two doors leading outside the building. There is 
approximately 6-8 feet of offstage room on stage right, with a door leading directly to a 
dressing room with three fully-equipped (mirrors and lights) makeup stations. 

The lighting is a challenge. This is a track lighting system, with virtually untenable 
hanging positions and not a lot for a lighting designer to do other than to try and cover the 
stage. There are six instruments out front, six downstage, and two gutted par cans on a 
raised platform audience left. These were used as additional coverage for stage right, as 
the track lighting (as already noted) only covered right center to stage left. There are two 
dimmer packs with four channels each in the stage manager's booth (audience up right). 
The lighting board is an NSI MC7016. Lighting should be a priority for the future, as 
this system is a glaring weakness in an otherwise workable environment. 

The stage manager's booth has three four foot by four foot windows that do not open. 
Sound and lighting operators have to depend on Midland wireless headsets in order to 
hear the action. If any upgrading was done to the facility, I would strongly recommend at 
least one sliding window in the stage manager's booth. Wireless microphones are 
notoriously twitchy, and if they go out the lighting and sound operators are left in an 
untenable position. 

The sound board features a Mackie CFX 12 mixer, two computer monitors, and two 
boom boxes hard-wired to the mixer (!). A sound engineer might be able to make some 
improvements regarding their equipment (and use of it), but I do not possess the expertise 
to be able to make any meaningful suggestions. 



DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT: With a cast of six (plus a live DJ voiceover), ranging 
from experienced seniors to rookies, the production evolved in a mostly organic way. 
Jana allowed the characters to develop at a reasonable pace, with the action revealing 
them much like the layers of an onion. The script at times reads somewhat like a soap 
opera, but the production - thankfully - spared us from much of the potential melodrama 
inherent in the script. Jana approached the material with honesty, integrity, humor, love, 
and an understated quality that sat quite well with me. 

Much of the humor comes out of the situation instead of being forced into it. Jana 
allowed the relationships between these diverse women to evolve naturally and logically, 
and rarely did I sense that pace was a significant problem. Thus, although the production 
ran 2:55 (with a 15-minute intermission), I did not notice many people in the audience 
fidgeting about or checking their watches. In retrospect, I would have liked Jana to 
consider more internal cuts, if only to help her actors keep the action moving at a 
somewhat snappier pace. 

Several of the girls were required to take on roles that demanded them to be much older 
than their chronological years. Their carriage, demeanor and makeup mostly helped to 
make up for their lack of life experience, although one still notices lines (however 
effectively drawn) when painted upon 17-year-old faces. However, Jana's actors did a 
lot of movement and character research, which went a long way to help mitigate the age
old problem of portraying people many years one's senior. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTION AND/OR 
REALIZED DESIGN OF SETS, PROPS, COSTUMES, LIGHTING, SOUND: 
Although your will see many of these elements in the video, I would like to give some of 
my impression regarding the design elements. The main curtain (blue) was closed before 
the audience entered. Lively bluegrass music played for half an hour (at an appropriate 
level) as the audience entered. 

Upon our first glimpse of the set, we notice the pastel colors of the walls and trim, the 
feminine touches (plants, couch & armchair with throw pillows and women's 
magazines), which lets us know immediately that we are in a distinctly feminine 
environment. There are two hair styling/cutting stations and a station for hair 
washing/rinsing. I appreciate the attention to detaa especially when it comes to paint 
treatment of the walls and set/costume accessories. Note: The only real problem I had 
with the set was the nail station's prominent (and permanent) placement DLC. It was 
only used a few times during the show, and thus took up valuable acting space. 

The costumes and wigs were, on the whole, very good. It is difficult to make a young 
woman appear matronly or even old, but the costume designer managed to garb these 
young women in clothing that was appropriate not only to their age but to their characters 
as well. The wigs were mostly effective, but - again - it is a stretch of one's suspension 
of disbelief to see a high school girl in an old-lady gray wig. That said, I applaud the 
costume, wig and makeup designers for not turning the older characters into caricatures. 



I do not know the quality of the video, but I can say that articulation was, overal~ very 
good. Rarely did I have to strain to hear or understand the actors, although the character 
of Clairee had a habit of delivering lines upstage, which sometimes made it difficult to 
understand her. In fact, a number of the actors might have opened to the audience more 
effectively, thereby rendering moot any hearing/understanding problems. The actors' 
dialects were, overall, not intrusive, although there was not complete harmony in their 
pronunciation of the Louisiana drawl. 

Sound effects were mostly well-orchestrated, although there were a few glitches on the 
night I saw it. If they had a CAD system or a more user-friendly set-up in the booth, I 
feel that these might have been eliminated. Apparently, there were a few times that the 
sound operator had to perform sleight-of-hand with the cassettes in order to piggyback 
some sound cues. 

I have already gone off about the lighting, so I will only say that it was sometimes 
adequate and periodically a distraction. At the opening of the show, the lights came up 
very fast, which gave us no time at all to talce in the environment before the action 
commenced. Also, at the end of Act I, the lights went to black before the curtain was not 
quite halfway closed. This abrupt end to Act I was jarring, especially as it wiped out the 
humorous interaction that ended the act. 

HOW DID THE PRODUCTION DIRECTION IMPLEMENT THE IDEAS 
EXPRESSED IN THE CONCEPT STATEMENT? I really feel that Jana's concept 
allowed the actors to explore their characters in an honest, effective way. Jana uses the 
words "loyalty", ''true'', "humor" and "inspired" in her Director's Notes. This show 
seemed to be as inspired as it was inspiring, surmounting the obstacles of age, life 
experience and dialect. 

APPROPRIATENESS OF CHOICE OF SCRIPT FOR ABILITIES OF 
PERFORMERS, AUDIENCE, VENUE, AND/OR ACADEMIC SETTING? Despite 
my initial trepidation about high school actors portraying four characters over the age of 
forty, I now have come to see this play as a timeless tale of women triumphing over the 
myriad obstacles that life places before them. Whether young or old, these women deal 
with obstacles in their own unique ways, which leads to both great hilarity and ultimate 
tragedy. However, one feels that - even in the darkest of times - these women will 
persevere. A sisterhood of support is always present, and each character is tied to the 
other by this virtually umbilical knot. Jana created an harmonious, generous ensemble of 
spirited, deeply-involved young people. The performance I saw was virtually sold out, 
with almost all of the attendees being the friends, classmates, and loved ones of the 
people involved in the show. The response to the show was overwhelming, although not 
false and gushing like so many high school productions I have attended. Everyone 
involved with this production deserves to be commended. There was a commitment to 
excellence in all areas, whether it was onstage, backstage or in the booth. 



ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING IF APPLICABLE: CLEAR DELINEATION OF 
UNITS OF ACTION, MOTIVATED BLOCKING, VISUALLY INTERESTING 
COMPOSITION, VISUAL EXPRESSION OF METAPHOR, USE OF 
PICTURIZATION IN STORYTELLING, CLEAR AND BELIEVABLE 
CHARACTERIZATION, ADEQUATE USE OF BODY AND VOICE, UNITY OF 
PRODUCTION ELEMENTS, CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING. I am pretty sure 
that you can make these determinations yourself based upon Jana's written 
docwnentation combined with the videos. 

WITHIN THE CONFINES OF TIDS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE, 
WAS Tms PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY? More 
than satisfactory, I found it laudable. 



Response to Steel Magnolias 
Direct~d by Jana Petersdorf 
Associate Professor Brenda Hubbard, Respondent 
July 6, 2002 

The following response is based on a viewing of the Petersdorf directing 
Project on videotape. As is often the case with video taped performances, 
the quality of the taping did not permit me to pick up all the nuances of 
the performance. For example, I was unable to observe the actor's facial 
expressions, see details of the costumes and props, or even to hear some of 
the dialogue. Given the constraints of such a viewing, I witl attempt to 
respond to Ms. Petersdorf's production which, overall, I found to present 
an accomplished and unified production experience. I thought the design 
elements of set, costumes and Jights all worked well to create the world of 
the beauty shop. The actors seemed to all be at a simHar level of experience 
and seemed to enjoy their roles and bring a level of commitment to them. 
While I quibble with some of the individual choices made by the director, I 
feel that the production exemplifies Ms. Petersdorf's accomplishment of the 
skills needed to show mastery of theatre production. The following 
comments will address the areas I found lacking, although it should be 
remembered that overall, I thought it an excellent project. 

Aural components 
The choice of music seemed odd to me. Perhaps because of the recent 
familiarity audiences have with the soundtrack from the movie, Oh Brother, 
Where Art Thou?, I got set up to expect a different world of the 
play then the one presented. In terms of period, location in the South, and 
class portrayed in the play, the song "Big Rock Candy Mountain" seemed 
inappropriate. Later, when the song. "Chapel of Love," was used, I was, again, 
confused about period. If a director is using many songs from many periods, 
it sets up an expectation that everything will be different in order to 
compare and contrast what is being shown. However, if a director uses only 
several songs from different periods, it can draw attention to the choice 
and confuse the audience. Thus was the case for me. 

Another element in this play is its Southern location, dialect and rhythms. 
The director attempted to handle the dialect by having the actors use one. 
This is an appropriate choice and tricky with inexperienced actors. The 



unfortunate result in this production was that there was little variation in 
rate, pitch, and inflection among the women. As a result there was a 
sameness vocally that tended to flatten out the pacing of the play. Voices 
did not grab my attention at key moments like the very beginning of the play 
or when key bits of storytelling information were being shared. Actors 
tended to take on each other's rhythms, which flattened out necessary highs 
and lows of the production at times. Line readings became predictable. 
Perhaps my response focused more on the aural aspects of the production 
because I was unable to see other aspects of it. However, the director 
would be advised in both casting and directing the show to shut her eyes 
at times and listen to play. Do we know who is speaking when we aren't 
seeing them? Do we know, just by listening, the most important lines needed 
to tell the story? I think, had she done this, she might have given greater 
attention to the aural components of the production. 

Focus 
A similar question could be asked about visual focus in the play. If we 
blocked out our hearing and simply watched the play, could we tell who is 
speaking at all times and who is in primary focus? There were times I 
was confused about where I was supposed to look. The director needs to 
remember the importance of movement as a means of drawing focus. An 
example of this would be Shelby's telephone call, when the focus needed to 
shift over to her. 

Another component of the staging concerns the rising and falling of action 
at the ends of each act. I found the ending of the acts to lack 
a clean "button" that brought the action to a stylized conclusion of some 
sort. At the end of Act One, I missed the lines and thus the reason for 
everyone rushing offstage. At the end of Act Two, there seemed to be a 
lack o.f a build, which would have brought us to the end with some emphasis. 

However, from what I was able to discern from the tape, the overall 
production was well received and treated the material in an honest and 
inviting way. Congratulations to Ms. Petersdorf on a project well done. 

Brenda Hubbard 

Please note: 

This signature has been redacted due to security reasons. 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Hi Jana! 

"Sandy warren" 

4/16/02 1:33PM 
Steel Magnolias 

Muches kudos with "Steel Magnolias"! Once again you did an outstanding job 
of bringing culture to Tulare. Every year your plays become a bit more 
introspective and refined. This year was no exception. I thought the actors 
did an excellent job of portraying their respective roles; the setting was 
fantastic, with drawers that actually opened, realistic props (where did 
you get the salon chair?), and lighting and music which only enhanced a 
well-performed play. 

Even when the actors forgot or flubbed lines, they covered well. They 
seemed well-prepared and the acton flowed smoothly. 

Thank you for another lovely evening of wonderful entertainment. Sandy 

! Jana Petersdorf - Bravo! 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Jana: 

Steve Nylander 
Jana Petersdorf 
4122102 2:43PM 
Bravo! 

The play was absolutely fantastic. Really strong performances by every cast member!! Really excellent! 

I can't believe that I got an evening of outstanding entertainment and credit for "dootie" too! 
Steve 

l"'age i 1 

Page 1 I 



I Jana Petersdorf - Play 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Nilza Bettencourt 
Jana Petersdorf 
4/17/0210:29AM 
Play 

Steel Magnolias was a great play. I thoroughly enjoyed the performance of our students. They all did 
an excellent job and made their characters so real. It was an amazing evening and one that I am 
recommending to our staff and student body. Thanks, for doing such an outstanding job. 

Page 1 I 
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Top-notch Spokane Civic Theatre's 'Steel Magnolias' makes the most out of a 
humorous, forthright story 
Spokesman Review, Spokane; Feb 29, 2000; Jim Kershner Staff writer; 

Sub Title: [SPOKANE Edition] 
Start Page: D7 
PerS'onal Names: Parton, Dolly 
Abstract: 
"Steel Magnolias• continues through March 11 at the Spokane Civic Theatre. Ca/1325-2507 for reservations. 

I knew I was enjoying the Spokane Civic Theatre's production of "Steel Magnolias• - that hard laughter was a dead 
giveaway. 

On this, probably my ft:Jurth viewing of this Southern beauty-shop gabfest, I realized exactly what was so good about 
Robert Harling's 1987 script. 

Full Text: 
(Copyright 2000 Cowles Publishing Company) 

"Steel Magnolias" continues through March 11 at the Spokane Civic Theatre. Call 325-2507 for 
reservations. 

"Steel Magnolias" 

Saturday, Feb. 26, Spokane Civic Theatre 

I knew I was enjoying the Spokane Civic Theatre's production of "Steel Magnolias" - that hard laughter 
was a dead giveaway. 

But it wasn't until later that I realized just how gobd this production is. 

On this, probably my fourth viewing of this Southern beauty-shop gabfest, I • 2 HK4 execUj.)Yhat,wauou 
ggae.ee. ~!l'ea1RiikernFipb 

BeaWes..aoing'faH~wtrftmny:-·it-4e als8 ••a•IBRlll'lipuiadw..£>nly a 
quality production can make you love a script you thought you only liked. 

Director Jamie Flanery has created a fine, fast and funny piece of work here. Besides setting a perfect tone 
of congenial Southern hair- dryer camaraderie, he ha& al&B'dSsetnbted"U*e&~,.eeam!cas 
~ 

A1tsix of \tie women ltJ dte east create fully dfawn criaractets, alt "hhetn-beCOine emnpJeJ: pasonmttt!!. it 
t~a Jm .ef.he.id WQa 'P AA.lQat.JwtJbey make jt logk east;All are cgmtnnable ap4 re'u•W. a&age .. 

All six share equally in the success, but Kathie Doyle-Lipe, as usual, is the unquestioned comic star of the 
show. As Ouiser, the cynical and eccentric millionaire of Chinquapin Parish, Louisiana, sh~ comes on 
stage looking like a cross between Carol Burnett as a bag lady and Claire Peller. _., 

Then she proceeds to send the audience into hysterics with her foghorn voice and her stooped, old-lady 
~ . By the second act, all she had to do was walk through the door to send the audience into a 
..(, ing fit. 
~ 

~ 
0 --
~ 

_./,.."'"'' .,.,. "'! t \, 
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Kelly Beck is notably impressive as~ Ljiiii, die mother of the diabetic Shelby. Sftt €Milts die7J&ll18' 
eftmdemi r: tlgiil bi diC SliUW, ls she spends much of the play worrying about Shelby, and then the end of 
the play dealing with the grief when her worries prove to be justified. 

As Truvy, the beauty shop owner, .Kimberly J. Roberts creates a character far different than the Dolly 
Parton character in the movie. She is not as perky as Parton or as country "cute," iGR!hc is stf'eRg«;"iri'Ore 
c 0 . t. 

"Emotionally honest" is, in fact, what makes this play so good. Harling wrote this play after the death of a 
beloved relative, and it all rings true. 

( 

M'Lynn puts up a strong facade in the face of adversity, then her facade collapses in a cascade of tears, and 
afterward, she feels even stronger for the collapse. This is, in fact, the way people deal with tragedy . 

• 

T~ully-~~e-1\Jrg&.tQ ,muip_ulato.aw;filQMw&rJlwo is •Jc~ i~.&he.b~ 
~fli~~shove~ it into O.!:!! f~ces. , 

"'-'L .. ~~--::x:r:;;:~~ 

\Ve ltaar ebont ~helh' 's 9ath enl1"9fter the fact, in rite h!'kf cf\?Jt wonts Of M'L;y1m. We see1:hC'11ftermath, 
ans ili· 8fief, wtmmn ever reeling we are bemg Jerked aroont! BY I f'taywnght for cheap effi!et. 

I must give credit to Nik Adams for designing an exceptionaJly realistic beauty-sho,Jl:.I l'Stctdy tn!hjs 
• • & mitt,~ set"ftmltei1sufeeti1S'~~-•~u&-tn~.P ' 
f'?;J;s!" •NemfeR e: • • p 

[Illustration] . 
Photo; Caption: From left, Kimberly J. Rober1s, Kelly Beck, Ctaire Ryman, Kathie Doyte-Lipe and Jan Neumann appear in the Spokane Civic 
Theatre's production of 'Steel Magnolias.• Photo by Brian Plonka/ The Spokesman-Review 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction or distribution is prohibited without permission. 
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PREVIEW: CENTERSTAGE PRESENTS 'STEEL MAGNOLIAS' 
The News Tribune; Tacoma, Wa.; Aug 7, 1999; I. Andrew Lingwall;For The News Tribune; 

Start Page: SL12 
Abstract: 
That's a good thing for a production like ~steel Magnolias.• Women bonding and rediscovering themselves through 
one another is what this play is all about. •The humor and interplay has been so much easier: to find because 
everyone is having such a great time,• [Laurel} Watt said. "We have three generations of women represented here, 
and each one is just the right age for her character.· 

Centerstage Theatre Arts, a community theater group based in Federal Way, is presenting "Steel Magnolias" through 
Aug. 21. Shows run in the Knutzen Family Theatre at the Dumas Bay Centre, located just outside Dash Point Stats 
Park in Federal Way. 

In keeping with the spirit of female sharing and kinship, "Steel Magnolias" is an ensemble piece. There are no 
starring roles. The six women who go to Truvy's Beauty Salon in Chinquapin, La., each week for manicures, perms 
and cuts each stands out in her own way - for putting up wfth deadbeat husbands, for braving illnesses, just for 
surviving to old age. Truvy (Patty Day), the proprietor and head gossip, dispenses shampoos and free advice to 
anyone who'll listen, including Clairee (Jayne Ross) and Ouiser (Jody McCoy). 

Full Text: 
Copyright Tacoma News, Inc. Aug 7, 1999 

Laurel Watt says there's a reason rehearsals have gone so well this summer for the cast of "Steel 
Magnolias." 

"lliigltt at the attctidoii, these woffi@IJ bundoe te~thm;''.she said. "And now they've become great friends. 
For me as the director, it's made a tremendous difference in the creative process." 

According to Watt, who is directing the play, even the women who didn't get cast had such a good time 
they wanted to come back and visit 

That's a good thiiig for a production like "Steel Magnolias." Wen' h 1 Jing d rdksouetjpq themsrJy;s 
thruugfl one anotliEf IJ h l:al 'b? p'e)' h s!I Eh I It "J'be humor and interplay has been SO much easier to 
find because everyone is having such a great time," Watt said. "We have three generations of women 
represented here, and each one is just the right age for her character." 

Centerstage Theatre Arts, a community theater group based in Federal Way, is presenting "Steel 
Magnolias" through Aug. 21. Shows run in the Knutzen Family Theatre at the Dumas Bay Centre, located 
just outside Dash Point State ·Park in Federal Way. 

In keeping with the spirit of female sharing and kinship, "Steel Magnolias" is an ensemble piece. There are 
no starring roles. The six women who go to Truvy's Beauty Salon in Chinquapin, La., each week for 
manicures, perms and cuts each stands out in her own way - for putting up with deadbeat husbands, for 
braving illnesses, just for surviving to old age. Truvy (Patty Day), the proprietor and head gossip, 
dispenses shampoos and free advice to anyone who'll listen, including Clairee (Jayne Ross) and Ouiser 
(Jody McCoy). 

/ 
According to Watt, Robert Harling wrote "Steel Magnolias" in the mid-1980s in honor of his own sister. 
Like Shelby in the play (Kristin Hanson), she was a diabetic who died of kidney failure after giving birth to 
her first child. Harling relates the tale through the eyes of Annelle (Stefanie Sertich), who is a newcomer in 
town. 

7120101 10·37 
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'1n1s8ii1t 11;: SbJ! s manes caen 61 llit ;;omen stgmHeMlliJ nnottglioac cha pie;;" al:s au. BY fie Ehd, 

::~::: !!t:.;.::::;1:t ~.~,:: :=::·::1=:::1um:;;:;;;~~~= G:-::~::i;:.~· ·~ 
The Knutzen Family Theatre is about a JO-minute drive north from Tacoma. Make the trip, and you'll be 
rewarded with scenic views of Puget Sound and posh surroundings inside that are hard to match in a 
community theater setting. There's not a bad seat in the house. 

"It's a lovely theater," Watt said. "The seating is comfortable, and the colors are wann and inviting. The 
acoustics and sight lines are wonderful, too." 

Looking ahead, Centerstage Theatre Arts' second production of the 1999-2000 season, "Bus Stop, opens 
Oct. 7 and runs through Oct. 23. If you go for all-American-style stories with romance and humor that's 
easy to grasp, this William Inge comedy might be a good choice. The story unfolds as a pack of 
snow-stranded bus travelers are forced to hole up together for the night in a diner near Topeka, Kan. A 
gnarly cowboy has decided he's taking a Kansas City showgirl home to Montana with him, whether she's 
willing or not. When .t~e sheriff steps in, the fireworks start. 

"What I love about this one is that all these strangers are trapped together in a snowstorm and they're 
forced to deal with each other," Watt said. 

"Each one of the characters is lots of fun, as well." 

Preview 

What: "Steel Magnolias" 

Where: The 1:<-nutzen Family Theatre, 3200 S.W. Dash Point Road, Federal Way 

When: Thursdays-Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sundays at 2 p.m., through Aug. 21 

Tickets: $25-$10 

Information: 253-661-1444 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction or distribution is prohibited without permission. 
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THE WALL !mlnT JOURNAL. 

Theater: The Real Thing, Well Almost 
Wall Street Joumat, New York; Aug 19, 1987; By Sylviane Gold; 

Edition: Eastern edition 
Start Page: 1 
ISSN: 00999660 
Abstract: 
Who says theater can't be real? In order to get to your seat at Romulus Linney's "Holy Ghosts,• you've got to walk 
through the packed earth that surrounds the Theatre 890 stage. If you happen to be wearing sandals. your toes get 
ditty-- really. And when Diana Castle, as a resentful Southern wife, grabs a broom and starts sweeping, the dust 
blows up -- really. Her tatty little shift, the bare plank floor, the spare furniture are all blatantly real. ' 

Farther downtown, at Robert Harling's "Steel Magnolias,• a Louisiana beauty salon complete with swivel chairs, 
manicure table and hair dryers has been faithfully reproduced on the stage of the Lucille Lortel Theatre. As the play 
progresses, various characters have their hair washed, set and combed out -- really. The rollers and hair spray, the 
mutt/colored smocks, the flowery wallpaper are all dead-accurate. And there's even a program credit for "Hair Design 
and Supervision• (to Bobby H. Grayson, if you want to know). , 

In the first play, the final offering of this summer's New York Theater Exchange, realism serves to describe the 
misfits and rejects drawn to a sect of Pentecostal snake-handlers, and the second's to limn the lives of a genial, often 
comic group of female friends. But they have more In common than their Insistently authentic Southern settings. Both 
writers give us access to a sanctuary to which we couldn"t otherwise gain admission; both plays allow us to Inspect 
at close range the refugees we wouldn't otherwise encounter. 

Full Text: 
) Copyright Dow Jones & Company Inc Aug 19, 1987 

NEW YORK -- Who says theater can't be real? In e>r_d_er to get ~o your seat at Romulus Linney's "H~l 
Ghosts," you've got to walk through the packed earth that surrounds the Theatre 890 stage. If you happen 
to be wearing sandals, your toes get dirty -- really. And when Diana Castle, as a resentful Southern wife, 
grabs a broom and starts sweeping, the dust blows up-=- really. Her tatty-little shift, the bare plank floor, the 
spare furniture are all blatantly real. 

Farther downtown, at Robert Harling's "Steel Magnolias," a Louisiana beauty salon complete with swivel 
chairs, manicure table and hair dryers has been faithfully reproduced on the stage of the Lucille Lortel 
Theatre. ~'Pfny 1' - _ · · -· ctm\'!'lfi@!t'hmr 1Ji ah1d,:iet1md·o0fi1bed OOt -;;'l;"~llH,. 

Th&rnHers 1md hair:spray,"th'e Tt1Uff1C010reasm~e11owe"-wanpape1 ~an ~mnnd 
there's even a program credit for "Hair Design and Supervision" (to Bobby H. Grayson, if you want to 
know). 

, 

In the first play, the final offering of this summer's New York Theater Exchange, realism serves to describe 
the misfits and rejects drawn to a sect of Pentecostal snake-handlers, and the second's to limn the lives of a 
genial, often comic group of female friends. But they have more in common than their insistently authentic 
Southern settings. Both writers give us access to a sanctuary to which we couldn't otherwise gain 
admission; both plays allow us to inspect at close range the refugees we wouldn't otherwi~ encounter. 

In "Holy Ghosts," the refuge is the Rev. Obediah Buckhorn's makeshift church, where Ms. Castle's 
character, Nancy, has found shelter from the boorish redneck she naively married. As we meet her fellow 
parishioners, we find that they, too, are in flight from the pain of a terminal illness, of a promiscuous past, 
a lost pet, a lost job, a lost life. 

611"!01 (J '.1~ P\ 1 I 
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The problems in "Steel Magnolias" are no less serious, but the remedy is less drastic. The Chinquapin, La., 
}¥aw~ shop serves as a ha'WP JMhem the o•i@ .. 8111i1ood ladles call ditiE gb§§tp, iUlpt& &lid Gheiiitcls 
without inMfe1cnn fie• tin &utsjd• nnsJd 1Rad1 wp1 of cs"n' prim 2 d) af mum 

Messrs. Linney and Harling are both using theater as a sociological tool, which explains both the strengths 
and the weaknesses of their plays. Mr. Linney wants us to understand what draws people into a form of 
worship so ecstatic and irrational that its practitioners are willing to pass poisonous snakes from hand to 
hand. So he turns his congregants into case studies. He has tried to inject some tension by dragging 
Nancy's angry, deserted husband onto the scene, but this plot line seems thin and contrived. The meat o1 
the play is in its case histories, and well-performed though they are in this San Diego Repertory Theatre 
production, they never become anything more than a census. 

As for Mr. Harling, his purpose is implicit in his title. He wants as to see ~HI 'nditiGAal, s1Ral\ tewn 
tWClllCll, Wlt1'1 their \tis tjme hpjrdos 88 heroie ltlws~Wl8 Om11rs with innmd& Of ffiig!Cl Ilietala ~e the
oMIO&t of them Kal4s new ;sttdl iA a O"Einess ugql!!rei the crankiest is se£t1R1Ui b!' A reki0 d1ed mmaRHt the' 
mgst nathetiq FNletmed bl' ftjoodshjp pgd an 1uan9alieal ehmch and A new Job. Bat htr. llmling &)88 ~·.~ts 

u~'that lre's-srnartet and n10rc-sophistie11ted than ll1s characters, so he rnaketjokes-atthetrrxpense. 
Sin~ they_ are, on.tlw.whale, eRtertairringjokcr,the play wmks-wdl enough; in its ienial;-limited-way.-
uQ!!!_ Mt: .. Harling.fall& .off .a. d.r&natic cliff_. · 

Interestingly, it's exactly the same one that Mr. Linney falls from in "Holy Ghosts." Betit p!aywrights-breatc• 
faith with.t.heir-ilUdienceb}""dbntm<ming ffie veH'mTllmtme"1trey1taw wmll.1'd"96~ .... . . 

( 

In "Steel Magnolias," Mlir-H~accountttbty allows 611€"0f ~rs'tO"dlt!~ And even 
though he's led us to believe that we were in for an evening of sentimental comedy, we let him get away 
with it. But.wlwLhcc.bri~l..+-tsumvcm·onst&go.Wwap-.disoaaselawi,,..a~~ ( 
singl~an..line of diaJgg.uaraets them ttH•leughtng &8RiP we won't b.!.!Y..,U. The playwright is trifling with us 
-- a theatrical sin unforgivable in everything but a murder mystery. 

We are similarly let down when Mr. Linney gets to the climactic moment of his play. When Nancy's . - - - -

husband kicks the i.nnocent-looking wooden crate he's been sitting on, it emits an evil rattle. But when 
Obediah's singing, dancing followers lift the lid, there's nothing in it. The actors mime the culmination of 
the worship, and instead of writhing, scary snakes, we get air. 

I 

This might pass if we hadn't been made to notice the dirt floor, the real broom, the deadly hiss. And most 
people, I suspect, could do without seeing live snakes in a theater -- I was once ready to bolt when a bunch 
of uncaged mice turned up in the cast of a show. But a play is a kind of tightrope act-one misstep and all 
the skill and daring that's preceded it' goes for n"aught. In this play, snakes -- or some literal representation 
thereof -- are absolutely essential ~ven if the audience feels jittery. Realism can work in the theater -- but 
not if you're going to be namby-pamby about it. 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction or distribution is prohibited without permission. 
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'Magnolias' Delivers Heart and Humor 
The Los Angeles Times (Pre-1997 Fulftext); Los Angeles, Calif.; Oct 25, 1996; PHILIP BRANDES; 

Sub Title: [Home Edition] 
Column Name: THEATER BEAT 
Start Page: 33 
ISSN: 04583035 
Abstract: 
"Steel Magnolias,• Robert Harling's 1987 Southern tear-jerker, is frequently performed, but seldom as well as the 
deeply affecting production from Actors Co-op at the Crossley Theatre. 

With its intimate focus on six women coping with personal tragedy in a small Louisiana town, Har/lng's drama affords 
ample opportunities for shameless heart-string-plucking. Director Andi Chapman and her seamless cast appreciate 
the difference between cliched sentiment and genuine feeling, and they navigate the minefield of potential schmaltz 
without striking a single false note. 

Full Text: 
(Copyright, The Times Mirror Company; Los Angeles Times 1996 all Rights reserved) 

"Steel Magnolias," Robert Harling's 19.87 Southern tear-jerker, is frequently performed, bufseldom as well 
as the deeply affecting production from Actors Co-op at the Crossley' Theatre. · 

With its intimate focus on six women coping with personal tragedy in a small Louisiana town, rtariins!a. 
~~e~r'!kwleH beatt .. string"phselcing:-i}itieetorAndi Chapman--ilftd~r 
s,eamless cast ap_p~ ate.,dw4'lifffi8noeohotw ccntlid1ed sentinwat ~rnicgcwar""e feelmg;"'&Mkhoo)l""wiga~ 
t!J'.,minetiel~&I aekmrdtt wtltlOUt Ydlk'liig a Shlgle ?Atse ttott;. 

Particularly impressive in this regarcljs Q~llan_Wbi~ ~s M'Lynn, transparently _registeri_ng a mot}\er's 
conflicting emotions when her dangerously diabetic daughter, Shelby (vibrant, earthy Renee Roque), 
decides to carry her pregnancy to term despite her doctor's warnings. The courageous good humor with 
which M'Lynn endures Shelby's physical deterioration sets up a devastating opening of her pent-up 
floodgates in the final scene. 

Another standout is Kristina Lankford as the beauty shop assistant who mutates hilariously from mousy 
victim to party girl to born-again fundamentalist. Bighearted beautician Truvy (Lori Berg) and her regulars, 
a wisecracking widow (Janet Raycraft) and cantankerous divorcee (Cathy Thomas-Grant) round out the 
well-cast ensemble. 

The show's abundant humor is more than a sugar-coating for tragedy--iftoi!Jive·banter-is-too-principal.sb.ic.W. 
tyittr'Wh1ct1'thes&ladieakeep-heattbreak1if15!Y.·~ng!s.w~-epartee''80mettmes-har~n.N.a&l 
Co~>i.Oplti,W~ation .~~nse~ its~_.DWJrit--perhaps the highest compliment to _be 
paid this cast is its ability to pull off quips like "She adored the quicksand he walked on" without 
disrupting the emotional momentum. 

* "Steel Magnolias," Crossley Theatre, 1760 N. Gower St., Hollywood. Thursdays-Saturdays, 8 p.m.; 
Sundays, 2:30 p.m. Ends Nov. 17. $15. (213) 964-3586. Running time: 2 hours, 20 minut~ 
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The Atlanta Joumal~Col) stitutiot1 

Movies 'Women's film' genre is diversity in storytelling, if not stories 
The Atlanta Constitution (Pre-1997 Fulltext); Atlanta, Ga; Oct 6, 1995; Bob Strauss ENTERTAINMENT 
NEWS WfRE; 

Start Page: P/18 
Abstract: 
A decade of scrounging for enough actresses to fill out the Academy Awards competition - or even trying to find a 
decent date movie that wasn't drenched in testosterone - has been redressed with the likes of •soys on the Side,· 
"While You Were Sleeping,• "A Little Princess,• "The Bridges of Madison County," "Clueless,· "Sometf;ling to Talk 
About," "Dangerous Minds" and "Moonlight and Valentino.' 

But it does bring us to the next question. There are apparent similarities marking • Amen'can Quilt,• the just-released 
"Valentino" and the upcoming "Now and Then• and "Waiting to Exhate• - and they are traits shared with such recent 
hits as "Little Women,• "The Joy Luck Club,• "Fried Green Tomatoes" and ·steel Magnolias.• Do those similarities 
suggest that the Hollywood •women's movie" has hit a kind of artistic plateau? Can we see what the next step might 
be? 

Full Text: 
(Copyright 1995 The Atlanta Joumal-Constitution) 

After a long drought, Hollywood is unleashing something of a flood of films by and about women. 

A decade of scrounging for enough actresses to fill out the Academy Awards competition - or even trying 
to find a decent date movie that wasn't drenched in testosterone - has been redressed with the likes of 
"Boys on the Side," "While You Were Sleeping,-" -"A Little Princess," "The Bridges of Madison County," 
"Clueless," "Something to Talk About," "Dangerous Minds" and "Moonlight and Valentino." 

And more are on the way. "How to Make an American Quilt" is the second of the fall releases, after 
"Valentino," with a large female cast and a number of women in major, behind-the-scenes creative 
positions. This has to be cheerful news to anyone who values diversity in storytelling, indicating that such 
movies are moving up on the agendas of studio decision makers (most of whom are male). 

But it does bring us to the next question. There are apparent similarities marking "American Quilt," the 
just-released "Valentino" and the upcoming "Now and Then" and "Waiting to Exhale" - and they are trait5 
shared with such recent hits as "Little Women," "The Joy Luck Club," "Fried Green Tomatoes" and "Steel 
Magnolias." Do those similarities suggest that the Hollywood "women's movie" has hit a kind of artistic 
plateau? Can we see what the next step might be? 

"American Quilt" producer Midge Sanford is happy to be in a position to address that question. " 'Joy Luck 
Club,' 'Steel Magnolias,' 'Enchanted April' - studio people say, 'Well, someone seems to be going to them, 
so I guess we'll let those kinds of movies be made.' Which is said, perhapa1 with a slight edge," she says 
with, well, an edge in her voice. "What might be the next step? I don't know, but it's a really interesting 
question because we certainly don't want to be repeating ourselves. I haven't seen any of )he other three 
movies coming out, but I have read the book 'Waiting to Exhale' and it does seem rather different from 
'American Quilt.' Hopefully, we can all move on to another place." 

Based on "Whitney Otto's best seller, "American Quilt" recounts the romantic travails of a group of older 
women (played by Maya Angelou, Anne Bancroft, Ellen Burstyn, Kate Nelligan, Jean Simmons, Lois 

7117/0 1 lO::'il 
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Smith and Alfre Woodard) who gather to make a wedding quilt for Burstyn's granddaughter (Winona 
Ryder). A little conflict, a bit of bawdiness, some tears, much nurturing and forgiveness are spread over an 
episodic course of intimate conversations and illuminating storytelling. 

Not all these elements and patterns appear in e\'ery female-centered film of 1995. But a surprising numbe1 
pop up again and again, even in such unexpected places as the teenage comedy "Clueless." And none of 
these pictures even flirts with the unpredictability and edginess of what many recall fondly as the best 
"women's movie" of recent vintage, "Thelma & Louise." 

Of course, it must be said that this genre-in-the-making is nowhere near as rigidly unifonn as the hundreds 
of male-centered action movies Hollywood has churned out in the past dozen years. And even if the newer 
women's pictures do share a certain sensitivity, their creators are aiming to make them no less tough than 
all that guy stuff. 

"We wanted edge, intelligence and wit. We really didn't want this movie told through gauze," says 
"American Quilt" producer Sarah Pillsbury, whose previous films with partner Sanford include such 
flavorsome fare as "Desperately Seeking Susan," "River's Edge" and "Eight Men Out." "We don't think of 
women's stories and women's lives as soft. Actually, most women's lives are pretty damn hard, and the idea 
that there's not a hard edge to a women's story because no one pulls out a gun and shoots somebody is 
really offensive to us." 

[Illustration] 
Notes: Photo: Australian filmmaker Jocelyn Moorhouse directs 
a scene from "How to Make an American Quilt."/ Universal Pictures 
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STEEL MAGNOLIAS 
Directed by Herbert Ross 
Screenplay by Robert Harling 

BY RICHARD SCHICKEL 

M en have hunting, ball games and 
1 bars-plenty of opportunities to 

practice the hearty, necessary rituals of 
male bonding. 

~ttta; ea t'if'tmx:t:ii'~~! 
clever of him to stock Steel Magnolias with 
Southern belles. wicked or eye and ton ue. 
though ultimately forgiving orheart. ll 
s'as di IJilii 22 I Zi Ii 1111 f I sf 
Brd!IGM} SIS: I rl ::mii'o::· 
offs 111m::ugs: 1 1 , ' •1• 
"' 5 I h 231 His characters may be C}l.Otics. 
but 1'11!:: J · hh§ij :am:: a 

Above all. it was brave or Harling lo 
place al the center of what might other
wise have been an episodic comedy the 
true. tragic s10ry of his sister. a diabetic 
who doomed herself 10 early death in or· 
der to bear a child. and his mother's strug
gle to come 10 terms with that choice. It 
gives the piece the dramatic rocus and the 
emotional weight it requires. 

The play was a swell show: it had 
something for everyone. The main thing 
preventing it from being an equally swell 

VALMONT 
Direcred by Milos Forman 
Screenplay by Jean-Claude Carriere 

C all it by its rightful name. Lc.r Liai· 
sous Dangere11ses. Call it Da11Kem11s 

Liaisons. Call it .. if you must. Va/mom. 
But in any case it looks as if we can now 
call it a day for stage and movie adapta· 
Lions of Pierre·Ambroise-Frant;ois Cho
derlos de laclos's intricate. in-
s 1 ructi ve novel of sexual 
gamesmanship among the 18th 
century French aristocracy. For 
Milos Forman and Jean-Claude 
Carriere. while fiddling wich the 
plot of this deliciously nasty_ tale. 
have studiously embalmed its spir
it. Val111011t arrives stiffened by the 
elegant. inert formalism of For· 
man·s direction. and chilled by 
Carriere·s all too so~r respect for 
his source and by their mutual de
termination w apply modern psy
chological understanding to the 
behavior of the principal figures. H. 

•. :'." 
I Southe~·b·~l!e~·Maclaine and Reid, 

top; Parton and Dukakis 

Vicomce de Valmont !Colin Firth) em
bark on a campaign 10 debauch a 15-year
old virgin. Cecile de Volanges (Fairuza 
Balk). The older woman is gripped by 
temporary insanity because she loves the 
man who intends to marry the adolescent. 
The vicomte 100 has his excuses. He is 
possessed by a passionate nature. the ill 
eff'ects of which. it is implied. are also 
temporary_ Give the kid some time. and 

\ 

. ; 
~-

~ .-.; 
bW •. ' • ·.: .. . ,1 

·. . 
The scrirc is almosc clinically 

clear about why the Marquise de 
Merteuil 1 Annelle Bening) and the 

Malign campaigners: Bening and Firth 

Tlz1· wisc/0111 of Pop psychology spoil.r the fun. 

92 Tl~IF. :"IOVEMBER 20. 1989 

movie is the ract that it is a movie. A film 
must offer us something a little more spec
tacular than half a dozen white chicks sit· 
ting around talking. Accordingly. Har
ling's adaptation hustles them out of the 
beauty shop and into the lire of the town. 
Suddenly the people they talked about so 
amusingly behind their backs must be 
met face-to-face. The confliccs and confu· 
sions that sounded so hilarious in the re
counting are spread ouc realistically. And 
reality. as we know. is never that amusing 
when confronted head on. 

The styli7.ed bitchiness of Harling's 
writing requires a stage selling. Failing 
that. it requires a director willing to let his 
actors throw good lines away or overlap 
them in ways that work in the movie's nal· 
uralistic context. But HerQert Ross insists 
on theatricality. His editing even provides 
awkward liule pauses for the audience to 
fill with laughter. just as if this were still a 
play. As a result. some very good perform· 
ers (Shirley MacLaine. Olympia Dukakis. 
Daryl Hannah. Dolly Panon) function less 
as full-scale sorority sisters than as chorus 
members who elbow their way up front in a 
crowd of even sketchier characters. 

The film"s center lies in the bond be- i 
tween Julia Roberts as the young woman 
serenely accepting the risk of childbirth 
and Sally Field as her tightly wound 
mother. wanting to scream warnings at 
her daughter but only able to whisper de· 
spairing support for her-right through 
the final coma. Their characters are fully 
and finely reali7.ed. and their work is sup
ported. not subverted. by the scyle and 
mood of a film !hat cries more easily. and 
more persuasively. than it laughs. • 

he will probably turn out to be an admira
ble citizen. Indeed. his second amorous 
campaign-to bed a virtuous young wife. 
Madame de Tourvel !Meg TillyJ-is not 
presented as idle and amoral womanizing 
but as proof of his capacity for authentic 
emotion. Too bad he has what we now are 
fond of calling ··an intimacy problem,'' 
and. as a result. this affair and ultimately 
his Ii fe come lo a bad and premature er.d. 

~ How could anyone think it 
:: helpful to impose upon the behav

ior of a long-lost era and a van· 
ished social class the wisdom or 
modern Pop psychology? Tt pre
vents the actors from tearing inlo 
their roles with the black comic 
gust.o that Glenn Close and John 
Malkovich brought lo cheir fever
ish performances in Dangerous Li· 
aisons last year. But besides spoil· 
ing the fun. this;ipproach blurs the 
work's value ~ a cautionary Lale. 
capable of reminding us that mo· 
tiveless malignity is a potent force 
in every age and one lhal not even 
Freud-let alone humanistically 
inclined moviemakcrs--can ex· 
plain a\~ay. -R.5. 
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SCREENINGS 

STEEL MAGNOLIAS 
Shirley JfacLai11e prores there i:-i life after being a leading lady 

e 

Shirler Hadahae 
adds to ber growing 
gallery ol eccenlric 
iupporllRg roles in 
flit/ H119nali1S. 
coilarring would-be 
Finl Cousin Olympia 
Dukakis. 

62 

CCENTRIC, YOU KNOW, IS ALMOST 
like vanilla in rhe Sourh," says Shirley 
MacLainc of her role as Ouiscr (pro· 
nounced "\X~eser") Boudreaux, che 
cown crank in Roberr Harling's screen 
adapcarion o( his off-Broadway play 
Suel Magnolias. Mad ainc a So11cherorr 
~l'lginr.'wk-5her41A8t~ 
OJliM& 'J.lpt au Jba.I. unu311gl TW1re'&• 

O~c,Q1.,.,in:iall mw.Q in d6e 
.SOut~~·Pnts-get>..e-""''"~i .. 
-sumcoae..-a1ound.,..wAe,~p.an 

.-swirl, because all these people in small 
Southern rowns love co sir arounJ and 
cell scories abouc each ocher. She does 
have a loc of money, and she's craveled a 
grear deal, s0 she doesn't have co give a 
damn whac ocher people chink." 

Complecing che circle of srrong, 
Souchern women whose shared loves 
and losses form che hearr of chis cragi· 
comedy are Sally Field, 01\•mpra Duka· 
kis, Dolly ?.lrcon, Daryl Hannah and 
Juli:1 RD!xr ..... "People exp1.'CCl!d fuc· 
works. comcusrion and ri:mpcrmcnc," 
says Macla;ne, "but we had no .:go, no 

sense of comperirion. And also (with} 
women working cogecher, cherc is nor 
chac kind of 'cerricorial imperacive' chac 
happens when you deal wich men." 

le was che firsr cime MacLaine has 
worked on a picrure so singularly fe. 
male. "When I worked wich Audrey 
{Hepburn, on The Childrt:n's HouT}, 
chere were a loc of women, buc}im Gar· 
ner was very prominenc. And when I 
worked wirh Annie Bancrofr {The 
Turning Poin1}. it was a large casr. This is 
really rhe firsc cime ic's been ... whac I 
call all-feminine energy." 

Ouiser, alrhough che smallesc pare, 
was her immedi:1re favorire, "!::ecause 
she's so m.:an and funny and reaL.J 
landed on Ouiser foscer chan I have on 
mosc pares I've played. I knew her. May· 
be ic's a pare of me I never had che gucs 
co be. I'm noc cynical like rhac. I'm noc 
biccerly comedic." She laughs, "Well, 
maylx somecimes lam." 

The onlv dilliculcy she had w;ch che 
pare, she says, was "maybe a liccle bic co 
Ice myself look like chac. J USC coming on 

of Sou.sac;::ka and leering myself look like 
chc wrach of God, and overweighr and 
having no makeup." In face, she seems 
co be making a career our of playing 
"older" chis pasc year, wich Madame 
Sousaczka and Ouiser and a new role in 
Mike Nichols' Poltc'ards From ihe Edge. 

The transicion from leading lady ro 
characcer accor scarced in her early '40s 
wich Trnru of Endearment and was assisc· 
ed by, of all people, Jack Nicholson, 
"because he so easily moved into char· 
acccr accing. Maybe I was always a char· 
accer accress, bur when you scarced as 
long ago as I did, you were sore of 
rhought of as a leading lady." 

The one role char Maclaine srill 
longs [0 play is "a very sore, vulnerable 
person who doesn't have chac striJenc 
qualicy chat I gee offered so many of 
chese days. I seem to have graduaced co 
chese demanding, imperious, impossi· 
bly runny women. I'd like co do some· 
ching like che pare in Room at rite Top 
chac Simone Signorec played. A love 
scory wirh vulnerabilicy." 

After a career of more chan 30 films, 
~acLaine believes she has been guided 
by a lucky scar and "maybe one day I'll 
go co ic," she says, laughing ar the possi· 
biliry. -Janet Fitch 

Henry V 
Kenneth Branagh and a 
Bard /'or Alf Seasons 
\'('HEN KEN:-:ETH BRA~AGH DECIO· 
ed co make a new film version of Henry 

V, his biggest challenge was brenking 
whac he cerms rhc ··Shakespeare b:lrri· 
er." "A lot of people are puc olf by 
Shakespeare," says che 28-year·old di· 
rector, "and I wanred co have a hand in 
making che scory more available co 
rhose people. I don'r kid myself chac 
we'll do che same business as Bacman, 
buc I wane pe_9Ple co fed chac Henry Vis 
of che same world as Bci1man-chac ir, 
coo, is 1989." 

Branagh's primary mocivacion for 
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BY ROBERT HARLING 

Presented by 
The Tulare Western Curtain Call Players 

April 12, 13, 19, and 20 
at 7:30 pm 

in The Little Theatre/Room 81 I 
Call 686-8751 for more info. 

























































RODUCTION SERVES Two PuRPOSES 

~ 1>-a: ~ . . ~ 
-- I 0 ' a ..... p. 
a Petersdorf, left, applies uaglng" makeup to actor Sanisha Alvarado for the Tulare Western High\~ · 
tion of "Steel Magnolias" at dress rehearsal last week. ~ ~ 

-:.· 



;tern play serves as t>asis 
eacher's master's thesis 

el 1.1agnolias' 
s dual purpose 
r J Petersdorf. 
""e Fitchett• 
~nee-Register 
~r Jana Petersdorf has some-
common with her students 

ill turn in a paper at the end 
mest;er. 
dor£ who bas taught English 
ma ~t Tulare Western High 
n· 11 yeq is writing a mas
.;,i n iout producing the high 

J • St.eel Magnolias." She ex
coL plet.e the master's degree 
'lt Central Wasbingt.on Uni

,ris summer. 
ulare Western High School 
Call Players opened the play 
; weekend and it will be per
igain April 19-20 at 7:30 p.m. 
ittle Theatre, room 811. 
dorf said she wanted to fur
~ education because "when 
something you want to teach 
.tely, to the best of your abili-
1. can nurture that love in the 
" 
lt t.o bring that [passion for 
>Ut in them," she said. 
:iorf recalled how producing 
[agnolias" has been "a long 
anning started nearly a year 
be begged and pleaded with 
!Ssors t.o allow her to direct it 
uuiter's project despite it oon
bur ch.&raCters over the age 

essagea of the play go far be
e challenge of making 18--
1 look 67 or 47. Both the au
nd those performing in the 
forced t.o consider if "we live 
t.o the fullest" and "Can we 
~did, be forever satisfied and 

optimistic about th,e lot life has hand
ed us or are we just living "a lifetime 
of nothin' special?" -. 

'°l'he play has inspired me a great 
deal, and I truly adlnire that 28~year
old mother [Shelby] who sacrificed 
everything for her "30 minutes of 
wonderful," Petersdorf said. 

Petersdorf said she took some dif
ferent steps t.o produce this play since 
she is working on her paper com
pared to what she would normally do. 
For example, she hired someone tO 
design the sets, which "allows me to 
concentrate on props, lights and 
sound [in the renovated theater] and 
help the actors as we go along." 

During her research for her thesis, 
Petersdorf examined the unique ways 
women deal with grief, sorrow and re
lationships with each other. This is 
similar t.o the journal her students 
kept while researching their parts. 

Petersdorf chose the play written 
by Robert Harling because she has a 
strong group of female actors. 

"You choose plays where your tal
ents are," she said. 

Petersdorf said the play gives stu~ 
dents an idea of how a college play is 
produced, with specialists doing the 
makeup and sets. Students also see 
the job opportunities available be
hind the scenes of a production. 

Students were asked t.o sign a con
tract annmitting t.o participat.e in the 
play. The contract explained that Peters
dorf would use the production t.o write 
her master's thesis. At the same time, 
"the sua:ess of the students in all our 
productions is even more important." 

Senior Sanisha Alvarado, who 
plays "Ouiser (pronounced Wheezer)", 
and junior Haylie Machado, who 
plays "Shelby", commended Peters-

"If she is putting 
this much effort 
[into the play] then 
we should be 
putting out this 
much effort, too." 

...,. .. Machado, student 

dorf for the effort she put into the 
play and thesis. 

Alvarado likes the way Petersdorf 
remains calm about directing, but 
"gives us verbs to help us out" and 
"makes sure we understand [the best 
~que for bringing out the charac
ter]." 

"She shows there's a lot of hard 
work that go:es int.o set design and 
getting along with the students and 
helping them out," Alvarado said. 

Alvarado is glad she spent time 
with !l make-up artist. She signed up 
for a class offered through College of 
the Sequoias by Estes Institute of 
Cosmet.ology. 

Machado said she has put more 
work into this production than other 
plays. To prepare for the part, she was 
required t.o visit a dialysis center. 

"She made me realize she is a real
ly hard worker," Machado said. "If she 
is putting this much effort [into the 
play] then we should be putting out 
this much effort, too." 

Petersdorrs finished thesis will 
See PLAY, page A2. 

Play 
Continued from page A 1 

contain components includ· 
ing an analysis of characters, 
character dialogue and dra
matic action, a p~uction 
journal and self-evaluation. 

The pl'ocess also requires 
the student to take an oral 
examination conducted by 
the Thesis Project Commit
tee. Sample questions may 
include which form of re
search was most helpful and 
why, why certain music was 
chosen for intermission and 
what techniques in working 
with actors was most produc
tive. 

With a master's degree ~ 
hand, Petersdorf would like 
to produce a college-level 
play and community theater 
with an adult cast. 

Information: 686-8751. 



'"10UTHERN ' 'STEEL' 
·~ _.dare Western students tackle funny, sad 'Steel Magnolias' 

'I Laura A. Maldonad? 
~oi<es 

Pasically, it's a chick flick. But you 
19 may want to show up to hear how 

')men ·talk about you when you're not 
·v-und. 

1 
li ,, 

ri1e themes in "Stee Magno as are 
1 versal enough to appeal to men and 
~:,,,,.n of all age groups - the transi
JHI: .rom youth to adulthood, illness, 
ar; iage, parenthood, desertion, 
wtce, death and even disgruntled 
!ighbors. 
No single character has to deal 
ith all of these plot elements. 
it the play features an 
1semble of six, and what hap-
:ns to one affects them all. 
"It's kind of a real chick play 
!CausP of how these women 
late to each other," said Ash-
~ Maf'11ado, l5. 
The play's title may seem an 
.ymoron. After all, the creamy 
nk flowers of the magnolia 
!e are 'known for their deli-
e nature -- susceptible to 

ring their early blooms to 
t or1Strong winds. If they 

rvive;'however, the flowers 
o' ide a brilliant sea of 
\U''" 
:fh, deal with the joys 
d ~vlTQW8 of life with 
m1 nd bravery," director 
la • • 1 ~rsdorf said while 
!>J>i.11!; 1mes of makeup wrin
s ont,o performer Sanisha 
rarado's face. 

SeeSteel/2 

How to attend 
llhat; "Steel Magnolias" 
~en: 7:30 p.m. Aprtl 12 13 19 120 I I 

there: Tulare Western High 
iool's Little Theater, Room 81 
lckets: $6 adults, $5 students 
1formation: 686·8751 

-. 



Steel 
Continued from page 2 

Alvarado, 17, fills the role of 
Ouiser, a cantankerous "town 
curmudgeon" who "complains 
about everything, but her heart 
is in the right.place," Petersdorf 
said. ' 

Also in the cast is Kathryn 
Hoffman, 17, as Clairee Belcher, 
the widow searching for a way 
to make life whole again with
out her husband. 

"I'm old and elegant, don't talk 
to me that way," Hoffman quips 
after being teased about her 
realistic-looking, aged appear
ance in an ash-blonde wig. 

"She reminds me of myself 
[the way] she makes funny com
ments," Hoffman said. "She's 
still recovering from her hus
band's death. She's realizing 
there's more to life [than being 
the mayor's wife]." 

Ashley Machado, 15, plays 
Annelle, the young wife whose 
husband just leftber. 

"He kind of left her .banging, 
so she tries to find herself and 
gets real religious," Machado 
said. 

Anl..1 - . .. 1.._ . ! " TT---1! - lA'AnJ..n 

do, 16, plays Shelby, the soon-to
be bride coping with severe dia
betes, the restrictions it places 
on her life and her mother. 

Shelby adores every nuance of 
the color pink, and at one point 
humorously stresses the impor
tance of the different shades of 
the hue incorporated into her 
wedding scheme. 

Kathryn McEachern, 16, fills 
the role of Shelby's protective 
and doting mother, M'Lynn Eat
enton. 

As McEachern's brunette hair 
was coifed expertly into a bouf
fant by costume designer Nancy 
McGinnis, she described the 
tug-of-war between the charac
ters as Shelby moves toward 
marriage. 

"She ha:s a hard time control
ling her daughter and the choic
es she makes," McEachern said. 

Sounds familiar. As in many 
mother-daughter relationships, 
the squabbling doesn't erase the 

underlying love. 
"It's one of those plays that 

makes you feel good after
wards," Haylie Machado said. 

The closeness of the cast even 
before rehearsals started will be 
apparent in the performance, 
she said. 

In the play, the women dish 
about every personal topic 
imaginable in the beauty parlor 
owned by nuvy Jones, who is 

played by Gabby Villarruel, 16. 
'During show preparation, 

similar gossip takes place-bac}t
stage. Chatter about boys, fami
ly and clothes fills the dressing· 
room as, .layer by layer, the 
young women become their 
characters. 

''If people can stick togethef, 
they can get through anythif!8," 
Ifoffman said. "That's what 
friends are for." 
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